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Abstract 

Due to economic gain the use of explosives for rock breaking has been the 

preferred choice in the mining industry for extracting minerals and the construction 

industries for driving tunnels and underground excavations. Although misfires are 

not an expected outcome in any form of blasting operations, however, due to the 

confined nature of underground blast the likelihood of blasthole misfires occurring is 

increased compared to that of a surface blast. Past research on the use of 

explosives for rock breaking have been concerned with issues about improving the 

effective use of explosive energy neglecting such effect as safety hazards and 

increased operational cost resulting from blasthole misfires.  

 

This research project investigate misfires in tunnel blasts with the aim of 

developing method(s) of minimising it occurrence during the blast design and 

identify blasthole misfires should they occur. Through a series of test blasts carried 

out at the Holman’s Test Mine operated by the Camborne School of Mines, three 

identification techniques based on blast emission data were developed namely; 

Electro-Magnetic Pulse (EMP Signature), Light (Optical Signature) and seismic 

(Vibration Signature).  

 

The study therefore concluded that whilst no one single method developed could 

effectively identify blasthole misfires in tunnel blasts, the vibration signature 

approach is the most pragmatic method for misfire identification in tunnel blasts as 

measurements are remotely undertaken. Moreover, blast vibration is well 

understood and part of almost all tunnel blasting operation. The blast vibration 

measurements and analyses undertaken during the course of this research resulted 

in the identification of potential blasthole misfires and aided in the safe retrieval of 

unexploded detonators and explosives cartridges. As a result of the research 

project several misfires were identified immediately after full face tunnel blasts at 

the Holmans’ Test Mine and appropriate measures taken to handle the misfires. 
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1 CHAPTER ONE Introduction 

 

Chapter 1 gives the background to the Problem Statement behind the research 

undertaken on misfires identification and prevention in tunnel blasts. The aims and 

objectives of the research are presented along with a brief description of the 

methodology and tests carried out to achieve the outlined objectives. The chapter 

concludes with the thesis structure, detailing chapter summaries. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The economics of most operations in the minerals industry depends on particle size 

distribution of the ore which is to a large extent controlled by the rock breaking or 

the blasting procedure. Explosives are the preferred source of energy for rock 

breaking both in the mining industry for extracting minerals and the construction 

industry for driving tunnels and underground excavations. However, previous 

research on the use of explosives for rock breaking have been concerned with 

issues about improving the quality of rock blasting and to make an effective use of 

explosive energy, reduce blast-induced vibration and air-overpressure levels, 

reduce blast damage to neighbouring structures, all of which neglect such effect as 

safety hazards and the increased operational cost resulting from unexploded 

detonators hereafter referred to as misfired explosives. When a misfire occurs 

during a blasting operation, the explosive charge and/or its accessories that remain 

in the ground or in the muckpile after the blast, have a high tendency of being 

triggered by any of the varied mechanical equipment during the downstream 

mining processes such as digging, milling or crushing, causing possible injuries or 

even fatalities to operators as well as equipment damage. The occurrence of a 

recent blasting misfire accident that resulted in severe injuries and loss of life in an 

underground metal mine located near the Forks of Salmon, California, USA, 

highlight the continuing need to address and improve blasting safety especially 

safety hazards presented by unexploded explosive charges. In the forgoing, it is 
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evident that the potential consequences of a misfire impact on almost every aspect 

of the mining process such that every reasonably practicable measure available to 

blast engineers should be taken to avoid its occurrence (Verakis and Lobb, 2012). 

With the increasing awareness of health and safety in the work environment, both 

the mineral extraction and the construction companies are under increasing 

pressure to operate strict health and safety policies dictating a zero harm approach 

to the use of explosives for rock fracturing operations. Consequently, the issue of 

developing new methods of detecting misfired explosives within the bulk of blasted 

rocks becomes an urgent matter to address. 

 

The current methods or procedures employed in most mining operations to identify 

misfired explosives include visual inspection, change in blast results, change in 

explosion sound, ejection of stemming and flyrock, unexpected muckpile profile, 

change in fragmentation and the presence of detonating cord in muckpile (USBM, 

1987). Not only do these methods present elevated risk to the Blast Engineer 

conducting the inspection, but are also inadequate and unreliable especially in 

differing rock conditions where changes in rock fragmentation and the muckpile 

profile as a result of blasting does not necessarily imply the occurrence of  misfires. 

The present misfire identification methods employed in the minerals extraction 

industry requires the Blast Engineer to physically check the blast area for misfire 

occurrence. This is not pragmatic for inaccessible blast conditions encountered in 

chamber and deep hole blasting. Moreover, in blasting conditions where it is 

possible to physically check blasted rock, it is still difficult to check the occurrence 

and location of a misfire in the blasted muckpile (Qiyue et al, 2011). This is a 

reactive not a proactive approach. A method of identification that employs the blast 

emission data as a means to detecting or identifying misfired explosives charges 

will be more accurate, safer and less subjective. Blast emission data such as 

electromagnetic pulse, light or optical signature as well as the blast-induced 

vibration signature have been proposed and employed to detect misfires. 
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1.2 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of the project was to develop a method to identify blast misfires in tunnel 

blasting. To achieve the main project aim, the following goals were undertaken: 

 Critically review the existing blast misfire identification method currently used in 

blasting operations. 

 Review blast misfires in tunnel blasting and attempt to provide good practice 

suggestions to prevent occurrence during the blast design stage. 

 Develop a more accurate approach and technique that can accurately identify 

tunnel blast misfires when they do occur.  

 

 

To achieve the final goal outlined above, the following key objectives were defined: 

Measurement of Blast Emission  

 Construct electromagnetic pulse (EMP) measurement equipment and implement 

it to measure EMP emissions from underground blasts. 

 Construct and implement an optical device capable of measuring light emissions 

from explosive detonation. 

 Construct blast vibration monitoring equipment and implement it for the 

recording of underground blast vibration. 

 

Tunnel Design Test Measurements 

 Carry out rock mass characterization tests at the test site (see Section 2.15) to 

identify geological features that may have a detrimental effect on the blasting 

operation.  

 Investigate the effect of drillhole deviation on blast misfires 

 Investigate detonation time delay accuracy of Non-Electric and Electronic 

(programmable) detonators 

 Determine the effect of inter-hole spacing within the cut has on misfire 

occurrence and provide good practice suggestions. 
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Blast Detonation Measurement  

 Carry out tests to determine a number of detonations from optical trace 

measurements with fibre optic cables 

 Carry out tests to determine the number of detonations from vibration trace 

measurements with geophones 

 Carry out tests to match both the optical and vibration signature from a 

blasthole to the number of charged holes in a blast.  

 

1.3 Methodology 

Figure 1.1 summarises the three main blast emission phenomena and the approach 

used to determine the number of charge holes detonated in a tunnel round. Around 

385 detonations from a total of 51 blasts were conducted within a three year period 

at the Holman’s Test Mine (hereafter referred to as the test site) currently operated 

by the Camborne School of Mines, University of Exeter. 

 

Figure 1.1: Typical test arrangement designed for the measurement of blast emission data 

 

A total of 47 detonations from 3 single-hole and 1 full face blast were conducted at 

the Holmans Test Mine (See Section 1.4) to analyse the electromagnetic pulse 

(EMP) signature from explosive detonations. The EMP signature of the blasts were 

recorded with an RF sensor and oscilloscope implemented as the data acquisition 
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unit. The first two initial single-hole blasts were undertaken with only detonators 

(Non-Electric and plain) without explosive charges and monitoring of the EMP signal 

recorded in the near-field zone of the explosion. Further test blasts involving a 

small mass of PE4 explosive charges were charged and detonated using same type 

of detonators with the EMP monitoring and recording undertaken in mid-field. 

Based on the conclusions drawn from the three earlier single-hole blasts, a full face 

tunnel blast was designed and initiated in the 8X8 Drive having a total of 33 

charged holes.  

Test blasts for the analysis of optical signature from explosive detonation were 

conducted in two stages. The first stage utilised a single-channel fibre optic (SCFO) 

interface device to measure light emission from detonating charges. Three single-

hole test blasts consisting of a few grams of Perunit (nitro-glycerine based 

cartridge) explosive initiated with non-electric detonators were undertaken to 

commission the SCFO device. Based on the results obtained from these test blasts 

a multi-channel fibre optic (MCFO) interface unit was constructed and implemented 

to monitor optical impulses from multi-hole blasts. The MCFO unit was 

commissioned firstly with a series of lab scale detonations where dummy 

programmable electronic detonators were initiated and their optical emission 

impulses measured with the MCFO unit. To commission the MCFO unit in the field, a 

series of both single-hole and multiple hole blasts were undertaken with a few 

grams of explosive charge in the A Drive using both non-electric and electronic 

detonators and their corresponding optical signature analysed against the nominal 

time delays of the detonators used.  

Test blasts carried out to analyse blast vibration signatures were in three sets. The 

first set of test blasts were aimed at investigating misfires in the cut. Four cut 

blasts (two in the A-Drive and the remaining two in the 8X8 Drive) were conducted 

to assess the influence of spacing between adjacent charged holes on the blast 

performance. Each of the cuts consisted of eight charged holes plus one larger 

diameter uncharged void hole with varied spacing. The vibration signature from 
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each cut blast was monitored and recorded at three sensor locations. To establish 

how well the fibre optic would perform in a cut, optical signature from each charged 

holes was measured with the MCFO unit. Moreover, the charged holes were laser 

scanned prior to the blasting operation to permit analysis on the influence of 

drillhole deviation on the blast performance. 

Based on the results from the initial cut blasts, the second set of vibration signature 

test blasts employed good practice approach where an array of empty uncharged 

holes was used to shield adjacent charged holes. This arrangement was adopted to 

prevent possible sympathetic detonation and misfires resulting from high pressure 

transients and interaction of dynamic pressure waves between adjacent charges. 

The final blast vibration signature analysis data was obtained from five full face 

blasts conducted in the 8X8 Drive with each consisting of an average of 25 charged 

holes. The face was laser scanned to allow analysis on the drillhole deviation. The 

blast induced vibration signatures were monitored in an adjacent drive from 

multiple locations. 

Besides matching the vibration traces to the number charged holes initiated in each 

blast, the vibration data was analysed with the square root scale distance model at 

a 95% confidence limit to assess how the good practice blast design may have 

influenced the vibration levels. 

 

1.4 Study Site 

Holman’s Test Mine (hereafter referred to as the Test Site) is located 1 km SSW of 

Troon-Cornwall in the south west of the United Kingdom. The test site which was 

formerly used to test mining equipment products by the Holman Brothers of 

Camborne has now been taken over by the Camborne School of Mines and now use 

this site as a training facility. The test site (shown in Figure 1.2) which is not an 

actual production mine hosts a network of underground development drives or 
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tunnels at approximately 30m below surface in a coarse grained Semi-Megacrystic 

Biotite Granite (Selwood et al, 1998).  

 

This granite is part of the Cornubian Batholith which extends to depths of around 

2km in the region.  The underground galleries also host a large number of vein 

structures and elvan dykes within the northern margines of the Carnmenellis 

granite (LeBoutillier, 2002). The predominant rock type at the test site is very 

competent granite with a uni-axial compressive strength between 120-150MPa, a 

Young’s modulus of 48GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.29 and an approximate unit 

weight of 27kN/m3 (Adderley, 2009).  Previous published research on the test site 

have reported three main joint sets present in the Carnmenellis granite with dip 

and dip direction of 85°/250° (striking SSE-NNW), 80°/340° (striking ENE-WSW) 

and an additional sub-horizontal joint set of relatively wide spacing (Parker 1989; 

Adderley, 2009).   
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Figure 1.2: Map of test site showing underground network of drives 
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1.5 Outline of Thesis Contents 

Chapter one gives the background and the Problem Statement to the research 

undertaken on misfires identification and prevention in tunnel blasts. The aims and 

objectives of the research are presented along with brief description of the 

methodology and test carried out to achieve the outlined objectives. The chapter 

concludes with a thesis structure detailing chapter summaries. 

 

Chapter two deals with blast misfires.  A brief introduction of blast misfires is 

presented followed by blast misfire statistics and economic implications on mine 

blasting. Causes of blast misfires along with good practices to minimise their 

influence on blast performance followed by misfire identification and detection 

methods currently employed in blasting operations are reviewed. Explosive 

detonation for rock fracturing and tunnel blast design with emphasis on misfire 

prevention has also been reviewed in this chapter. The chapter concludes with a 

review on delay time influence on blast design. 

 

Chapter three covers electromagnetic pulse signatures from explosive charge 

detonation. The chapter commences with a literature review including highlights on 

source and generation mechanism, EMP detection sensors, EMP signal 

measurement as well as the characteristics of the EM pulse signals. Application of 

EMP signals for misfire identification has also been critically reviewed in this 

chapter. The chapter concludes with instrumentation and experimental 

programming designed to monitor EMP signals from explosive charge detonation. 

 

Chapter four commences with a brief background on the need to develop a more 

reliable misfire identification approach that depends on blast emission data rather 

than the subjective and less reliable visual inspection approaches currently used. 

The proposed method involving the use of blast vibration signals is introduced 

followed by a review of the formation and transmission of seismic waves from 

detonating explosive charges. Blast vibration measurement and prediction have 
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also been reviewed along with the vibration instrumentation and monitoring 

programme employed in this project. Analysis of test blasts conducted to 

commission the vibration measurement instrumentation is also presented in this 

chapter. The chapter concludes with full face tunnel blasts undertaken to determine 

the suitability of vibration signature for misfire identification tunnel blasts. 

 

Chapter five deals with optical signature from explosive detonation. The chapter 

commences with background on light emission from explosive detonation 

highlighting on some of the earlier work on the subject along with a quick review on 

measurement techniques. Fibre optics are introduced along with the construction of 

instrumentation capable of measuring light emission from explosive detonation 

followed by experimental programming and concludes with time scatter 

measurements from both non-electric and programmable electronic detonators. 

 

Chapter six summarises the main conclusions drawn from the entire research 

project. The knowledge gained from each specific investigations are summarised 

along with the contributions to knowledge. The chapter concludes with the authors’ 

recommendations for future work on the topic area. 
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2 CHAPTER TWO Review of misfires and tunnel blast design 

2.1 Blast Misfires 

The international Society of Explosives Engineers (ISEE) defines misfire as ‘‘a blast 

or specific borehole that failed to detonate as planned. This also includes the failed 

detonation of the explosives material and/or accessories as planned.’’ In other 

words, a misfire results when explosives and/or its accessories fail to detonate as 

planned during a blast (Hopler, 2006). The explosive material and/or its accessories 

that remain in the ground or in the muckpile after the blast, have a high tendency 

of being triggered by any of the varied mechanical effect during such downstream 

mining processes as digging, milling or crushing, causing injuries or fatalities to 

operators as well as equipment damage. Whilst the effects of misfires on any 

mining operation are numerous, they can all be categorized into two main effects: 

the safety hazard it presents and the increased mining costs associated with its 

occurrence. With the increasing awareness of health and safety in work 

environment, most mineral extraction companies are under increasing pressure to 

operate strict health and safety policies dictating a no harm approach to mining 

their mineral reserves. Consequently, the issue of developing new methods of 

detecting misfired explosives in the bulk of blasted rocks becomes an urgent 

problem. 

 

2.2 Misfires statistics 

Although historical records of blasting accidents in all types of mines continues to 

show an overall decline in fatalities and injuries, there are still many injuries 

sustained because of misfire accidents. Based on the United States’ Mine Safety 

and Health Administration (MSHA) data, within less than a decade (i.e. 1978-1985), 

56 misfire accidents resulted in 63 injuries and 6 fatalities. Whilst the majority of 

the reported misfire accidents (75%) occurred in underground mines, 54% of them 

occurred in underground metal and non-metal mines. The remaining 25% of the 

reported misfire accidents occurred in surface mines, with more than half of them 
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(i.e. 14%) in surface metal and non-metal mines and 11% in coal mines (USBM, 

1987). 

 

In a study to review blasting accident data over a three decade period (1980-

2010), Verakis and Lobb (2012) categorized all the blasting accident data according 

to the cause of the accident or activity that happened when the accident occurred. 

The major categories reported in the order of diminishing rankings were: (1) blast 

area security, (2) flyrock, (3) premature blast, (4) misfires, (5) fumes, (6) 

transporting explosives, (7) disposing, (8) miscellaneous and (9) surface accidents 

at an underground mine. Based on an analysis and comparison of 1192 accident 

data for the 30-year period, Verakis and Lobb (2012) also reported blast area 

security as the primary cause of 48.9% of all blasting accident, whilst misfires 

(9.3%) ranked fourth representing a total of 110 accidents and fatalities caused by 

misfires. These numbers are not surprising as it is not the total amount of 

explosives used but the number of shots or holes fired that provides the 

opportunity for misfires (Verakis and Lobb, 2009; Siskind and Kopp, 1995). 

Comparatively, in an 8-year period (2004-2012), Mew (2012) reviewed causes of 

misfires in the United Kingdom where a total of 125 misfire incidents were 

examined. Details on injuries and fatalities were not reported in the study.  

 

2.3 Economic Implications of Misfires 

Misfires resulting in accidents with injuries, fatalities and/or equipment damage 

involve obvious costs and these vary from one site to another. The following are 

some of the economic effects associated with misfires: 

 Cost of the disposal of the misfire 

 Direct cost in additional drilling, explosives, primers, detonators and labour 

 Operational cost due to failure of cut hole(s) that could result in the loss of the 

entire round 

 Handling of boulders requiring secondary breakage is another cost factor 
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 Increased digging time and greater wear and damage to equipment results in 

lower productivity and higher maintenance costs 

 Haulage vehicles travelling over rough terrain as result of misfires will increase 

the haulage cost and vehicle maintenance 

 Misfiring of one hole will increase the burden on another hole causing cratering 

with excessive overbreak, flyrock and high unpredicted vibration levels which 

could lead to litigation. 

 

It is evident that the potential consequences of a misfire impact almost every 

aspect of the mining process such that every reasonably practicable measure 

available to blast engineers should be taken to avoid its occurrence (Verakis and 

Lobb, 2012). 

 

2.4 Misfire Causes 

Misfires are usually caused by misunderstanding, improper use, or some failure of 

the initiation system. Other causes include cutoffs, insufficient firing current, 

inadequate priming, improper explosive storage, and damage to the initiation 

system (Fletcher, 1985). The most frequent cause of blast misfires is incorrect use 

of the initiation system due to lack of understanding of how the system works 

(USBM, 1987). Damage to the initiation system or excessive explosive column is 

another source of misfires. Other common source of misfires includes poor work 

practices on the blast sites and rock movement that produces cutoffs. Poor priming 

practices frequently cause detonation failure consequently causing misfires. 

Hydrostatic pressure and compression from the firing of an earlier charge has cause 

some explosive products in adjacent primed holes to lose sensitivity and misfire. 

The causes and the associated phenomena are numerous such that, due to poor 

practices missed holes where the detonator has not been connected to the firing 

network are sometimes mistaken for misfires. Table 2.1 below details most of the 

common misfire causes which have been grouped into four main categories. The 

proceeding section reviews the phenomena associated with misfires outlined in the 
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Table 2.1. The purpose of this review is to identify previous work and place the 

goals of this research within the context of explosives misfires identification and 

prevention in tunnel blasts. 

 

Table 2.1: Categories of misfire causes and associated phenomena 

Misfire category Associated phenomena 
Product failure 
(manufacturing issue) 

 Explosive malfunction 
 Desensitization of explosives 
 Changes in the density of the explosives 
 Sympathetic detonation 
 Detonator malfunction 
 Dynamic pressure effect on explosives & 

detonators 
 Geometry of the explosive charge 

Detonation failure  Cut-offs 
 Rock movement 
 Uplifts & horizontal movements 
 Improper use of delays 
 Unusual local geology 
 Dead pressing  
 Precompression 

Human failure 
(connection & loading 
issue) 

 Improper use of initiation system 
 Inadequate priming 
 Inadequate training 
 Improper explosive storage 
 Poor design & execution of blasting plan 

Uncertain  Missed blastholes 
 

 

2.5  Explosive Malfunction 

The tendency of explosive materials and its accessories including detonators to 

function with reduced strength and/or at the wrong time or not to function at all is 

what is commonly referred to as explosive malfunction. The consequences of an 

explosive malfunction impact such blast performances output as rock 

fragmentation, induced vibration levels, production and most imperatively safety 

hazards as a result of misfired explosive charges. The malfunction of an explosive 

or detonator in one borehole caused by the detonation of explosive charges in 

adjacent boreholes is of crucial concern and remain a major problem in the blasting 

industry (Hopler, 2006). Explosive malfunction in blasting is caused as a result of 
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complex interactions among many factors. When an explosive charge malfunction, 

it either originates by one or a combination of the following causes: desensitization 

of the explosive material, changes in the explosive density, sympathetic detonation, 

detonator malfunction, pressure transient (dynamic pressure effects), unusual local 

geology and sometimes geometry of the explosive charge Ghorbani (1997). 

 

2.5.1 Pressure Transients 

Pressure transients, generated by detonating explosives and transmitted through 

the surrounding rock or stemming material, are the cause of significant 

malfunctions in both initiation systems and explosives (Mencacci and Farnfield, 

2003). Such pressure transients are of great interest as they are thought to play a 

significant role in the desensitization of explosives and initiation system 

malfunctions. Several blasts related problems including sympathetic detonation of 

high explosives, precompression or dead-pressing as well as misfires do occur when 

hole-to-hole shock pressure are too high. High blast-induced pressure in rock has 

been reported to cause sympathetic detonation or flashover of dynamite charges 

and precompression failures in emulsion and watergel explosives (Revey, 1996). 

Figure 2.1 below illustrates how dynamic pressure affects adjacent charges and 

causes unexploded charges and hence misfires. 
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Figure 2.1: Explosive generated pressure effects on adjacent charged hole (Adapted from 
Revey, 1996) 

 

In sequential blasting which is a common technique used in most mineral blasting 

operations, explosive charges in boreholes are exposed to the dynamic pressure 

waves generated from the detonating charges in adjacent boreholes at earlier delay 

times or the same delay. The pressure waves induced to the explosive from the 

detonation of previous intervals may be caused by either reduced burden resulting 

in overbreak from earlier fired holes or close spacing between boreholes which is 

always the case in underground tunnels where the application demands tightly 

spaced boreholes (Revey, 1996). The interaction of the dynamic pressure waves 

within the same delay interval however, is caused by the deviation in the ignition 

time (significant in longer delays) of conventional pyrotechnic delays (Sumiya et al, 

2003). The blast-induced pressure waves compresses and desensitized the 

explosive charge that is expected to detonate at the next sequence which more 

often than not leads to detonation failure. In some explosives there is a temporary 

recovery period during which the explosive charge is still able to detonate again 

provided there is adequate time for recovery. If there is not an adequate delay 

period allowed for this recovery, the explosive charge could malfunction or misfire. 

When the delay interval that has been used in the blast design favours the recovery 
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and initiation of the precompressed explosives, poor energy is usually released due 

to incomplete reaction leading to the production of toxic fumes in great quantities. 

This phenomenon is undesirable as it impacts heavily on the safety of the blasting 

operations (Sumiya et al, 2003). Plate 2-1 illustrates a detonator which 

malfunctioned as a result of high dynamic pressure interaction between adjacent 

charged holes. 

 

 

 

Plate 2-1: Malfunctioned detonator caused by high pressure transients 

 

2.5.2 Changes in Explosive Density 

Explosive density plays a crucial role in the selection for use of commercial 

explosives as it affects explosive detonation properties and sensitivity which plays a 

major role in blast performance. Although increased explosive density results in 

increased specific energy and velocity of detonation. When the explosive charge 

density is altered beyond its critical limit due to external dynamic pressure waves 

from detonation of neighbouring borehole, changes in the sensitivity and 

performance of the explosives charge should be expected. This phenomenon 
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commonly referred to as ‘‘dead pressing’’ is caused by several conditions or 

combinations of conditions (Revey, 1996).  

 

2.5.3 Sympathetic Detonation 

Sympathetic detonation refers to the detonation of an explosive material as a result 

of receiving an impulse from another detonation through air, earth or water 

(Hopler, 2006). This phenomenon commonly occurs when the shock pressure 

waves produced from detonation of an explosive charge is high enough to initiate 

the explosive charge in a neighbouring borehole. As a result the detonation time of 

the blasthole is affected leading to out of sequence firing, poor fragmentation and 

unusual high blast-induced vibration levels. Orientation of charges, distances 

between charge holes, borehole diameter, confining material, stemming material, 

location of primers and detonators in a charge hole, intensity of cross-hole stress 

wave and reaction gas penetration are some of the parameters that commonly 

influence sympathetic detonation in sequential blasting. Sympathetic detonation 

may be amplified in decked and parallel charges by drilling deviation where 

boreholes can be very close at the toe to cause explosives charges to easily interact 

as shown in Figure 2.2 (Revey, 1996). Moreover, when the local geology between 

adjacent charges holes contains faults, the explosive generated reaction gas from 

an exploding charge can easily penetrate the faults to charges in adjacent holes 

resulting in sympathetic detonation. This effect is illustrated in Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.2: Drill hole deviation resulting in reduced toe burden 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Unfavourable local geology creating an opportunity for reaction gas penetration 
between adjacent charged holes 

 

2.5.4 Detonator Malfunction 

Detonator malfunction occurs when the base charge of the detonator fails to initiate 

or it initiate outside of the specified firing time delay designated for that particular 

detonator. Commercial detonators used in routine delay blasting have no protection 

against impact from shock waves and/or rock fragments. Consequently, the burning 
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process of the delay element of pyrotechnic detonators may be affected resulting in 

either an increased or decrease in the reaction rate of this element and hence, 

affect the designated firing time of the detonator (Wieland, 1987 and 1992; 

Katsabanis et al, 1994; Mullay et al, 1990).  

 

2.6 Ground Movement and Cutoffs 

A break in the path of explosive and/or its accessories detonation or initiation 

caused by such extraneous interference as flyrock or shifting ground is what is 

commonly referred to as cutoff (Hopler, 2006). Whilst it is possible to control drill 

patterns, explosive loads and or initiation methods, ground conditions and the local 

geology on the other hand are out of the realms of parameters controlled by the 

blast engineer in routine blasting. Hence in weak seams or jointed rock mass, gases 

and dynamic shock waves from earlier firing charges are able to cause premature 

movement of the rock containing adjacent unfired holes (on same delay affected by 

slight firing deviation or on later delay time). The ground movement (as illustrated 

in Figure 2.4) therefore separates or cuts off the explosive column into sections 

leaving the portions of the column that does not contain an energised primer to 

misfire (Revey, 1996). Cutoffs usually occur when there is too much of a delay time 

interval between adjacent holes or rows of holes. This phenomenon can be 

prevented by reducing delay time between adjacent charge holes (USBM, 1987; 

Revey, 1998). 
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Figure 2.4: Charged hole cutoff by ground shift 

 

2.7 Misfire Detection and Identification 

Due to economic gain, explosives are the preferred source of energy for rock 

breaking in the minerals extraction industries. However, previous research on the 

use of explosives for rock breaking have been concerned with issues about 

improving the quality of rock blasting, and to make an effective use of explosive 

energy, reduce blast-induced vibration and air-overpressure levels, reduce blast 

damage to neighbouring structures. All of which neglect such effects as safety 

hazard and increased mining cost resulting from misfired explosives.  

 

Visual inspection, change in blast results, change in explosion sound, ejection of 

stemming and flyrock, unexpected muckpile profile, change in fragmentation, 

presence of detonating cord in muckpile are the current methods or procedures 

employed in most mining operations to identify misfired explosives (USBM, 1987). 

Not only do these methods present elevated risk to the Blast Engineer conducting 

the inspection, but are also inadequate and unreliable especially in differing rock 

conditions where changes in rock fragmentation and muckpile profile as a result of 

blasting does not necessarily imply the occurrence of  misfires. The present misfire 
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identification methods employed in the minerals extraction industry requires the 

Blast Engineer to physically check the spot for misfire occurrence. This is not 

pragmatic for inaccessible blast conditions encountered in chamber and deep hole 

blasting. Moreover, in blasting conditions where it is possible to physically check 

blasted rock, it is still difficult to check the occurrence and location of a misfire in 

the blasted muckpile (Qiyue et al, 2011). A method of identification that employs 

the blast emission data as a means to detecting or identifying misfired explosives 

charges will be more accurate, safer and less subjective. Such blast emission data 

as electromagnetic pulse, light or optical signature as well as the blast-induced 

vibration signature have the potential of being developed and employed to detect 

misfires without having to rely on human judgement alone. 

 

The explosive detonation process (described in section 2.11) results in the emission 

of measurable intense light, electromagnetic pulse and blast-induced vibration 

among others. In a study to investigate the possibility of separate recording of 

electromagnetic signals from individual explosions when exploded as a group, 

Brovkin et al, (1990), noted a one-to-one correspondence between the number of 

explosions and the number of electromagnetic pulses on an oscilloscope in all the 

blasts analysed. Although not currently employed in group explosion, fibre optic has 

been used to measure light emission characteristics from differing high explosive 

charges (Frederik and Marius, 2011; Birch and White, 2011). Besides compliance 

and/or regulatory permitting, blast-induced vibration monitoring is commonly used 

to investigate blast performance where the arrival of seismic waves generated by 

explosive charges is used to indicate the time of firing of each charge or to compare 

the relative amplitude contributions between multiple charges (Fleetwood, 2010). 

This approach can be useful for diagnosing sympathetic detonation and most 

imperatively identifying misfires. 

 

The occurrence of a recent blasting misfire accident that resulted in a fatality in an 

underground metal mine buttressed the continuing need to address and improve 
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blasting safety especially the safety hazard presented by unexploded explosive 

charges. According to the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) report 

cited by Verakis and Lobb (2012), the fatality occurred on May 28, 2010, during a 

blasting operation at an underground gold mine located near the Forks of Salmon, 

California, USA. The victim as well as the injured both had 20 years of mining 

experience. On the day of the accident, the face of a drift was drilled, loaded and 

detonated. After the blast, the two miners discussed that the blast did not sound 

right. They waited about 15 to 20 minutes before re-entering the blast area to 

inspect the outcome of the blast. When they were about 20 to 25 feet from the face 

area, several of the still loaded holes (i.e. misfired holes) detonated. Both miners 

were struck by broken rocks and debris from the blast (Fitch et al 2010; Verakis 

and Lobb 2012). The cause of the misfire was reported to be blasting agent used in 

the blast. The ANFO blasting agent used in the blast had an expired shelf life and 

had been stored under moist conditions for prolonged period resulting in delayed 

detonation. However, the fatality could have been prevented had the blast crew 

waited longer before re-entering the blast area as the mine had experienced 

previous recent multiple failure of charges to detonate on time or when expected. 

Moreover, the blast crew were aware of an obvious and improper audible report 

from the blast yet failed to wait for the proper period of time before returning to 

the blast area (Verakis and Lobb 2012). 

 

2.8 Explosive Detonation Process 

Simply put, when an explosive charge is initiated, the explosive passes 

consecutively through several stages of transformation. Firstly, it is compressed 

and heated in the shock wave. After that a reaction with liberation of high energy 

occurs, followed by the spread of the explosion products. A discussion of the 

physics of detonation processes will provide the most efficient framework for 

understanding the explosion process and the resulting products of detonation along 

with the formation of such blast emission phenomenon as electromagnetic pulse, 
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light and blast induced ground vibrations which have been the focus of this 

research. 

When an explosive is detonated, it is converted within fractions of milliseconds into 

a high temperature and high pressure gas by a rapid chemical reaction. The latent 

chemical energy in the explosive is liberated and the compact explosive charge 

becomes transformed into a glowing gas commonly referred to as detonation gas 

(Langefors and Kihlstrom 1978). Johansson and Persson (1970) document that the 

primary source of light emission during detonation is the detonation gases although 

earlier research suggest that, light also emanates from the surrounding 

atmosphere. As the detonation gases expand, the surrounding atmosphere gathers 

at the gas front in a compressed layer with a shock front as its boundary. Due to 

the high temperature of the compressed layer, an intense light often called 

luminous shock waves are emitted. Figure 2.5 illustrates the detonation process 

indicating the luminous shock wave as the origin of light emission. Company (1987) 

defines the detonation process and the mechanism of rock fracturing into four 

stages namely; the detonation, shock or stress wave propagation, gas pressure 

expansion and the mass movement. In a study to determine the source and 

generation mechanism of electromagnetic pulse, Soloviev and Sweeney (2005) 

identified the following processes to be connected to the generation of 

electromagnetic field at the initial stage of an explosion: propagation of the 

detonation wave through the explosive charge, movement of explosive products 

and the propagation of shock waves in the surrounding media. 
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Figure 2.5: Detonation process indicating the origin of intense light as the primary reaction 
zone 

 

When confined in a blast hole, the generated high pressure pulse resulting from the 

detonation is transmitted into the surrounding rock mass in the form of 

compressive shock waves travelling at velocity up to 6000m/s as an elastic wave 

(Wyllie and Mah, 2004). The high pressure to which the rock is exposed shatters 

the area adjacent to the blast hole exposing the space beyond that to vast 

tangential strains and stresses.  As the compressive wave front expands, the stress 

level decays rapidly below the dynamic compressive strength of the rock subjecting 

the rock beyond the crushed zone to an intense radial compression that causes 

tangential stresses to develop. The result of this is the formation of radial cracking 

or fractures provided the compressive stresses exceed the dynamic tensile breaking 

strength of the rock. As the stress wave front proceeds outwards, concentric shells 
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of rock undergo radial expansion which results in tangential fractures in the 

immediate vicinity of the blasthole. If the borehole and the explosive charge go into 

the rock without any adjacent surface parallel to blasthole, the shock wave fades 

out without further effect (Langefors and Kihlstrom, 1978). However, when the 

compressive wave front encounters a discontinuity or an interface such as free face, 

a portion of the wave is reflected as tensile strain wave to its point of origin whilst 

the remainder continues through the different rock material in a weak state. If the 

reflected tensile wave is sufficiently strong spalling occurs progressively from any 

effective free face backwards towards the blasthole causing unloading of the rock 

mass and producing an extension of the previously formed radial cracks. As rock is 

much weaker in tension than compression, the reflected strain wave is effective in 

fracturing the rock. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate the mechanism of rock fracturing 

by explosives in the context of tunnel blast design where a reamed/relief hole 

provides an additional free face to aid the rock fracturing process. 

 

Figure 2.6: Mechanism of rock fracturing process (Stage 1) 
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Figure 2.7: Mechanism of rock fracturing process (stage 2) 

 

2.9 Tunnel Blast Design 

Rounds which usually consists of cut holes, stoping holes, contour and lifter holes 

are fundamental to all underground blasting to advance headings. Three basic types 

of rounds are common in literature: shaft and winze, raise, and drift or heading 

rounds. Raises, usually vertical or steeply inclined passages, are driven upwards for 

the purposes of connecting levels, develop stopes and provide access into ore body 

areas. Shaft and winzes on the other hand are passageways sunk from one level to 

a lower level usually for hoisting men, materials, ore as well as waste to and from 

underground. Drift or heading rounds which are commonly used to drive access 

tunnels, levels, drifts, and crosscuts into an ore body are generally smaller hence 

blasted somewhat differently from the two former types of rounds. However, the 

overall design of rounds is usually the same in principle irrespective of the type of 

round. The cut must still be broken and completely removed to create a void for 

expansion and relief. Since the remaining holes are timed to fire in sequence 

(breaking to the newly created free face by the cut), failure of the cut round has 

direct impact on the overall outcome of the blast (Hopler, 2006). The immediate 

proceeding section reviews cut design principles and their effect on misfired 
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charges. It should be noted that the design principle considered hereafter are all 

based on drift or heading rounds hereafter referred to as tunnel blast. 

 

In standard practice, tunnel blasting is carried out by perforating the rock at the 

tunnel face with drill holes in which explosives of choice (usually nitro-glycerine or 

ammonium nitrate base explosives) is primed or charged with an initiation device of 

choice (most commonly electric, non-electric and electronic detonators) and fired 

(Langefors and Kihlstrom, 1978). For tunnels of small cross-section, it is generally 

less expensive to use full face method of blasting (Bhandari, 1997). In a full face 

blast, charged holes are typically initiated in sequence with the first 4-8 holes in the 

sequence, the cut, aimed at creating an opening towards which the rest of the rock 

is successively blasted (Adderley, 2009). It is also imperative to initiate the holes in 

the cut on a time delay (i.e. 75-100ms) to allow for the progressive creation of void 

or free face to incorporate the swell of the rock fragmented by the blasting process 

(Singh, 1995).  

 

Figure 2.8: Full face tunnel blast illustrating cut, stoping, contour and lifter holes (Adapted 
from Persson et al, 1994; Bhandari, 1997) 
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A full face tunnel blast can be divided into five separate sections as described by 

Persson et al, (1994) and illustrated in Figure 2.8 above. The only free face 

available in a full face blast round is perpendicular to the direction of the tunnel 

advance hence to provide additional free face for the cut holes to break into or work 

towards; larger diameter void holes are commonly drilled parallel to the cut holes. 

In a parallel cut, it is also very important to spatially arrange the cut holes in such a 

manner that firing the charges in sequence create an opening which becomes 

progressively wide until the stoping holes can take over the breakage. The stoping 

holes make up the bulk of the round usually sequenced to fire or detonate after the 

cut and they extend the cut to nearly the full area of the face. The contour holes 

which consist of the wall and roof holes are usually fired after the stoping holes to 

provide a smooth finish to the tunnel blast hence are commonly charged with lesser 

amount of explosives to avoid crushing the surrounding rock which acts to support 

the tunnel. In practice, most full face tunnel round sequence the lifter holes to blast 

last to help move and loosen the mass of the fragmented rock material resulting 

from the muckpile formed by previously fired holes. 

 

Previous research on the use of explosives for rock breaking in tunnel blasts have 

been concerned with issues about improving the quality of rock blasting and to 

make effective use of the explosive energy, neglecting such effect as safety hazard 

and increased mining cost resulting from misfired explosives. As repeatedly 

mentioned earlier, the safety hazard and the economic downside of a misfire are so 

costly that every reasonably practicable measure which is available must be 

employed to prevent its occurrence especially during the blast design stages. Unlike 

surface blasting where blastholes are further apart, the application of blasting in 

tunnel rounds requires charged holes, especially cut holes, to be spaced closely 

together (Revey, 1996). The closely spaced charged hole design procedure which is 

necessary to ensure good blasting results is also one of the factors which generates 

the opportunity for misfires caused by explosives and detonators malfunctioning 

resulting from blast-induced pressure transients. The type of initiation system, 
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delay interval, choice of explosives and the drilling deviation which are all crucial in 

the design of a tunnel blast also play a key role in the occurrence of misfires in 

tunnel blasts. For instance, whilst drilling deviation could lead to increased or 

reduced burden hence promoting precompression failures, the choice of initiation 

system and delay interval on the other hand could promote charge ejection as well 

as the interaction of dynamic pressure waves between adjacent charged holes. 

Therefore, it is imperative to understand the various parameters crucial in tunnel 

blast design.  

 

2.9.1 Cut Design Principles 

There are four main cut rounds defined by Langefors and Kihlstrom (1978): 

Parallel, Fan, Plough or V, and Instantaneous cuts. There are three main types of 

cuts with parallel holes: Crater, Cylinder and Burn cuts. In all the parallel cuts, a 

closely spaced group of boreholes are drilled parallel to the direction of tunnel 

advance and perpendicular to the existing free face. Unlike the crater cuts type, 

which do not make use of empty holes, in the burn and cylinder cuts, charged holes 

are respectively fired or detonated instantaneously or with delay intervals towards 

the uncharged empty holes to break a roughly cylindrical opening to the intended 

depth of the round. As the boreholes that surround the cut area are sequenced to 

fire later and break into the newly created opening, it is imperative that the cut 

holes are drilled accurately and parallel to each other as improper location of the 

cut holes may result in bootlegs (holes left in the face after blasting), which are 

caused by: 

 Sympathetic detonation from propagation  between charged holes that are too 

close, thereby destroying the delay sequence or 

 Reduced burdens between the bottom of the holes which may lead to detonator 

or explosive malfunction between adjacent charged holes thereby causing 

misfire. 
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Moreover, it is common practice that the cut hole be located at the centre of the 

face. However, since the cut area has the highest potential for misfired charges and 

is the most difficult area in which to identify such misfired holes, it is good practice 

from a safety view point to alternate the location of the cut for each blast and to 

avoid drilling into the most shattered area of the face.  

A variety of parallel cuts with different designs are in use in tunnel blasts. Whilst 

some parallel cut designs are aimed at improving the cut advance achieved, other 

design configurations are constructed to suit drilling equipment size of the tunnel 

being blasted. It is also imperative to note that, the relative geometric arrangement 

of charged and void holes can be employed as a means to reduce the effect of hole-

to-hole pressure transients between adjacent charged holes (Revey, 1996).  Figure 

2.9 details different parallel cut designs which incorporate several smaller diameter 

void holes of comparable drilling time to one larger diameter void hole with the 

added benefit of using the void holes to shield charged holes thereby minimizing 

the effects of hole-to-hole pressure transients between adjacent charge holes. 

 

Figure 2.9: Practical geometric arrangement of charged (red dot) and void holes (white 
circle) that may reduce the effect of hole-to-hole pressure transients (Adapted from Hopler, 
1998) 
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Apart from defining the burden within the cut area, spacing of the charged holes is 

also important from a safety view point as improper spacing of charged holes 

present a high risk of pressure desensitization, sympathetic detonation as well as 

cutoffs. These are all phenomena which play a crucial role in the potential 

occurrence of misfires during a tunnel blast. Sympathetic detonation occurs when 

the shock pressure waves produced from detonation of an explosive charge is high 

enough to initiate the explosive charge in a neighbouring borehole. This 

phenomenon which is very common with nitro-glycerine based explosives, can 

occur in the cut region if an adequate void has not been created previously, and 

can therefore lead to freezing of the cut which may result in failure of the entire 

round. Providing extra free faces through the use of empty uncharged holes and 

ensuring adequate spacing between charged holes can help prevent sympathetic 

detonation in the cut region. Explosive desensitization as a result of dynamic 

pressure wave interaction between adjacent boreholes is another effect caused by 

inadequate spacing of charged holes in the cut area. According to Hagan (1979), 

pressure desensitization may occur in two forms. The first form occurs when a 

pressure wave from a detonating charge is able to transmit through the 

surrounding rock media and or stemming material to an adjacent, yet to fire, 

charged hole and compresses the charge to a density above it critical point thereby 

desensitizing the explosive charge temporary during which point the explosive 

charge could malfunction or misfire if there is not an adequate delay period allowed 

for recovery (Persson et la, 1994). The other form of pressure desensitization 

commonly referred to as ‘Channel Effect’ is caused by the air shock propagating in 

the space between borehole wall and the explosive cartridge and ahead of the 

detonation front in the explosive itself, (Johansson and Persson, 1970). The shock 

wave in the air has been shown to outrun the detonation front causing charge 

compression and desensitization. Ensuring good coupling within the borehole and 
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using explosives cartridges with high velocity of detonation (VOD) can help prevent 

this phenomenon (Adderley, 2009; Johansson and Persson, 1970). 

As the success of a tunnel blast round depends on the creation of an additional free 

face with the cut round, it is imperative that the appropriate delay interval are used 

to initiate the cut blast. Langefors and Kihlstrom (1978) report that a parallel 

and/or cylinder cut function well on milliseconds delays as well as ordinary delay 

intervals. It has been shown and documented that charges in a hole can be ejected 

at the detonation of charges in neighbouring adjacent holes especially when longer 

inter-hole delays are used. Due to the limitation on the available time delays in 

Electric and Non-Electric detonators commonly used in tunnel blast, delays 

sequence for charged hole in the cut region are usually set at 100ms. Initiating 

charge holes in the cut region with such short delays not only prevents freezing of 

the cut but also ensures that the charges have a better chance of initiating before 

ejection begins as well as ensuring that sufficient time is provided for the 

progressive relief of the burden. 

The small burden and/or inter-hole spacing used in the cut region of a tunnel round 

demand the use of the appropriate explosive type in the right quantity to prevent 

sympathetic detonation or premature initiation of charge holes. Moreover the 

explosives used must have sufficiently high detonation velocity to avoid the 

occurrence of channel effect especially when the coupling ratio between the 

explosive charge diameter and the drill hole diameter is less than one (Persson et 

al, 1994). The immediate proceeding section reviews cut design equations and 

guidance formula for the estimation of charge concentration in the cut region. To 

estimate charge concentration for the stoping, contour and lifter holes, the reader 

is directed to consider materials from Persson et al (1994). 
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2.9.2 Charge Concentration in the Cut 

Several factors come into play when estimating the explosive charge and their 

appropriate concentration to be used in a tunnel blast round. However, extra care 

must be taken when estimating the charge concentration for cut holes as the entire 

success of the round depends on how well the cut holes blast clean. The diameter 

of the empty uncharged hole, diameter of the charged hole and the distance or 

spacing (i.e. burden) between the centres of the two holes is the most crucial 

parameters that need to be considered before calculating the charge concentration. 

As a guide to estimating the right charge concentration, Langefors and Kihlstrom 

(1978) developed Equation 2-1 for computing the charge concentration (l) in kg/m 

required to blast towards an empty hole based on the diameter of the empty 

uncharged hole, Ø (mm) and the distance or spacing between the centres of the 

two holes, a(mm):  

 

풍 = ퟏ.ퟓ풙ퟏퟎ ퟑ 풂
∅

ퟑ
ퟐ

(풂 −
∅
ퟐ) 

         Equation 2-1 

 

The above relationship applies if the diameter of the charged hole is 30-35mm. 

Besides estimating the correct charge concentration using Equation 2-1 above, it is 

also imperative to note that the blast results can vary greatly according to the ratio 

between the centre distance (a) and the diameter of the empty uncharged holes 

(Ø). Upon satisfying conditions in Equation 2-1, the effect of small changes in the 

centre distance on blast results can be described by the following relationships 

between the centre distance (a) and empty uncharged hole shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Desired breakage result and the required burden criteria 

Burden Criteria Blast Results 
푎 > 2∅ No real breakage, hence plastic deformation of rock 

between the two holes 
푎 < 1.5∅ Clean blasted opening 

1.5∅ > 푎 > 2.1∅	 Merely breakage 
 

Equation 2-1 does not account for the influence of the explosive and rock material 

type. Moreover Equation 2-1 developed by Langefors and Kihlstrom (1978) is only 

valid for a limited charge hole diameter which implies that for rounds using larger 

diameter charge holes separate equations will have to be adopted to increase the 

charge concentration to minimize the potential risk of channel effects and the 

associated incomplete detonations. To account for such influences, Persson et al 

(1994) modified Equation 2-1 to include the rock material and explosive type 

resulting in a charge concentration Equation 2-2 for a general charge hole 

diameter, d (in meters), below: 

 

풍 = ퟓퟓ풅
풂
∅

ퟑ
ퟐ (풂 − ∅

ퟐ) 풄
ퟎ.ퟒ

풔푨푵푭푶
 

         Equation 2-2 

 

Where sANFO denotes the weight strength relative to ANFO of the explosive used, 

and ‘c’ defines the rock material constant. The remaining symbols have same 

meaning as those in Equation 2-1. 
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Persson et al (1994) also suggested that for a satisfactory breakage and cleaning of 

the resulting cavity to take place in the first quadrangle (i.e. cut), the distance (i.e. 

burden) between the empty uncharged hole and the charge holes should not 

exceed 1.7 times the diameter of the empty hole. As previously reviewed, it is 

sometimes beneficial to use two smaller diameter empty uncharged holes in the cut 

instead of one larger especially when the drilling equipment cannot handle a larger 

diameter hole. Under such situations, the modified charge concentration Equation 

2-2 is still valid if equivalent empty uncharged hole diameter (Øeq) is calculated 

using Equation 2-3 before being used in Equation 2-2. 

 

∅풆풒 = ∅√ퟐ 

Equation 2-3 

As the overall tunnel blast advance depends on the initial advance achieved by the 

cut blast, it is imperative to understand factors that influence the cut advance. It is 

both economic and safe if the advance utilizes the entire hole depth (H) as the 

round becomes less economic if the advance achieved is less than 95% of the 

drilled hole depth. Considering a four section cut, Persson et al (1994) provides a 

guide relationship (Equation 2-4) to estimate the required hole depth as a function 

of the empty hole diameter if a 95% advance is to be achieve. 

 

푯 = ퟎ.ퟏퟓ + ퟑퟒ.ퟏ∅ − ퟑퟗ.ퟒ∅ퟐ 

 

Equation 2-4 

Where H is the required drill depth (m) and Ø denotes the empty hole diameter 

expressed in meters and satisfying the condition: 0.05≤Ø≤0.25 m. 
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2.10  Effect of Delay Time on Blast Design 

The success of a tunnel blast round depends on the creation of an additional free 

face within the cut round which depends on the timing of charged holes. It is 

therefore very important that the appropriate delay intervals are used to initiate 

holes in the cut round as well as the stoping holes and the contour holes. In most 

blasting operations, especially tunnel blast rounds, detonating all charged holes 

within a blast round on exactly the same time delay would lead to a freezing of the 

blast round coupled with other effects such as poor fragmentation, increased blast-

induced ground vibration and unexploded charges amongst others (Hopler, 2006). 

To avoid these negative blast results, it is common practice to initiate charged holes 

on multiple delays time period achieved with delay detonators. Due to the limitation 

on the time delays available on commercial electric and non-electric detonators 

commonly used in tunnel blast, delay sequences for charged holes in the cut region 

are usually set at 100ms. Initiating charge holes in the cut region with such delays 

not only prevents freezing of the cut, but also ensures that the charges have better 

chances of initiating before ejection begins as well as ensuring that sufficient time is 

provided for the progressive relief of the burden. On the other hand, due to the 

available void created by previously fired holes in the cut, it becomes possible to 

initiate multiple charged holes on the same time delay. Although distributing 

charged holes within a blast round across a greater number of delay periods 

ensures reduction in vibration levels, charge holes should also be initiated with as 

shorter delay intervals as possible to maximize the explosive energy available for 

better fragmentation (Berta, 1994). Figures 2.10 and 2.11 illustrate the effects of 

time delay on the throw of the blasted rock. 
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Figure 2.10: Adequate time period between cut holes and relievers - empty cut area 
(Adapted from Carcedo et al, 1995) 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Inadequate time period between cut holes and relievers - full cut area (adapted 
from Carcedo et al, 1995) 

 

2.11 Effect of Initiation Systems on Blast Performance 

The selection of the appropriate explosive products and its accessories (i.e. 

initiation system) for a blasting round plays a significant role in the occurrence of 

misfires. Whilst the condition of the explosive itself can result in malfunction or 

misfire, an incorrectly chosen and improper use of the initiation system contribute 

to the occurrence of misfires in some applications (Stiehr, 2011). The most 

common cause of initiation system blast misfires are human error in the application 

of the products. In order to minimize the influence of initiation systems on the 

occurrence of blast misfires, it is essential to understand the role played by blast 

initiation systems during the blasting process.  
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An initiation system is a range of blasting accessories such as a detonator, a 

detonating cord or similar devices used to start detonation in an explosive material 

(Hopler, 2006). Due to the great variety of initiation systems currently in use for 

blasting, attempts have been made to review only the initiations systems that were 

used during the course of this project. This includes safety fuse, plain detonators, 

non-electric detonators, programmable electronic detonators (Hotshot) and 

detonating cord. 

2.11.1  Plain Detonator 

Generally, plain detonators are made of aluminium tube containing a base charge 

of high explosive usually PETN (pentaerythrito tetranitrate) and a priming charge of 

lead azide. Due to being relatively cheaper compared to other detonators, plain 

detonators initiated with safety fuse, were considered the preferred choice when 

conducting test blasts involving single-hole blasts and in situations where use of 

delay detonator were unnecessary. 

 

2.11.2  Non-Electric Initiation Systems and Detonators 

In tunnel blasting, adequate delay intervals are essential for maximum advance to 

allow each portion of the fragmented rock sufficient time to move out. In order to 

achieve adequate swelling volume, the shortest delay interval commonly chosen is 

100ms with the least inter-hole delay period of 75ms (Singh, 1995). The Non-

Electric detonators (Euronel long delay tunnel detonators) which are readily 

commercial product have been made to suit tunnel blasting applications. The 

Euronel tunnel series have up to 23 delay numbers ranging from 0 to 7000 

milliseconds with intervals of 75ms, 100ms 1000ms and 1500ms. Due to its broad 

spectrum of time delay periods, non-electric (NONEL) detonators were used in the 

course of the project during full face blasts and in some cases for test blasts 

involving multiple blastholes.  
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Besides its numerous advantages of low noise, minimal cord movement, easy 

connection procedure, NONEL detonators have an inherent detonator delay error 

due to the pyrotechnic set up of the detonator. Moreover, NONEL system 

connection cannot be checked or verified by the shotfirer to be certain the 

detonators will explode accordingly. When used during full face tunnel blast rounds, 

the NONEL detonators were used in conjunction with NONEL Bunch Connectors. The 

NONEL Bunch Connector employs short length of detonating cord only at the point 

of connection with the remaining leads being NONEL shock tube. A maximum of 20 

NONEL tubes per bunch connector is recommended by manufacturers. However, 

previous blasting at the Holmans Test Mine involving 15 NONEL tubes per Bunch 

Connector resulted in a misfire. It was therefore necessary to conduct tests to 

investigate the optimal number of NONEL tubes capable of being initiated with a 

single bunch connector. 

 

2.11.3  NONEL Bunch Connector Test 

To establish the optimum number of NONEL tubes to be used in a Bunch Connector, 

30 NONEL tubes (10 NONEL tubes more than the recommended), 4m in length 

were cut and laced through two wooden bars as shown in Plate 2-2. Since the 

NONEL tubes propagates shock waves (source of light being filmed) at 

approximately 2000m/s, to successfully record the passage of light through the 

NONEL tubes would require at least 2 meters of each thread of shock tube exposed 

to the camera filming at 1000 frames per second. This condition was satisfied by 

exposing 2 meters of each thread of NONEL tube to the high speed camera. As per 

tunnel blasting practice, the NONEL tubes were collected into a single bunch and 

securely taped at two points about 30cm apart. The bunch of NONEL tubes was 

then fed through a single Bunch Connector with the detonating cord loop pulled 

tight between the taped regions. To prevent the Bunch Connector sliding up or 

down the NONEL tubes, the arrangement was further taped. A high speed video 

camera was set up in front to film at 1000 frames per second the light emission 

(flame front) through NONEL tubes upon initiation of the Bunch Connector. The 
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bunch connector was initiated from a safe location and the emitted light recorded 

with the high speed camera. The test was repeated twice. Plates 2-3 and 2-4 

respectively show the captured light propagation or the flame front through the 

NONEL tubes for the first and second test blasts. It is evident from the camera 

output from both test runs that the Bunch Connector possesses sufficient explosive 

strength to initiate the recommended number of NONEL tubes and even more. 

From this observations, it was concluded that the previous occurrence of misfire at 

the Holmans Test Mine with Bunch Connector may have been caused by some other 

phenomenon rather than the number of NONEL tubes that was initiated per Bunch 

Connector.  

 

Plate 2-2: Test set up for the NONEL Bunch Connector tests 

 

 

Plate 2-3: High speed camera output for test 1 

 

 

Plate 2-4: High speed camera output for test 2 
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2.12 Electronic Initiation System and Detonator 

The electronic initiation system is the most recent development in blasting initiation 

technology (Stiehr, 2011). Due to its benefits of very precise and accurate timing, 

electronic detonators have proven their use and performance in almost all blasting 

applications including underground or tunnel blasts. The commonly proven and 

documented benefits of electronic detonators include; improved fragmentation 

(Katsabanis et al, 1995), blast-induced vibration and air overpressure control 

(Katsabanis et al, 1995; Mohanty and Wong, 2004; Brasher et al, 2009), flyrock 

control, increased blast size (Mohanty and Wong, 2004), improved ground control 

(Katsabanis et al, 1995; Yamamoto et al, 1995) and a great reduction in misfires 

through more precise circuit testing (Verakis and Lobb, 2004). 

 

Whilst there is no documented study which proves that the use of electronic 

detonator prevent the occurrence of blast misfires, it is a well known and 

documented fact that electronic detonator delivers precise and accurate timing. This 

allows blastholes to accurately interact with one another, as designed, eliminating a 

cutoff which is one of the sources of blast misfires. Moreover, as electronic 

detonators fire at their nominated delay time, blasts can be tailored to reduce 

ground vibration levels, achieve uniform fragmentation and change the muckpile 

profile to suit post blast operations. Most electronic detonator systems allow the 

user to communicate with the detonators at any time prior to initiating the blast. 

This feature not only allow the Blast Engineer to know the number of charged holes 

and detonators prior to initiation, it also allow the user to identify faulty detonators, 

providing an opportunity to rectify any problems with the detonators prior to firing 

the blast, thus avoiding any potential misfires. 

 

There are several electronic initiation systems commercially available. All the 

electronic detonators that come with the electronic initiation systems available 

today, utilizes some type of stored energy system inside the detonators as a means 
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of providing delay timing and initiation energy. An electronic console is used to test 

and program the delay time for each detonator (White, 1999). The electronic 

initiation system used for the test blasts carried out in this project was the 

HotShot™ programmable electronic detonator system by DetNet Solutions®. The 

system, shown in Plate 2-5, consists of a Blast Controller which houses a Blast Key 

and a Tagger which are used together to initiate the HotShot electronic 

detonator(s) in conjunction with a Bench Controller. One Blast Controller is capable 

of initiating up to 600 HotShot detonators programmed to any delay between 0ms 

and 40000ms with an accuracy of one tenth of a millisecond (i.e. ±0.1 millisecond). 

 

 

 

Plate 2-5: DetNet HotShot electronic initiation system showing the Blast Controller with 
Tagger and Blast Key (left image) and an electronic detonator with male and female 
connectors (right image), adapted from DetNet (2004) 

           

The HotShot system comes with other auxiliary components like Row and Branch 

Controllers that assist the control equipment to map the entire blast by indicating 

different points on the blast. The HotShot electronic detonator is similar in diameter 

to a standard pyrotechnic detonator. It consists of standard size copper detonator 

tube (containing base and primary charge, fuse head, an electronic circuit with 

microchip, firing and logic capacitors), a length of downline/in-hole wire, a length of 

inter-hole wire  and a male and female connector attached to the aforementioned 
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wire. The HotShot detonators connect to each other in a string completing a ‘daisy 

chain’ (i.e. an electrical link is established from one detonator to another until the 

link is terminated by an electrical means). This allows the control equipment to 

determine the order of detonator hook-up as well as map the entire blast layout. 

Testing or troubleshooting of individual detonators or entire installations can be 

achieved with the HotShot Tagger. Delays (inter-hole, inter-row, deck, closed 

chevron stagger) can be programmed or assigned to individual detonator at the 

blasthole and verified after hook-up is complete. Before firing, the control 

equipment performs a battery of checks (short circuits, poorly connected 

detonators, missing detonators) to ensure all detonators are in good condition and 

that the control equipment has sufficient current to initiate all the connected 

detonators. When the control equipment has checked all the detonators and all is 

satisfactory, the user enter a series of passwords as safety checks before the 

system arms with a 30 second countdown time for the firing command to be given. 

The final firing command is initiated by pressing two buttons simultaneously 

(DetNet 2004).  

 

Most electronic initiation systems commercially available including the DetNet 

HotShot programmable electronic detonator system have been designed such that 

upon initiation, all the detonators in the blast receive the initiation signal 

simultaneously. In other words all the detonators become live at the same time, 

with each individual detonator counting down to detonate at their respective 

programmed delay time. As mentioned earlier the HotShot electronic detonators 

used in this project connects to each other using the ‘daisy chain’ concept. This 

implies that, when the HotShot detonators are connected there is a chain of 

electrical path for electrical current to flow from one detonator to the next until the 

path is terminated by an electrical means usually with an ‘end plug’.  
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2.12.1  HotShot Electronic Detonator Firing Test 

In a typical blast, especially a tunnel blast round, once the first few holes detonate, 

fractured and fragmented rocks begin to move out of the cut resulting in the 

shearing or cutting-off of the wires connecting detonators, including unfired 

detonators. To establish that the ‘daisy chain’ concept of HotShot detonator 

connection does not lead to unexploded charges and cause misfires, three multiple-

hole blasts were undertaken to ensure detonators upon initiation would fire even if 

their wires have been severed by a previously detonated blasthole. The test set up 

illustrated in Figure 2.12 consisted of two HotShot detonators loaded into blastholes 

without explosive charges and programmed to detonate at six seconds apart (i.e. 

0ms and 6000ms). Upon initiation of the firing command and subsequent 

detonation of the first (0ms) detonator, the connection between the first and 

second detonators was cut and the second detonator monitored for detonation. The 

test was repeated two more times varying the point where the detonator wire was 

cut. After each test blast, the detonator was inspected for complete detonation. 

Based on audible sound and visual inspection, both detonators (i.e. 0ms and 

6000ms) detonated completely in all the three test blasts irrespective of the point 

where the link between the two detonators was severed. Plate 2-6 shows a 

completely detonated HotShot programmable electronic detonator. The 

observations from the test blasts confirms instantaneous reception of firing signal 

by the HotShot electronic detonators once the firing command has been initiated. 

Moreover, the complete detonation seen in the detonators when the wires between 

adjacent detonators were severed upon initiation of the firing command also 

establish that, the chaos atmosphere during a typical tunnel blast round which may 

lead to wire cut offs would not influence detonation of the electronic detonators. 
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Figure 2.12: HotShot electronic detonator firing test set up with arrow showing severed 
points 

 

 

Plate 2-6: HotShot programmable electronic detonator completely detonated 

 

2.13 Effect of Geology on Blast Design 

Rock mass characterisation is of great importance as it forms an integral part to the 

design of blasting operations. Rock blasting is a complicated problem with two key 

control aspects: geological and explosive material characteristics. Whilst the latter 

has received much attention, the effect of geology on blasting performance has not 

been sufficiently investigated (Bohloli, 1997). The use of standard blasting design 
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without regards for the heterogeneous nature of the rock materials will lead to such 

costly and undesired blasting results as overbreak, poor fragmentation, high 

vibration level, ground control problems in most cases and safety issues resulting 

from misfires in other cases (Bohloli, 1997; Singh and Xavier, 2005). Although rock 

mass features cannot be changed, their timely knowledge will most definitely 

facilitate the judicious selection of controllable blast design parameters to obtain 

optimum results. In order to minimize the influence of rock properties on the 

performance of blasting, it is critical to understand the role played by rock mass 

features in producing undesirable blast results. Geological features, such as 

strength and hardness of the rock, alternating layers of hard and soft rock, 

thickness and dip of layers and bedding planes or dip and condition of joints, play a 

major role in determining the path and final destination of the drill hole, hence 

affecting drilling accuracy (Singh 1998). To ensure that geology and or rock mass 

properties at the study site have minimal influence on blasting operations carried 

out, an attempt was made to characterise the rock mass. 

 

The test site, Holman’s Test Mine, host a network of underground development 

drives or tunnels at approximately 15m below surface in a coarse grained Semi-

Megacrystic Biotite Granite (Selwood et al, 1998). This granitic body is part of the 

Cornubian Batholith which extends to depths of around 2km in the region.  The 

underground galleries also host a large number of vein structures and elvan dykes 

within the northern margines of the Carnmenellis granite (LeBoutillier, 2002). The 

predominant rock type at the test site is very competent granite with uni-axial 

compressive strength between 120-150MPa, a Young’s modulus of 48GPa and a 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.29 and an approximate unit weight of 27kN/m3 (Adderley, 

2009).  Previous published research on the test site have reported three main joint 

sets present in the Carnmenellis granite with dip and dip direction of 85°/250° 

(striking SSE-NNW), 80°/340° (striking ENE-WSW) and an additional sub-horizontal 

joint set of relatively wide spacing (Parker 1989; Adderley, 2009).   
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To establish whether the reported local joint sets were prevalent on the test site, 

scan-line surveys consisting of 185 mapped joints was conducted at the test site 

and analysed with Rocscience’s DIPS software to obtain the orientations of the 

predominant joint sets. As shown in the pole plot in Figure 2.13, three joint sets 

were identified having the following dip and dip direction: 87o/288o (set 1), 

89o/195o (set 2) and 07o/214o (set 3). 

 

Based on structure and surface conditions of the rock mass at the test site, a GSI 

value of 65 was obtained using the Geological Strength Index (GSI) chart described 

by Hoek (2007). According to the GSI chart, a GSI value of 65 represent a blocky 

well interlocked undisturbed rock mass consisting of cubical blocks formed by three 

intersecting discontinuity sets which is a typical description of the rock mass at the 

test site.  

 

Moreover, a rock mass classification was also carried out at the test site using both 

the Rock Mass Rating (RMR1989) and the Rock Tunnelling Index (Q) system. Tables 

2.3 and 2.4 details the summaries of the main parameters used in the RMR and Q 

system respectively for the rock mass classification. The appropriate adjustments 

were made for the drives where tunnel blasting was carried out during the course of 

the project. 
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Figure 2.13: Output from Rocscience’s DIPS software showing major joints sets at the 
Holmans Test Mine 

 

Table 2.3: RMR classification of the Holmans Test Mine 

Parameter Condition Rating  
UCS of Intact Rock Material 100 - 250 MPa 12 
Drill Core Quality (RQD) 75% - 90% 17 
Ground Water Condition Damp 10 
Joint spacing 200 – 600 mm 8 
Joint Condition Very rough un-weathered  

wall rock 
30 

Basic RMR  12+17+10+8+30=77 
Discontinuity Orientation Adjustment 
A Drive Tunnel blast bearing = 

152o  
Joint set 3 is the least 
favourable with <20o 

-5 (Fair) 

8x8 Drive Tunnel blast bearing = 
135o  
Joint set 3 is the least 
favourable with <20o 

-5 (Fair) 

Adjusted RMR  
(Basic RMR + Adjustment) 

 77-5=72 
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Table 2.4: Q System ratings for the Holmans Test Mine 

Parameter Condition Rating 
Rock Quality Designation 
(RQD) 

85% - 90% over 1m run 88% 

Joint Set Number (Jn) 3 identified joint sets 9 
Joint Roughness Number (Jr) Rough or irregular, planar  1.5 
Joint Alteration Number (Ja) Unaltered joint walls, surface 

staining only 
1 

Joint Water Reduction (Jw) Dry excavation with minor 
inflow 

1 

Stress Reduction Factor Low stress, near surface 2.5 
 
Total 
 

 

푄 =
88
9 x

1.5
1 x

1
2.5 

5.9 

 

RMR rating of 72 falls into the rock mass class of good rock consistent with the Q 

value of 5.9 suggesting a very competent rock that can support a full face 

excavation with 1.5m advance. To minimise geological and/or geotechnical effect 

on the blast emission data, pre-blast reconnaissance was carried out to exclude 

adverse geological influence from the blast or noted to allow determination of 

geological influence on the blast data. 

 

2.14 Influence of Drill Deviation on Blast Performance 

In most drilling and blasting operations especially development or tunnel blasting, 

the most crucial part is the drilling of the blastholes. Blastholes, usually cylindrical, 

are designed and strategically positioned to contain explosive charges such that it 

can be detonated in the most efficient manner possible. The accuracy in drilling has 

significant effect on the entire blast performance and results. For instance poor 

drilling resulting in blasthole deviations can drastically alter blast geometries in 

terms of burden and or spacing at the toes of the blastholes leading to poor 

blasting which subsequently affect fragmentation, vibration and air overpressure 

levels as well as safety resulting from misfired blastholes.  

 

Blasthole or drill deviation is best defined as a composite of three distinct 

components, namely; collar location accuracy (dc), set-up alignment accuracy (da), 
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and in-hole or trajectory (dt) deviations. The collaring deviation which relates to the 

positioning of holes on the tunnel face is a lateral displacement of a hole from its 

planned or intended location, usually set out by mine surveyors (Hendricks et al, 

1991). It is therefore constant for any hole length and should not exceed one bit 

length (Kangwa and Sinkala, 2004). Topography of the drilling area, poor set-up 

and positioning of the drilling rig as well as the inability of the drill rig to hold the 

feed beam and main boom in constant rigid position are common sources of 

collaring deviations. Hole alignment deviation on the other hand relates to the 

deviation that occurs during drilling and arises from inaccuracies in setting the feed 

on which the rock drill is mounted in a planned direction. Unlike hole collaring 

position deviation, the hole alignment deviation increases linearly with an increase 

in the hole length. Hence it effects are prominent in long hole drilling. Moreover, 

the alignment-based hole deviation has a tendency of increasing or decreasing the 

burden at the toe of the blasthole. Causes of alignment deviation includes instability 

of drilling rigs, lack of precision in positioning drill equipment, topography at 

collaring point and drilling operators experience. Whilst collaring and alignment 

deviation errors arise outside drill holes during the drill equipment set-up and start 

of the collaring process, trajectory-based hole deviation errors occur during the 

drilling process and hence associated with the bending of the drill steel inside the 

drill hole during drilling. The trajectory deviation is therefore a consequence of the 

drill’s interaction with the rock mass and the operators control over such drilling 

parameters as rpm, torque and thrust (Hendricks et al, 1991).  

 

Apart from the collaring deviation which is constant for any hole depth (H), the 

alignment and trajectory deviation both increases with the depth of the blasthole 

proportional to H and H3/2 respectively (Langefors and Kihlstrom, 1978). This 

observation is confirmed by Sinkala (1986) who studied hole deviations in road 

cuts, open pits and rock faces and concluded that 81% of all the holes studied 

showed trajectory deviation to be greater than the alignment deviation. Since 

collaring and alignment deviations occur outside of holes, they are easier to 
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understand and investigate. However, it is very difficult to study such sources of 

trajectory deviation arising inside drill holes (Kangwa and Sinkala, 2004). The sum 

total of all the errors resulting from the three component of blasthole deviation is 

the final measure of the drilling accuracy. Figure 2.14 is a diagrammatic 

representation of the collaring (dc), alignment (da), and trajectory (dt) deviations.  

 

 

Figure 2.14: Representation of collaring, alignment and trajectory drill deviations 

 

 

Depending on the type of deviation, different instrumentation and measurement 

techniques may be used. Measurement of external deviations such as collaring and 

alignment deviations can be undertaken by conventional surveying techniques 

using theodolite or total-station where the actual collar position of the drill hole can 

be compared to their respective design or intended collar positions. Measurement of 

the path taken by the blasthole from the collar to the toe can be undertaken by 

using devices which travel down the blasthole. Hendricks et al (1991) categorises 

such devices as oriented rod, optical flexure and magnetic-compensation 

instruments according to their operating principles (Forsyth et al, 1995). Whilst the 

conventional surveying techniques are able to determine blasthole deviations, it is 

also time consuming and labour intensive (Barkley, 2003).  
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Recently, laser scanning is gaining acceptance as an alternative for geometric data 

collection within the mining and tunnel construction industry due to its speed and 

accuracy in data collection over many traditional methods (Tang et al, 2009). A 

laser scanner is a device that measures the 3D structure of an environment by 

using a laser to measure the distance to nearby visible surfaces (Tang et al, 2009).  

In principle, the scanners transmit and collect laser pulses that are reflected off 

physical objects, recording the location of millions of points in space known as a 

point cloud. The ‘point cloud’ generated is a high resolution 3-dimensional dataset 

of the scanned scene that can be manipulated with various CAD software 

applications in order to create realistic and practical surface models (Fekete, et al, 

2010). 

 

In a study to investigate drill hole deviation and collaring errors at tunnel face, 

Wetherelt et al (2009) presented a technique for the measurement of hole burdens 

based on high definition surveying (HDS). The technique employed a laser scanner 

(Leica Geosystems HDS3000) to acquire 3-dimensional point cloud of a 

development or tunnel face complete with blastholes. By importing the point cloud 

into Leica Geosystems Cyclone software, the blastholes were modelled as cylindrical 

rods and extrapolated into the tunnel face. This preserved the original orientations 

of the blastholes and allowed for the exact position of the collar and toe of each 

blasthole to be acquired which were then used to estimate the face and toe burden 

as well as enabled determination of the alignment deviation (Wetherelt et al 2009; 

Adderley, 2009).  

 

To investigate the effect that drilling deviation may have on blast sympathetic 

detonation and consequently cause misfires, measurement of the drilling accuracy 

was paramount. This was achieved by adopting the HDS technique developed at the 

Camborne School of Mines and documented by Wetherelt et al (2009) shown in 

Plate 2-7.  
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Plate 2-7:Leica Geosystem HDS3000 laser scanner used for drill-hole surveying 

 

As outlined by Wetherelt et al (2009), the drill-hole surveying technique can be 

divided into three stage process namely; pre-scan inspection and positioning, scan, 

and the post-scan registration and modelling processes. At the pre-scan inspection 

and position stage, a quick visual reconnaissance is undertaken to establish the 

number and positions of scans required. Moreover, the size, position and number of 

drilled holes are analysed such that sufficient points are captured on each drilled 

hole during the actual scan process such that each drilled hole can be modelled 

accurately post-scan. The second stage which is the actual scanning process 

involves setting the scanner parameters such as density of scan points to ensure 

that the resolution chosen enabled sufficient point to be captured to allow post-scan 

modelling. At the post-scan registration and modelling stage, multiple scans, if 

taken are first of all stitched together using the registration process provided within 

the scanner software. After the registration process, the points representing the 

drilled holes are isolated and modelled into cylindrical rods that can be extrapolated 
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backwards along its azimuth into the tunnel face. This is the stage where useful 

drilling deviation and accuracy data can be determined. 

 

2.15 Drill-Hole Deviation Test with HDS Method 

Using the three stage process of the drill-hole surveying technique outlined by 

Wetherelt et al (2009), two test surveys were undertaken on different configuration 

of holes with Leica Geosystems HDS3000 laser scanner.  To ensure sufficient points 

were captured for each drilled hole during the scan process and allow post-scan 

modelling, wooden dowels were inserted into the holes with the end protruding out 

of the face as shown in Plate 2-8. Using the Leica Geosystem Cyclone provided with 

the HDS3000 laser scanner, the captured point clouds were modelled as shown in 

Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16. 

 

 

Plate 2-8: Blastholes with inserted wooden dowels used to aid modelling of holes 
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Figure 2.15: Scanned drilled holes modelled into cylindrical rods and extrapolated backwards 
along its azimuth into the tunnel face 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Scanned drilled holes modelled into cylindrical rods and extrapolated backwards 
along its azimuth into the tunnel face (looking East-West) 
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2.16 Conclusion 

As reviewed and discussed earlier, the occurrence of misfires during tunnel blasts 

poses a serious concern and a major problem. Based on the available historical 

records, there is a general decline in fatalities and injuries caused by blasting 

accidents. However, there are still many injuries sustained through the occurrence 

of misfires as misfires have been reported to be the fourth ranking cause of blasting 

accidents. Although the implications of misfires vary from site to site, the potential 

consequences of a misfire impact almost every aspect of the mining process such 

that every reasonably practicable measure available to blast engineers should be 

taken to avoid its occurrence. The causes of misfires are numerous with several 

associated blast phenomena. However the most frequent cause of blast misfires is 

reported to be incorrect use of initiation system due to lack of understanding of 

how the system works.  

 

Based on the findings in literature, it was decided to employ every reasonably 

practicable measure to prevent the occurrence misfires during tunnel blast. The 

appropriate delay time between charged blastholes were selected to prevent rounds 

freezing and ensure that the charges have better chances of initiating before 

ejection begins as well as ensuring that sufficient time is provided for the 

progressive relief of the burden. Moreover, tests were conducted on the initiation 

systems (Non-Electric and Programmable Electronic detonators) and accessories 

used in the course of the research project to ensure their suitability for the test 

blasts carried out as well as eliminating any ambiguities known of their use to cause 

misfires. 

 

As reviewed in earlier sections, the use of standard blasting design without regards 

for the heterogeneous nature of the rock mass will lead to such costly and 

undesired blasting results as overbreak, poor fragmentation, high vibration level, 

ground control problems in most cases and safety issues resulting from misfires in 

other cases. Although rock mass features cannot be changed, their timely 
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knowledge will most definitely facilitate the judicious selection of controllable blast 

design parameters to obtain optimum results. To ensure that local geology and or 

rock mass properties at the study site have minimal influence on blasting 

operations carried out, a rock mass characterisation study was carried out to 

exclude areas from the blast identified to have adverse geological or geotechnical 

effect on the blast performance. 

 

It was also noted from the literature review discussed earlier, that drill hole 

deviation if not controlled could drastically alter blast geometries in terms of burden 

and or spacing at the toes of the blastholes and promote charge hole interactions 

and sympathetic detonations which are known to cause explosive or detonator 

malfunction and lead to misfires. During the blast operations carried out, external 

drill hole deviation error (collaring and alignment deviations) was minimise by using 

pilot hole with a protruding steel rod or wooden dowel as guide. The internal 

deviation (trajectory based deviation) was minimizing by changing the drill rod as 

often as possible. Moreover, the use of the laser scanning technology also provided 

a visual representation of the extent of drill hole deviation and the appropriate 

measure taken (most often by reducing charge weigh or initiating the affected holes 

on same delay).  
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3 CHAPTER THREE Electromagnetic Pulse Signature 

3.1 Background 

Although minimally reported, there exists motivation from both theoretical 

considerations and previous experimental studies to pursue the measurement of 

electromagnetic radiation from the detonation of explosives used in rock breaking. 

The existence of electromagnetic field generation by explosion in air, at the ground 

surface and underground has been established by both theoretical and 

experimental studies (Sweeney, 1995 and 1996). These studies depending on the 

research motivation at the time focused on measurement of electric and magnetic 

field signals from large underground chemical and nuclear explosions under 

relatively uncontrolled conditions, with limited number of sensors having widely 

varying characteristics (frequency bandpass, sensitivity, sampling rate etc). 

Although conclusions on source mechanisms could not be made due to the 

complexity and uncontrolled nature of the experiments, the field measurements, 

however, show some general consistency and provided a useful foundation for 

subsequent research (Soloviev and Sweeney, 2005). For the case of well controlled 

experiments, as reported by Soloviev et al (2002), the characteristics of the 

recorded electromagnetic signal shows fundamental differences for explosions in 

air, on the ground surface and underground.  

Other field and laboratory research (Boronin et al, 1990; Brovkin et al, 1990; 

O’Keefe and Thiel, 1991, 1995; Adushkin and Soloviev, 1996; Soloviev et al, 

2002;) have shown that detonation of high explosives which are mostly used during 

rock breaking in the mineral extraction industries, are accompanied by 

electromagnetic effects attributed to a variety of physical causes (Solovien and 

Sweeney, 2005). Whilst some investigators (Takakura, 1955; Andersen and Long, 

1965) believed that the likeliest cause was charged particles created by the 

ionization within the explosion region, many other researchers (Fine and Vinci, 

1997) showed that the frequencies of the EM pulse signals appear to be related to 
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the duration of shock waves and other hydrodynamic phenomenon caused by the 

detonation. 

 

There is therefore no doubt that some form of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) signal is 

generated during the detonation of explosives. The question of establishing the kind 

of EMP signals detected, the frequencies and the observable signal levels, insight 

into the possible cause of the EMP signal and the possibility of exploiting the EMP 

signature from explosive detonation as means to identifying misfired explosives 

remains the objective of this review. 

 

3.2 Source and Generation Mechanism 

Historical measurements have shown that there exists ionized plasma inside 

explosions in the area of shock waves (Harlin and Nemzek, 2009). During explosive 

detonation, the expansion of the detonation by-products can cause charge 

separation, current flow and electromagnetic radiation. Numerous researchers have 

attributed the electromagnetic field that originates during the detonation of 

explosive to a variety of causes. In a study to highlight the physical mechanism of 

electromagnetic field generated by the explosion of condensed explosives charges, 

Boronin et al, (1990) put forth the following theory about the early 50 micro-

seconds production of radio frequency signals: 

 

‘‘An ionized layer of air is formed behind the shock front during the explosion, in 
which charges are separated due to the different mobility of electrons and ions, 
resulting in the formation of a certain effective dipole. As the shock front radius and 
subsequent charge recombination increases, the electrical dipole moment changes 
and a field appears in the external domain of the explosion.’’  
 

 

This observation is buttressed by Chikhradze et al (2010) who reported that, the 

mechanism of the formation of the electromagnetic field during explosion is 

associated with the high frequency oscillations of the charged particles in the 

explosion. Chikhradze et al (2010) further commented that, the duration and 
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frequency of the EMP in the initial stage are determined by the processes of shock 

polarization of the electrons on the detonation front, by the ionization of the 

explosion products in the chemical reaction zone, and by the processes of the 

electrification of the scattered particles of the condensed phase of the detonation 

products. The subsequent stage of the EMP generation is however due to the 

ionization of air components and by the motion of the charged dust particles on the 

shock wave front through the air (Zenin and Mits, 1963; Chikhradze et al, 2010).  

 

In a study to determine the generation of electric and magnetic fields from 

detonation of explosives, Soloviev and Sweeney (2005), identified the following 

processes to be connected to the generation of electric and magnetic field at the 

initial stage of an explosion: propagation of a detonation wave through the 

explosive, movement of explosive product and the propagation of a shock wave in 

the surrounding media.  

 

Other reported source mechanism both in the past and at present seems to fall 

within one of the processes suggested above by Soloviev and Sweeney (2005). For 

example, Takakura (1955) attributed the cause of electromagnetic signals to be the 

ionization at the shock front produced by the explosion with the resulting 

production of dipoles and the acceleration of the resulting dipoles. Gorshunov et al 

(1966) supported these earlier observations when they reported that EM signals are 

generated by electrical charges or currents that arise from electrified explosion 

products and that the asymmetry of the explosion is the governing factor in 

generating the signals. 

 

Regarding source mechanism of electric and magnetic fields from an explosion at 

the ground surface, Soloviev et al (2002) attributed the source of the field to 

electric charges in the explosion products and ionized gas that are in non-

symmetric motion within the explosion cloud.  Soloviev et al (2002) further showed 

that the electromagnetic field produced by contact explosion has a quadrupule 
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character, at least in the initial stage of the explosion. This demonstrates that the 

electric component will show sign reversal with distance. 

 

Tomizawa and Yamada (1995) noted differences in signal waveforms generated by 

three underground explosions, but observed the records of radial electric field to 

have common characteristics. The signal arise immediately after the explosion and 

last no longer than 10miliseconds, the characteristic oscillation period of the signal 

is about 1ms. Although Tomizawa and Yamada (1995) argued that the process of 

signal generation could be modelled by vertical electric dipole, they neither 

presented a model of the electric signals nor provided an estimation of the electric 

moment. 

 

3.3 EMP Detection Sensors 

Sensors used for the detection of EMP can be categorised into four main 

classifications: B-dot (surface current) probes, D-dot (surface charge) probes, 

current monitor transformers and antennas. The latter are the most important as 

they may be placed anywhere during measurement whereas the other three require 

transmission lines and or metallic surfaces. 

 

B-dot detectors measure the time derivative of the tangential component of the 

magnetic field at the surface of a conductor. This is equivalent to measuring the 

time rate of change of the surface current per unit length with the unit length being 

perpendicular to the current. Prodyn Model B-S50 which consist of a half-cylinder 

loop on a base plate is an example of a B-dot detector that has been used in 

measurement of EMP from chemical explosion by the Los Alamos National 

Laboratory (LANL) with 0.5ns rise time, high frequency 3 dB drop-off of 700MHz 

and an equivalent area of 0.001m2. Moreover, the internal configuration of the B-

dot detectors is designed to be insensitive to the displacement current such that 

only the magnetic field component of the EMP is sensed (Kelly, 1993 and 1994).  
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D-dot detectors on the other hand, measure the time derivative of the normal 

component of the electrical field at the surface of a conductor. This is equivalent to 

measuring the time rate of change of the surface charge density. The LANL has 

succeeded in using Prodyn Model SD-S30 D-dot detector in the measurement of 

EMP from chemical explosions. This type of D-dot detector consists of a 

hemispherical dome supported above a metal mounting surface with a dielectric 

ring separating them. It has 1ns rise time, high frequency 3dB drop-off of 350MHz 

and an equivalent area of 0.01m2 (Kelly, 1993 and 1994). 

 

The purpose of current monitor transformers is to measure the total algebraic 

current on a conductor threading through the sensor. The sensor consists of a 

toroid core of high permeability material, around which a coil is wound. During EMP 

measurement, the sensor measures surface wave sheath currents on the outer 

surface of a coaxial cable. A typical current monitor transformer has a transfer 

impedance of 0.1 volt/amp, rise time of 20ns, upper frequency drop-off of 35MHz 

(Kelly, 1993 and 1994). 

 

Unlike the three sensors types described above, antennas measure radio 

frequencies (RF) and may be located remotely during measurement of EMP. 

Moreover, the vast variety of antenna size and type along with its wide spectrum of 

sensing characteristics present a considerable flexibility in choosing the best type of 

antenna suited for measuring a particular parameter. Dipole, Monopole, Yagi, Log 

Periodic, slot, Bicone, Helix, Beverage and Loop antennas are the common types 

that have been used with some success in the measurement of EM pulse signals 

(Kelly, 1993 and 1994).  

 

3.4 Measurement of EMP Signals 

Most attempts by researchers to measure electromagnetic pulses have all employed 

some form of antenna and oscilloscope set up as the receiving and recording 

instruments respectively. In a study to investigate the shock wave propagation in 
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solids to obtain shock pulses reported by Kolsky (1954), was amongst the premier 

documented studies on EMP measurements. Using a 10cm long stub antenna as 

receiver and lead azide as the explosive on metallic and dielectric slab, electrical 

pulses of several microseconds with the peak pulse occurring 50µs after the 

explosion were observed in all the tests. Kolsky (1954), attributed the observed 

electrical pulses to the ionized layer formed behind the shock wave front resulting 

in the formation of an electrical dipole.  

 

By varying the mass of explosives from 0.1-0.4g of lead azide, Takakura (1955), 

observed that the number and intensity of EM pulses increased with increasing 

mass although the maximum EM pulse observed beyond 40cm from the explosion 

point did not exceed 100µV. In this experiment, measurements were performed 

with antenna of varying length (50cm-160cm) at 6-90MHz frequencies with the 

antenna located at 10-200cm from the explosion point. Using similar set up to that 

of Takakura (1955) and increasing the mass of explosives to 2 to 3lb (900-1200g) 

Cook (1958), observed that the electrical pulse intensity of the explosion is 

characterized by the magnitude of the electromotive force (emf) induced by a field 

pulse in the antenna. Cook (1958) therefore concluded that the magnitude of the 

electrical pulse varies as inverse proportion to the square of the distance from the 

explosion centre and linearly as a function of the charge or explosive mass.  

 

Andersen and Long (1965) used two end-fed antenna, Tektronix551 oscilloscope 

and a Polaroid camera to show that detonation of bare charges provided different 

EM signature from detonation of encased charges and concluded that the 

fragmentation properties of the casings therefore would affect the observed EM 

signals significantly. 

 

Gorshunov et al (1966) used antenna having a frequency response of 30Hz-2MHz 

to measure EM pulses from both spherical and cylindrical explosives weighing 1-5kg 

and found out that the time interval between the initiation of the detonation and 
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the observation of maximum EM pulse signal varies as the cube root of the 

explosive mass. Gorshunov et al (1966) also found out that the characteristics of 

the recorded signal are influenced by the method and shape of the explosive 

charge.  

 

After analyzing data from detonation of 1.3kg cylindrical charge and a 500 ton 

hemispherical high-explosive surface detonation, Wouters (1970) shows only radio 

frequency pulses from the detonations but failed to give details about the antenna 

used and the separation distance between antenna and the explosion point.  

 

van Lint (1982) employed various antenna configurations to capture broadband low 

frequency (LF), narrow-band very high frequency (VHF), and ultra low frequency 

(UHF) signals from detonation of explosives with mass ranging from 0.01 to 345kg 

and observed that most of the EM pulses occurred at 100 to 200µs following 

detonation, after the explosive case had fragmented while the explosive particles 

were streaming through the spaces between the fragments. van Lint (1982) 

however, failed to offer any explanation for the recorded signals beyond the above 

phenomena. 

 

In a study to characterise the EMP generated by a chemical explosion originating 

from a tunnel, Kelly (1994) employed an array of detectors consisting of antennas, 

current transformers, B-dot and D-dot sensors in the detection and measurement 

of the EMP signals. In a more recent study to investigate the physical properties of 

conventional explosives deduced from radio frequency emissions, Harlin and 

Nemzek (2009), used three sets of antennas in the measurement of the EMP 

signals. Each of the antenna set used consists of an active monopole for the low 

frequency signals and a log periodic for the high frequency signals with respective 

frequency ranges of 10kHz-80MHz and 290MHz-2000MHz. 
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The above measurements have been conducted either in air or on some platform 

just above ground surface. Aduskin and Soloviev (1990) investigated the 

generation of an electric field pulse induced in the soil when an explosive charge 

was detonated underground and concluded that the source of charges that 

generate the electric field above ground and underground are similar. Aduskin and 

Soloviev (2004) however, noted that the characteristics of signals of electric and 

magnetic fields registered from the explosion of high-explosives in air, on the 

ground surface and in underground explosions are significantly different. Soloviev 

and Sweeney (2005) combined electric and magnetic field probes (antenna) with 

accelerometers, amplifiers and filters designed for frequency band of 1Hz to 10kHz 

to investigate the generation of electric and magnetic field from explosions in 

borehole at sites where the ground possessed different physio-mechanical 

properties (sandy and natural granite). Analysis of the results obtained, revealed 

that signals of electric and magnetic fields arise immediately after the explosive 

charge detonation, but before the arrival of seismic waves. Soloviev and Sweeney 

(2005) also noted that, the amplitudes of the signals of electric and magnetic fields 

recorded at same distance were significantly greater for explosions in the granite 

even for 2kg mass of explosive compared to 200kg explosive in the loam soil. 

Soloviev and Sweeney (2005) however failed to offer explanation for this 

observation. The most probable cause for the amplified signals in the case of the 

explosions in the granite could be attributed to the rock fracture processes which 

have been reported by several researchers to be associated with electromagnetic 

effects (Rabinovitch et al, 2002). 

 

3.5 Characteristic of EM pulse signals 

Different researchers have reported different frequencies for electromagnetic pulses 

induced by the detonation of explosives in air, on ground surface and in 

underground. The reported frequencies from detonation of explosives is wide, 

ranging from as low as 0.5Hz to about 2GHz, Fine and Vinci (1998). Depending on 

the research motivation and the frequency response of the instrumentation used, 
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investigators could only observe EM pulse signal limited to a particular frequency 

spectrum. Takakura’s (1955) observation was limited to the megahertz range (i.e. 

6 to 90MHz) whilst Curtis (1962) measured very low frequency signals up to 350Hz. 

Adushkin and Soloviev, (2004) and Soloviev and Sweeney (2005) also observed 

electromagnetic signals from explosion detonation in the low frequency range (i.e. 

1 to 10kHz). Table 3.1 summarizes the frequency bands observed by different 

investigators along with mass and type of explosive, signal delay and duration. 

Whereas some investigators reported that the electromagnetic field signals arise 

immediately after detonation of explosive charges, most researchers observed that 

the main EM pulse signal occurs from about 60 to 200µs after the initiation of the 

explosion.  

 

Table 3.1: Summary of EM pulse measurement conditions by different investigators (adapted 
from Fine and Vinci, 1997; 1998) 

Investigator Mass & type 
of explosive 
used 

Delay/duration 
of observed 
signals 

Frequency 
range 

Possible cause of EM 
signals 

Takakura (1955) 0.1-0.4g of 
Lead azide 

80 to 100µs 
delay 

6 to 90MHz Ionization at shock front 
of explosion 

Curtis (1962) 10g of RDX 
explosives 

2s delay, 19s 
duration 

0.5 to 350Hz None given, experimental 
results only 

Gorshunov et al 
(1966) 

1kg to 5kg of 
50/50 
trinitrotolu 
hexogen 
explosives 

None reported 30Hz to 
20MHz 

Electrical charges 
generated asymmetrically 
from scattered electrified 
detonation products. 

Cook (1958) 70g to 1.1kg of 
composition B 
explosives 

None reported Below 10kHz Gaseous detonation 
products form plasma at 
surface of gas cloud 
ionization by passing 
through earth’s electric 
field. 

van Lint (1982) 10g to 345kg of 
bare spheres to 
metal encased 
explosives 

100 to 200µs 
delay 

50MHz to 
1GHz 

Separation of charge at 
interface of explosion 
products 

Andersen and 
Long (1965) 

20g to 1kg of 
bare, plaster 
encased 
explosives 

300 to 600 µs 
delay 

Less than 
600kHz 

Detonation ionizes 
detonation products 
which transfer charge by 
friction to inert casing 
particles and fragments 

Soloviev and 
Sweeney (2005) 

2 to 200kg of 
TNT explosives 

None reported Below 10kHz  
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Takakura, (1955) and Curtis (1962) attributed the observed time delay to the time 

it takes for the shock wave to reach the ground surface. Stuart (1975) and 

Andersen and Long (1965) on the other hand attributed their observed time delay 

to be related to the time for the explosive detonation to be completed. It is 

interesting to note that, studies which reported time delay between detonation time 

and the EM pulse detection have been conducted with explosive either suspended in 

air or close to ground surface. No mention was however made, in the reviewed 

literature, of time delay for EM pulse measurement conducted either underground 

or with the explosive buried in a borehole. 

 

Another important parameter observed by several investigators during 

measurement of EM pulse from explosive detonation is the E-fields (i.e. field 

strength). However, very few studies reported such information. After reviewing 

information in literature, Fine and Vinci (1997), developed a simple model based on 

thermal effects of explosive detonation which have been reported by several 

investigators to be the largest source of EM signals. The model by Fine and Vinci 

(1997) is useful for estimating the frequency band, signal strength and detection 

thresholds. Using instrumentation with frequency response from 6 to 90MHz at 

distances less that 1m from the explosion point with 0.1 to 0.4g of lead azide 

explosive, Takakura (1955) reports E-fields on the order of 4 x 10-4 V/m. Similar 

magnitude of E-field (5 x 10-4 V/m) was reported by Curtis (1962) from detonation 

of 10g RDX explosives located at a distance of 6.1m from the measuring instrument 

having a cut-off frequency of 350Hz. The E-fields observed by two independent 

investigators compares well with the E-fields levels computed with Fine and Vinci’s 

models Fine and Vinci (1998). 

 

3.6  Application of EMP and Misfire Identification 

Different studies on the generation and subsequent measurement of 

electromagnetic pulse signal have been motivated by varied interest including radio 

astronomy (Takakura, 1955), senor detection and weapon fire (Fine and Vinci, 
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1997 and 1998), hostile weapon location systems (Stuart, 1975), radio frequency 

noise reduction (Nanevicz and Tanner, 1964) as well as explosion detection 

(Boronin et al, 1990; Brovkin et al, 1990). Very few reported studies have 

performed experiments under conditions similar to that encountered in rock 

breaking during mineral extraction techniques used in the mining industries.  

 

Brovkin et al (1990) used both pre-magnetised and non-magnetised 25 

milliseconds detonators in a study to show the possibility of separate recording of 

electromagnetic signals from individual explosions when exploded as a group. In 

this study, the electromagnetic signals from the detonators were recorded with a 

stub antenna, magnetic coil and digital oscilloscope positioned at a distance of 

20cm to 3m from the detonation point. Comparing results for the different 

conditions of detonation (i.e. pre-magnetised and non- magnetised detonators), 

Brovkin et al, (1990) noted that, electromagnetic signals exist for both cases. It 

was however observed that the magnitude of EM signals increased three to fourfold 

when a pre-magnetised detonator was used. Brovkin et al (1990) attributed these 

observations to the effect of shock reverse magnetisation. Applying the above 

experiments to a series of group explosions, Brovkin et al (1990) also noted a one-

to-one correspondence between the number of explosions and the number of EM 

pulses on the oscillograms in all the blasts. 

 

Another reported study of close resemblance to mineral blasting conditions 

encountered in mining operations is the results presented by Soloviev and Sweeney 

(2005), where advanced instrumentation (i.e. electric and magnetic field probes or 

antenna with accelerometers, amplifiers and filters designed for frequency band of 

1Hz to 10kHz) were used to study the electromagnetic field generated during 

underground detonation of high explosives charges buried in holes bored in sandy 

loam and granite. With these instrument set up, Soloviev and Sweeney (2005), 

recorded three components of electric field (i.e. one vertical component of the 

electric field in air and two horizontal components in soil) and three components of 
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the magnetic induction field as well as the arrival time for seismic waves from 

detonating 2-200kg of TNT explosives. Analysis of the results indicated that signals 

of electric and magnetic field arise immediately after the explosive detonation but 

before the arrival of seismic waves and appear simultaneously on the records of 

sensors placed at different distances from the borehole. This observation confirms 

that the signals originate from a single source (i.e. detonation of explosives). It was 

also observed that, the polarity of the vertical component of the electric field signal 

changes with distance from the borehole for both explosion in sandy loam and 

granite. However, the amplitudes of the signals of electric and magnetic fields 

recorded at same distance were significantly greater for explosions in the granite 

even for 2kg mass of explosives compared to 200kg explosive used in the sandy 

loam soil. Soloviev and Sweeney (2005) therefore demonstrated that an electric 

dipole can be used to model the electric and magnetic fields generated by an 

explosion in a borehole. The results obtained from the model and experimental data 

were in good agreement. 

 

Theoretical and experimental research presented in literature and reviewed shows 

that the detonation of explosives results in the generation of electromagnetic pulse 

signals. To apply EMP signals as a means to identify misfired explosives, the 

generation mechanism, frequency, signal level/strength and attenuation 

characteristics needs to be clearly defined. Due to different research motivations 

and complexities of the detonation process, the conditions under which such 

characteristics that have been defined differ from each study making it difficult to 

compare results from the available reported studies. However, there are some 

common observations which have been reported by several investigators. It is 

evident from information summarised in Table 3.1 that, the EM pulse signals 

observed by different investigators covers a wide frequency range (i.e. 0.5Hz to 

1GHz). However, most of the reported studies were limited to a portion of the 

frequency band and the detection distance has been within 200m of the explosion 

event. It is therefore possible that each investigator might have missed a significant 
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portion of the phenomenon.  It is therefore recommended that further studies 

focussed at wide range of frequencies either with wideband (broadband) 

instrumentation or with range of instrumentation provided by several channels, 

each with limited bandwidth, that together cover the required spectrum. Although 

Curtis (1962) reported 2s signal delay, it is interesting to note that, most 

investigators observed the main EM pulse signal to occur from 60 to 200µs after the 

explosion initiation. This time delay, as supported by many other researchers, 

corresponds to the time required for the explosion-generated shock wave travelling 

at supersonic speed to reach the ground. The model developed by Fine and Vinci 

(1997) for estimating frequency bands, signal strength and detection thresholds 

provides a good foundation for further studies which should aim at improving such 

models to account for signal attenuation over the detection distance and be 

validated with more case studies. 

 

3.7 EMP Instrumentation and Experimental Program 

The physical characteristics of EMP signals including the generation mechanism, 

frequency, signal level/strength and attenuation characteristics are paramount to 

employing EM signal as a means to identifying misfired explosives. To investigate 

the generation of EM signals from explosions in a borehole, a monitoring or 

detection system capable of measuring the generated signals was required. An 

initial monitoring system was constructed using a low cost loop antenna with a cut-

off frequency of 400MHz and a Tektronix oscilloscope. To test the system, six 

single-hole blasts were initiated in the Nirex Chamber of the Holmans Test Mine. 

Each of the test blasts consisted of either a non-electric (NONEL) or plain detonator 

placed into shallow horizontal drill holes with the chosen loop antennae fixed 

outside of the hole onto the rock face and measurement of the EM pulse recorded 

using the oscilloscope. Non-electric detonators initiated with NONEL exploder were 

used in the test blasts to avoid any possible external signal contribution. Due to 

data download problems with the oscilloscope, the recorded EM signals could only 

be viewed on-screen rendering post processing of the captured EM signals 
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impossible. The procedure of the recording provided opportunity to study the 

general shape, duration, rise time characteristics at the initial stage of the 

generated EM signal pulses. Plates 3-1 and 3-2, show the records of the EM signals 

generated by the detonation of NONEL and plain detonators in boreholes. Appendix 

A show all the EM pulse signals recorded for all the six text blasts 

 

 

 

Plate 3-1: EM pulse from NONEL blast 1 

 

       

 

Plate 3-2: EM pulse from plain detonator blast 6 
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Plate 3-1 represents the EMP signal generated by blasts initiated with the NONEL 

detonators whilst Plate 3-2 is the EM signal recorded from the plain detonator blast. 

The EM signal from all the six test blasts shows a general trend: an initial high 

spike prior to detonation which triggered data capture. This initial record 

corresponds to the EM signal generated by the initiation system (i.e. NONEL 

Exploder). The second half of the signal which is of lower magnitude corresponds to 

the EM signal generated by the actual detonation process (i.e. NONEL detonator). A 

closer inspection of the signals also reveals a time delay of about 100-150µs 

between the moment of initiation and the time the generated EM signals peaked 

which in this case averaged 2mV with the healthy portion of the signal lasting for 

about 2ms. It is also interesting to note that whilst the EM signals from the NONEL 

and plain detonator blasts are similar in general signal character, a closer 

inspection reveals differences in the EM signal strength or magnitude, time delay 

between blast initiation and EM signal generation. Moreover, the EM signal trace 

from the plain detonator blast lasted longer before dropping off to the background 

signal level.  

 

Data from the above test blasts supports information in literature of the existence 

of EM signal from explosive detonation. To be able to use this technique to achieve 

the objective of identifying misfired explosive charges in boreholes would require 

better instrumentation: a broadband antenna and a high speed digital oscilloscope. 

This led to the acquisition of a wideband loop antenna having transmission 

bandwidth of 300kHz-1000MHz and 1GHz high speed digital oscilloscope capable of 

sampling at speeds up to 4GSa/s at 16 bit resolution. Four single-hole blasts (3 

NONEL and 1 Plain detonator) were initiated using similar test set up described in 

the preceding paragraph to monitor EM pulse signal from explosive charge 

detonation. Plates 3-3 and 3-4 details the instrument used and test set up 

employed. 
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Plate 3-3: Loop antenna fixed over a charged hole 

 

 

 

Plate 3-4: High-speed digital oscilloscope 
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Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical EM pulse signal generated from the test blasts 

described above. The EM pulse signals from the blasts shows a general trend 

similar to the earlier preliminary tests described in the preceding paragraph. Three 

groups of distinct pulses can be identified labelled groups A, B and C in Figure 3.1. 

The EM pulse signal group A which triggered the data acquisition and record, is the 

EMP generated by the shock propagation in the NONEL shock tube resulting from 

the initiator (i.e. exploder). The subsequent group of signals (labelled B) which 

lasted between 60-150µs corresponds to the EM pulses generated by the actual 

detonation. The last group of signals recorded at the post detonation relates to the 

EM pulses, induced by the effect of shock polarization of the detonation products. 
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Figure 3.1: Typical EM pulse trace from non-electric detonator blast 
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The analysis and observations made from the preliminary test blasts described in 

the preceeding paragraphs confirms the existence of EMP from explosive charge 

detonation. The characteristics of the signals; signal groupings and durations shows 

that EM pulse signals can be used to characterise or identify explosive charge 

detonation from multiple shots.   

 

3.7.1 EMP Signal Propagation in Tunnel Blast 

To be able to ascertain how well the EM pulse signals propagate underground and 

be detected remotely from the blast centre, a series of test blasts were performed 

in the demonstration drive at the Holmans Test Mine. The tests consisted of few 

grams of plastic explosive charges initiated with non-electric detonator and the EM 

pulses recorded at a distance with wideband loop antenna and a high-speed digital 

oscilloscope. The first test set-up involved 20g of plastic explosive with the antenna 

located at 20m from the explosion centre and 5m from the tunnel floor as 

illustrated in Figure 3.2. Upon initiation, the monitoring equipment did not register 

or recorded any EM pulse trace. The test was repeated four times with the 

explosive charge mass increased to 30g, 40g and 50g and the antenna distance 

relative to the blast centre reduced from 20m to as low as 5m. In all the four test 

blasts no EM pulse signal was registered and or recorded with the monitoring 

sensors. 

 

Figure 3.2: Test set up showing separation distance between antenna and blast centre 
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Further test involving large quantities of explosive mass were arranged for the EM 

pulse to be monitored. The test blast consisted of a full face tunnel round in the 8x8 

drive with a total of 33 charged holes and two void holes drilled at 32mm diameter 

and 1.2m depth with a Holman’s 303 rock drill. The Boreholes were charged with 

Perunit cartridge explosives at varying charge mass. Cut holes were charged with 

1kg and 0.8kg in stoping holes and lifters resulting in an overall blast MIC of 3.2kg 

from firing four holes on the same delay period. The charged holes were timed with 

a delay period of 100ms between holes in the cut and 100ms between groups of 

holes fired on the same delays in the later stages. To avoid any possible external 

interference, non-electric detonators were used to initiate the blast. Plate 3-5 

illustrates the size of the blast and the charge distribution. EM pulse signals were to 

be monitored with the wideband loop antenna and the high speed digital 

oscilloscope located at 40m from the blast centre. The loop antenna set up 

arrangement is as illustrated in Plate 3-6 below. 

 

 

Plate 3-5: Full face tunnel round illustrating charged hole distribution 
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Plate 3-6: Antenna mounting set-up used to monitor EMP from full face tunnel blast 

 

Upon initiation of the blast, the monitoring sensors and the recording oscilloscope 

registered pulse signal which was not useful as the monitoring sensor was found to 

have been destroyed during the blast. Based on information in literature and the 

EMP tests conducted in this study, there is no doubt that the detonation of 

explosives charges is accompanied by an electromagnetic pulse. Whilst the EM 

pulse signal shape and duration could be characterised from near field 

measurements, test conducted to measure EMP signals from both mid-field and far-

field proved futile even with large quantities of explosives charges. This propagation 

limitation of the EMP signal makes it difficult to be used to identify misfires during 

tunnel blast.  

 

3.8 Conclusion 

The detonation of explosive charge is accompanied by an electromagnetic pulse. 

Results from test conducted and measurements undertaken from near-field blast 

monitoring zone identified three groups of EM pulses associated with a single 

detonation.  
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The first group of EM pulse which lasted no longer than 5µs is the EMP generated 

by the shock propagation from the initiation device. In a non-electric initiation 

system as seen in figure 3.1 under section 3.7, the first group of EM pulse is 

generated by the shock propagation in the NONEL shock tube resulting from the 

exploder used to initiate the blast. This signal group was useful as a baseline for 

characterising the actual explosive detonation time. 

 

The second group of EM pulse signal labelled B in Figure 3.1 persisted for about 

150µs and corresponds to the EM pulse generated by the actual explosive 

detonation. It is interesting to note that this particular group of EM pulse signal was 

generated between 50-100µs after the explosive initiation (i.e. after the first group 

of EM pulse signal as seen in Figure 3.1). The observed time delay is attributed to 

the time required for the explosive generated shock waves to generate the EMP. 

 

The final group of EM pulses observed occurred after the group B (refer to Figure 

3.1) signals and lasted for about 10us. These groups of signals relate to the EM 

pulses induced by the effect of the shock polarization of the electrified detonation 

products. 

 

As seen from Figure 3.1, the entire EMP group of signal last not more than 300µs 

which implies they can easily be used to determine number of detonations from a 

blast given that most tunnel blast are initiated at 75-100ms inter-hole delays. 

However, the multiple signal groups associated with the EMP from single charge 

detonation may present difficulty when used for identifying detonations from 

multiple holes initiated on same delay. Moreover, the limitation of the EMP signal to 

propagate to great distance in tunnel makes it inapplicable for misfire identification 

as measurements could only be undertaken in near-field blast zone. 
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4 CHAPTER FOUR Vibration Signature 

4.1 Background 

The emission of blast induced ground vibration upon detonation of explosive charge 

confined in a borehole has been well established in literature. The most basic use of 

blast vibration data are usually for legislative or compliance monitoring where Blast 

Engineers are faced with a multi-facet challenge of designing an economic and safe 

blasting operation with ground vibration levels that meet a predefined and 

legislative level. Due to a variety of complicated causes (some of which have been 

reviewed in Section 2.4) misfires do occur presenting a great hazard if the misfire is 

not promptly identified, handled and/or disposed off. To be able to safely handle or 

dispose off a misfired charge, its occurrence should firstly be established followed 

by an identification process with a method that does not put the Blast Engineer 

conducting the identification process in danger. The current method of misfire 

identification used in most blasting operations requires the inspector to physically 

check the blasted muckpile for the occurrence of misfires and subsequent 

identification. As repeatedly mentioned earlier this approach is unsafe, inadequate 

and unreliable. A relatively accurate, more reliable and rapid method would be to 

use measureable blast emission data.  

 

In a typical tunnel blast, detonators with predefined or programmable time delays 

are used to initiate explosive charges at sequential intervals of milliseconds. The 

result of these sequenced detonations is an abrupt change in the seismic wave 

amplitude which can be monitored at a safe distance from the blast. The monitored 

vibration can then be used to investigate the blast performance where the time of 

arrival of the seismic waves indicate the firing time of each charge such that 

unexploded charges can be identified on the vibration trace. 

 

To be able to use blast vibration as a means to identifying unexploded or misfired 

charges, it is first important to understand the explosives detonation process 
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(which has been discussed earlier in Section 2.8) and the subsequent formation and 

transmission of seismic waves as well as factors that may affect them. 

 

4.2 Formation and Transmission of Seismic Waves 

As mentioned earlier, when an explosive charge is detonated in a blasthole, only a 

portion of the total energy is consumed in fracturing and shifting/throwing the rock. 

The remainder of the generated energy is dissipated either as vibration, in the form 

of seismic waves travelling very rapidly within the ground and along the ground 

surface or as air blast, in the form of compression waves travelling through the air 

(Adderley, 2009) or as heat (with temperatures and pressures up to 4500oC and 

300kbar respectively) in the form an intense light (flame) which gathers at the 

shock front (Johansson and Persson, 1970). According to Sanchidrian et al (2007), 

the energy generated by the explosive detonation is utilised to perform work in 

three forms: (a) the fracture work, that ultimately appears as new surface in the 

rock fragments; (b) the work to displace the rock and form the muckpile, that 

appears as kinetic energy imparted to the rock; and (c) the work transferred as 

shock wave into the rock, that propagates as plastic and ultimately elastic waves, 

appearing as seismic wave or ground vibration. The portion of the explosive 

generated energy transferred as shock wave into the rock mass and further into 

seismic wave is difficult to model accurately due to the complexities involved with 

the transformation of pressure waves applied as a function of velocity of 

detonation. The most common model available in literature is the one based on 

Morhard (1987) cited by Adderley (2009) where the pressure wave generated by 

the detonation process is applied as a function of the detonation velocity, emitting 

an elongated spherical disturbance as illustrated in Figure 2.5 (see Section 2.8). 

Hustrulid (1999), modelled an explosive column as a series of spherical charges 

with the total mass of explosive adding to the same value as a complete column of 

explosives with the expanding spherical wave released from each charge 

overlapping and reinforcing through the processing of superposition. 
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Although, the source of seismic waves is generally associated with the shock wave 

induced in the rock mass from the high pressure build in the borehole, the 

explosive gas pressure has also been reported to contribute to the formation of 

seismic waves (Liu and Katsabanis 1993; Comeau 1995; Rodgers 2003). Explosion-

generated waves hereafter referred to as seismic waves can be divided into three 

main categories namely compressive shear and surface waves. Based on the 

characteristic features these can further be divided into two varieties: body and 

surface waves. The former, body waves, propagate outward in a spherical manner 

through the body of the rock mass or soil. Surface waves on the other hand are 

formed when a propagating body waves intersect such boundary as another rock 

layer, ground surface or soil (Dowding, 1985; Bhandari, 1997). According to Telford 

et al, (1983), body waves can further be sub-divided into compressive (i.e. Primary 

or P-waves) and distortional shear waves (i.e. Secondary or S-waves). As 

illustrated in Figure 4.1, P-waves alter the volume of body through which it is being 

propagated without altering its shape. S-waves on the other hand result in a 

change of shape of the body provided the medium particles oscillate perpendicular 

to the direction of propagation. Figure 4.2 illustrates particle motion in a medium 

induced with S-wave.  

Telford et al, (1983) and Bhandari (1997), describe that a surface wave can further 

be divided into Raleigh (R-wave), Love (Q-wave) and Coupled waves with the 

former being the most prevalent or important surface wave. The R-wave is a 

longitudinal wave which travels in a circular or rotational motion along the direction 

of propagation. A Q-wave is a shear wave which causes transverse vibration 

horizontally with no vertical component. A Coupled wave is a combined P-wave and 

S-wave which oscillates particles in an inclined elliptical motion, having components 

both in the horizontal and vertical directions (Bhandari, 1997). The different seismic 

wave types described above travels at different velocities and have different arrival 

times to any point from their source. Dowding (1985), however, noted that at small 
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distances all the three wave types have identical arrival times whereas at large 

distances the shear and surface wave separate from the compressive wave as they 

travel slower. 

 

Figure 4.1: P-wave Propagation characteristics 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: S-wave propagation characteristics 
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4.3 Blast Vibration Measurements 

The objective in blast vibration measurements is to detect and record the vibratory 

motion of the ground, structure and more specific to this project the rock mass. 

This motion is caused by the seismic waves described earlier in Section 4.2. 

Measuring the vibration of a seismic wave is commonly conducted in terms of its 

velocity (mm/s) rather than displacement or acceleration due to the fact that 

velocity is closely associated with structural damage as reported by Nicholls et al 

(1971). Bollinger (1980) describes two kinds of velocities associated with seismic 

waves: Wave or phase velocity, which describes the rate at which the disturbance 

propagates through the medium (i.e. the velocity of propagation) and the particle 

velocity which describes the oscillations of a particle about its equilibrium position 

as the wave energy excites it and passes through it. In blast vibration 

measurement and analysis, concern is usually given to particle velocity and not the 

wave velocity due to its close association to structural damage. Measuring particle 

velocities are achieved through the use of geophones or accelerometers mounted in 

a tri-axial array, measuring in three mutually perpendicular directions to enable the 

true maximum ground movement to be captured. The three orthogonal components 

of vibration motion usually measured are termed Longitudinal or Radial (L), Vertical 

(V) and Transverse (V) with the longitudinal component usually directed towards 

the blast centre as shown in Figure 4.3 in order to identify the wave types from the 

recorded traces.  

 

Figure 4.3: Geophone sensor orientations relative to blast or vibration source 
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Typically, blast vibration measurements can be classified as either near-field or far-

field monitoring zones. Whilst no definition exist for these zones in published 

literature, several researchers have attempted to define the near-field monitoring 

zone by the length of the explosive charge (Andrieux and Heilig, 1994; Andrieux 

1996), relative distance between the blast centre and the monitoring sensor (Yang 

et al 1993; Yang, 2007; Yang et al, 2008), frequency domain characteristics of the 

recorded vibration signal (Spathis, 2006) and the scale distance value (Ambaseys 

and Hendron, 1968; Fleetwood, 2010). In far-field monitoring typically used for 

regulatory or compliance monitoring, the monitoring sensor(s) are commonly 

placed at or near neighbouring structures at large distances from the blast centre. 

A good description of far-field measurements is that given by Yang et al (2008) as 

the case where the distances from the individual blastholes to the vibration monitor 

is insignificant in comparison to the distance from the blast centre to the same 

vibration monitor. Moreover, far-field monitoring requires lower sampling rates and 

signal amplitudes whereas the amplitudes and frequencies observed in near-field 

measurements could be several orders of magnitude higher than the far-field 

vibration measurements. These differing properties of the blast-induced waves are 

very helpful when choosing instrumentation for monitoring blast vibrations. In far-

field blast induced vibrations especially in the underground environment, 

geophones are usually the preferred choice of transducer due to its unique 

characteristics (Adderley, 2009). Some of the characteristics of the geophone 

transducer which makes them attractive choice for blast vibration monitoring over 

long distances includes robust construction, low sensitivity to exterior sources of 

electrical excitation and insulation from signal distortion from cable disturbance 

(Fleetwood, 2010). It is interesting to note that the merits of the geophone, 

especially the internal structure of a geophones that allows it to be marginally 

insensitive to mining induced disturbances also limits it use for monitoring near-

field blast vibrations. The limited frequency response of a geophone constrains it to 

far-field and intermediate-field vibration monitoring. Hence in near-field vibration 

measurement, an accelerometer which has broader frequency response and can 
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accommodate higher wave amplitudes is the recommended choice of transducer 

(Adderley, 2009). For the practical application of identifying misfires from blast 

vibration traces, a mid-field blast vibration measurement is considered as it enables 

differentiating individual delays on a seismic trace yet the amplitudes and 

frequencies encountered are not so high that geophones cannot be used. 

 

4.4 Vibration Prediction 

The vibration data recorded after a blast is processed and converted into standard 

particle displacement (mm), velocity (mm/s) and/or acceleration (mm/s2) 

depending on the monitoring instrumentation used. This is followed by the analysis 

and interpretation of the data in relation to the blasting parameters and the rock 

mass characteristics. For legislative or compliance monitoring especially in the 

United Kingdom, the peak particle velocity (PPV) which is the maximum particle 

velocity of the ground motion in any of the three sampled planes is quoted along 

with the separation distance between the blast centre and the monitoring location. 

Another measure frequently reported is the maximum vector sum or the resultant 

peak particle velocity (RPPV) computed from the Equation 4-1 (Dowding, 1985). 

 

푅푃푃푉 = (퐿 + 푉 + 푇 ) 

          Equation 4-1 

 

Where:  RPPV  = Resultant Peak Particle Velocity (mm/s) 
  L = Longitudinal velocity (mm/s) 
  V = Vertical velocity (mm/s) 
  T = Transverse velocity (mm/s) 
 

Based on the early work performed by the United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) in 

the 1950s and the Swedish Detonics Research Foundation in the 1970s, standard 

far-field and near-field vibration prediction models have been proposed and written 

into blasting regulations in many countries around the world (Fleetwood, 2010). 
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Most modern charge weight scaling relationships are based on these earlier 

investigations performed by the United States Bureau of Mines (USBM).  

 

Two charge weight scaling relationships have dominated the process of vibration 

analysis and interpretation. These are the Scaled Distance approach and the 

Holmberg-Persson prediction model, both of which attempt to predict peak 

vibration velocity based on distance and the mass of explosive in kilograms 

detonating at a defined delay period which is termed the maximum instantaneous 

charge (MIC). The 8ms rule (which is the amount of explosives detonating within an 

8ms window) is used to define the MIC in situations where multiple charged holes 

are initiated (Mohard, 1987; Adderely 2009).  

 

The ground vibration level expected from blasting is generally arrived at by 

empirically equating peak particle velocity (PPV) with a scaled distance into a 

bivariate expression. Earlier investigations by Morris (1950) and later by Duvall and 

Petkof (1958), Duavall and Fogelson (1962) Duvall et al, (1962) developed 

propagations laws or equations indicating that the peak amplitude of particle 

displacement (PPD), velocity (PPV) or acceleration (PPA) measured at a particular 

location is proportional to the charge weight (or the MIC) and separation distance 

(D) between the blast centre and the monitoring location as expressed in Equations 

4-2 and 4-3 

  

퐴 ∝ (푀퐼퐶) × 퐷  

Equation 4-2 

 
퐴 = 푘(푀퐼퐶) × 퐷  

Equation 4-3 

 
푃푃푉 = 푘(푀퐼퐶) × 퐷  

 
Equation 4-4 
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Where A is the peak amplitude of the particle displacement (mm), velocity (mm/s) 

or acceleration (mm/s2), MIC is the maximum instantaneous charge weight (kg), D 

is the distance (m) between the blast centre and the monitoring location, k, b and n 

are constants to be determined for a given site.  

 

For predicting the peak particle velocity (PPV), Equation 4-4 is used where symbols 

have similar meaning as those in Equation 4-3. Using theoretical and experimental 

methods, the constants ‘b’ and ‘n’ have been determined to have typical values of 

0.4 to 1.0 and -1 to -2 respectively leading to the two popular versions of the 

charge weight scaling models namely the square root and cube root scale distance 

models. The square root and cube root scaling models assume specific attenuation 

characteristics based on cylindrical or spherical waves respectively.  There is still an 

ongoing debate on which scale distance model is most appropriate for use in 

vibration prediction. Ambraseys and Hendron (1968) and Oslon et al (1972) 

attempted to validate cube root scaling as the most appropriate for use in blast 

vibration analysis. Other studies including Ouchterlony et al. (1993), Yu and 

Vongpaisal (1996) and Singh and Narendrula (2004) validated the square root 

scaling model.  Assuming cylindrical charge geometry, Devine and Duval (1963) 

found through experimental studies that the square root scaling model gave a 

better correlation coefficient than the cube root scaling model. Snodgrass and 

Siskind (1974) verified the square root scaling laws applicability in underground 

blasts. 

 

Based on regression analysis of quarry blasts during the last decade, Devine et al, 

(1966) and Nicholls el at (1971) reported that the constant ‘b’ tend to be 0.5 

indicating a square root scaling with the scale distance define through Equation 4-5. 

The equation for predicting PPV as a function of square root scale distance is as 

shown in Equation 4-6 
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푆퐷 =
퐷

(푀퐼퐶)
 

Equation 4-5 

 

푃푃푉 = 푘
퐷

(푀퐼퐶)
= 푘(푆퐷)  

Equation 4-6 

 

퐿표푔(푃푃푉) = 푙표푔푘	 + 훽 × log(푆퐷) 

Equation 4-7 

 

푦 = 푐 + 푚푥 

Equation 4-8 

 

 

Where:  
PPV  = Peak Particle Velocity (mm/s) 
MIC  = Maximum Instantaneous Charge Mass (kg) 
D  = Separation distance between blast centre and monitoring location (m) 
k & β  = Dimensionless site specific constants defined by regression 
 

The values for the constants ‘k & β’ can be estimated for a specific site by least 

squares regression analysis when Equation 4-6 is plotted on a logarithmic-

logarithmic scale as represented in Equation 4-7. A mathematical best-fit straight 

line Equation 4-8 can then be used to determine ‘k & β’ where ‘β’ is the slope of the 

regression line and ‘k’ is the peak particle velocity intercept value at unity scale 

distance. 

 

Due to the numerous potential factors that can affect the seismic wave propagation 

from the source, the transmission path and the receiver, it is common to see the 

best fit trend line through the sampled blast vibration data will show a degree of 

scatter within the data set. To assess the reliability of the best fit trend line, which 
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is the mean or 50% confidence, it is common to calculate two summary statistics 

(i.e. correlation coefficient and  standard error) to determine the models predictive 

capability. Whilst the standard error gives a measure of the spread of the degree of 

scatter about the mean or 50% best fit line, the correlation coefficient on the other 

hand is a measure that determines the degree of linear association between two 

measures variables (i.e. PPV and scale distance). The UK local planning authorities 

commonly impose a blast vibration limit of 6.0mm/s at the nearest sensitive 

structure at a confidence of 95% with vibrations not allowed to exceed 12mm/s at 

any time (Farnfield, 2005). This implies that only 5% of blasts are allowed to 

exceed the prediction. As outlined by Adderley (2009), by applying the confidence 

interval, a worst case scenario can be assumed and more conforming MIC for a 

limiting vibration value selected.  

 

4.5 Vibration Frequency  

The frequency content of blast vibration data is as important as the peak particle 

velocity because earlier research has shown that both parameters correlate with 

observations of cosmetic structural cracking and more severe forms of structural 

damage (Nicholls et al, 1971).  The principal or dominant frequency of a blast can 

vary between 0.5 to 200Hz although certain types of blasting tend to produce 

frequencies in a more limited range (Dowding, 1985). The amplitude and frequency 

characteristics of blast induced ground vibrations change as they travel from the 

blast site to the measurement locations (Stiehr, 2011). Vibration frequency is 

particularly sensitive to absolute distance rather than scaled distance as well as the 

nature of the transmitting media.  Whilst blast induced vibrations travelling through 

rock retain the higher frequencies, soil layers produce low frequency vibrations 

through selective attenuation and the generation of surface waves (Siskind, 2005). 

Low frequency blast induced ground vibrations are also common where the soils are 

about 3m thick and vibrations from sites with near-surface underground mines are 

relatively higher. Ground vibrations may also be dominated by relatively high 
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frequencies from the time delay detonations of individual boreholes if monitoring is 

done close to the blast (Stiehr, 2011). 

 

The principal blast induced vibration frequency can be computed in a variety of 

ways including Fourier, response spectrum techniques as well as inversion of the 

time periods read between zero crossings on the vibration record. Whilst the latter 

is a less rigorous method for vibration frequency determination, it maintains the 

intrinsic relationship between frequency and the time-history amplitude. The 

response spectra on the other hand portray the frequency distribution but fail to 

preserve the time-history amplitude (Siskind, 2005). In a typical blast several 

charges detonate at different time delays milliseconds apart which causes the 

vibrations from the individual boreholes to interact. This interaction results in 

complex waveforms which may contain many different frequencies making it 

difficult to interpret the specific frequency components of the blast vibration record 

or data with conventional vibration frequency determination techniques. The Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) is one of the common signal processing techniques that 

can be used to evaluate the frequency components of complex waveforms from 

blasting. FFT is a quicker version of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) which 

takes a discrete signal in the time domain and transforms that signal into its 

discrete frequency domain representations. Although FFT can be used to compute 

the frequency distribution of the vibration time history as a continuous spectrum, it 

fails to preserve spectral power density contained in the vibration signal (Siskind, 

2005).  

 

4.6 Blast Vibration Instrumentation  

The most basic use for vibration monitoring is to investigate blasting performances 

utilizing the arrival of seismic waves generated by detonation of explosives charges 

to indicate the firing time of each charged hole or more commonly predict peak 

particle velocity of the blast for compliance and regulatory permitting (Fleetwood, 

2010). Although scantily reported, by comparing the relative amplitudes between 
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multiple charges, this approach can be useful for identifying sympathetic detonation 

and misfires as well as provide useful information on actual blasthole detonation 

time. To be able to apply measured vibration traces from tunnel blasts to realize 

this objective, vibration measurement systems capable of mid-field measurement 

were required. Three types of vibration monitoring instruments have been used to 

monitor blast vibration data in this project, namely: White Mini-Seis Seismographs, 

custom built geophones and accelerometers. 

 

4.6.1  White® Mini-Seis Seismograph 

White® Mini-Seis Blasting seismograph, shown in Plate 4-1, is one of the common 

commercial devices capable of recording all three components of the particle 

velocity of blast induced vibration motion.  The White® seismographs consist of a 

tri-axial array of geophones that act as motion-sensing transducers built onto a 

mounting unit which are attached to a digital or analogue recorder. The geophone 

is a mechanical system with a coil which moves relative to a fixed magnet and 

induces a voltage in the coil proportional to the movement. The induced voltage is 

usually amplified before being recorded. The geophones used in most commercial 

seismographs are capable of sampling up to speeds of 1024Hz at a 16 bit 

resolution. This sampling frequency is sufficient for most of the quarry based 

measurements commercial seismographs are used for. However, the suitability of 

any vibration monitoring instrument to a particular situation depends on the 

proximity of the monitoring location to the blast (Hosein, 2007).  
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Plate 4-1_White® Mini-Seis Seismograph 

 

4.6.2 Custom-Built Geophone System 

The conventional seismograph described in Section 4.6.1 was inadequate for the 

following reasons: problems related to installation and coupling of the geophone to 

the rock face, inability to monitor and record blast vibration with multiple 

seismograph through central control unit housing the data acquisition system. A 

custom built geophone based mid-field measurement system constructed for 

previous blast vibration measurement at the Holmans Test Mine was acquired and 

modified to suit measurement applications for this project. The system consisted of 

5 individual wall mountable geophones connected by long foil shielded cable to a 

central data acquisition unit to protect the transmitted data from any potential 

atmospheric interference (Adderley, 2009). Each of the 5 wall mountable 

geophones consisted of three mutually perpendicular SM-6 long coil geophones 

having natural and spurious frequency of 4.5Hz and 140Hz respectively. Each tri-

axial geophone unit was mounted in a sealed plastic case filled with silicon to 

prevent water ingress. The tri-axial geophone unit was configured such that a zero 

value corresponding to zero movement would indicate a voltage level of 

approximately 5.8V. The signal processing section of the system which provides 
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additional filtering of the signals coming from the geophones was also responsible 

for this ramping up of voltage levels (Adderley, 2009). An IOTech Personal DAQ 

3000 data shuttle implemented as the data acquisition unit (DAU) was used to 

capture the voltages from the geophones in their operating mode and converted to 

a digital format for analysis with conventional commercially available software 

packages. The data acquisition unit was capable of sampling up to 1MHz speed 

across 16 channels of analogue inputs. The data acquisition was triggered using an 

outsider trigger window which allows the DAU to commence sampling when the 

voltage coming from the geophones deviated outside a range of 5.733 - 5.83V. The 

DAU illustrated in Figure 4.4 and Plate 4-2 is a modified version capable of 

sampling data from the Multi-Channel Fibre Optic (MCFO) unit described later in 

Section 5.5. 

 

Figure 4.4: Schematic of Data Acquisition Unit modified for vibration and optical impulse 
measurement 
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Plate 4-2: Field ready Data Acquisition Unit modified for vibration and optical impulse 
measurements 

 

Geophone Coupling 

Proper coupling of a geophone to a monitoring surface is one of the crucial steps in 

accurately recording and measuring ground vibrations from a blast (Grogan, 1998). 

Whilst geophone-to-monitoring surface coupling mechanisms used for surface blast 

vibration monitoring are well researched and established in literature, coupling 

mechanisms applicable to underground blast vibration monitoring is still being 

researched. The most common geophone coupling mechanism used for 

underground blast vibration monitoring is mechanical, chemical or a combination of 

both. The coupling mechanism used in this project is similar to that used on 

previous underground mid-field blast vibration measurement conducted at the 

Holmans Test Mine. The coupling mechanism shown in Plate 4-3, consist of 

rectangular steel plate (180x140x12mm) held to the rock face with four RAWL 

bolts. The tri-axial geophone described earlier is clamped onto the steel plate by 

two extra bolts to prevent any movement between the steel plate and the 

geophone. 
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Plate 4-3: Coupling mechanism implemented for Geophone Mounting 

 

Test and Commission of Geophone System 

Two sets of test blasts (one in the A-Drive and the other in the 8x8 Drive) were 

conducted to test the response of the geophone based monitoring system described 

in Section 4.6.2.  

The test conducted in the 8X8 Drive consisted of a single-hole blast monitored from 

multiple locations with all the five geophones. A single stick of Perunit explosive 

(i.e. 200g) was loaded into a previously drilled horizontal hole, stemmed with 

Plystem stemming material and initiated with a non-electric detonator. The blast 

induced vibration impulse was monitored and recorded respectively with the five 

geophones and the IOTech data acquisition unit. The closest blast to sensor 

measurement distance was approximately 20m with the farthest sensor located 

approximately 40m from the blast. The purpose of the test blast was to commission 

the monitoring and recording units as well as determine its suitability for the 

purpose of monitoring blast induced vibration from multiple detonations.  

The test blasts in the A-Drive consisted of five separate blasts, (four single-hole 

shots and one multi-hole shot) with varying charge mass initiated with non-electric 

detonators. 65g of Perunit cartridge explosive was used in the first three single-hole 

shots and the fourth shothole was blasted with 100g of the same explosive type. 
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The multi-hole blast which consisted of two boreholes each charged with 100g of 

Perunit cartridge explosive was initiated at 100ms inter hole delay. The blast 

induced vibration impulses from the blasts were monitored and recorded at two 

locations from the blast source. 

 

Figure 4.5 illustrates example vibration trace from the single-hole blast conducted 

in the 8X8 Drive. It is evident from the blast vibration trace that, in all the three 

orientations the healthy portions of the vibration signal persist for 50ms before 

dropping off to the background signal level. This shows that in a typical blast 

consisting of multiple charges detonating at delay time interval of 100ms, there will 

be less interaction between vibration waveforms from adjacent charges or 

detonations. This observation was confirmed by vibration traces from the multi-hole 

blasts conducted in the A Drive shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate the respective frequency spectrum of the single-hole 

and multi-hole blasts particle velocity data. Frequency spectrum analysis performed 

with FFT showed varied dominant frequency from 100Hz to about 400Hz. The 

relatively higher frequency is a function of the rock mass, charge mass and 

distance. According to Tart et al, (1980) a very small charge may generate very 

high frequencies up to 20MHz less than a metre away in hard rock with the highest-

frequency being attenuated at a few distance. Frequencies of hundreds of hertz are 

expected at 10-30m depending on the rock mass. Hopler (2006) also reports that 

blast vibration frequency tends to be high when small quantities of explosive 

charges are detonated in hard rock and the vibration signals are monitored at short 

distances from the blast. In a study to investigate blast induced ground vibration 

from tunnel blasting in granite, Olson (1971) reported a dominant frequency in the 

order of 200-300Hz at about 60m from the blast having a typical MIC of about 

1.7kg.  
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Figure 4.5: Example seismic trace from single-hole blast conducted in the 8X8 Drive 
(Geophone Distance = 19m, MIC = 70g) 
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Figure 4.6: Example frequency spectrum of the single-hole blast conducted in the 8X8 Drive 
showing dominant frequency (Geophone Distance = 19m, MIC = 70g) 
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Figure 4.7: Example frequency spectrum of the multiple blasts conducted in the A Drive 
showing dominant frequency (Geophone Distance = 19m, MIC = 100g) 
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Figure 4.8: Example seismic trace from multiple blasts conducted in the A Drive 
(Geophone Distance = 19m, MIC = 100g) 
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4.6.3 Accelerometer based near-field measurement 

To accurately monitor and characterise blast vibration waveforms from the near-

field zone, tri-axial accelerometers were deemed necessary due to their unique 

ability to accurately measure wide frequencies and high amplitudes. Two tri-axial 

accelerometer units constructed and used in previous blast vibration monitory 

exercises carried out at the Holmans Test Mine were acquired. Each of the units 

consists of three Bruel & Kjaer 4370 piezoelectric charge accelerometers connected 

to a two-stage charge amplifier by a small coaxial cable and powered by an 18V 

battery.  

The piezoelectric accelerometers used in each unit work by inducing a force from a 

suspended reference mass on a section of the piezoelectric element (typically 

quartz or ceramic material). When the piezoelectric element is deform through 

acceleration of the attached reference mass, an electrical charge is produced that is 

proportional to the extent of deformation. The two stage charge amplifier then 

converts the output charge to a proportional voltage that can be measured with 

conventional data acquisition units. To enable the accelerometer units to be 

deployed for near-field vibration measurements, the converted voltage from the 

three charge amplifiers in each unit was passed along 50m coaxial cables, 

terminated with BNC connectors, to an IOTech Personal DAQ 3000 data shuttle 

implemented as the data acquisition unit. Each unit was calibrated using a fixed 

calibration source produced with a Bruel & Kjaer 4294 accelerometer calibrator.  

To enable the accelerometer units to capture the true resultant particle velocity, the 

accelerometers in each unit were mounted in three mutually perpendicular 

orientations on an aluminium cube with steel studs. Plate 4-4 illustrates the 

mounting method implemented for each tri-axial accelerometer unit. Coupling to 

the rock face was achieved with polyester putty as shown in Plate 4-4.  
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Plate 4-4: Accelerometer tri-axial mounting and coupling method 
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Figure 4.9: Sample blast vibration trace measured with accelerometers 
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Figure 4.9 is a sample vibration trace measured with the accelerometers described 

in Section 4.6.3. The test blast which produced the vibration trace in Figure 4.9 

consisted of four multi-hole blasts with an average MIC of 0.6kg of Perunit cartridge 

explosives initiated with programmable electronic detonators at 400ms inter-hole 

delay. The longer time delay was used in the test blast to allow the vibration trace 

from individual blasthole to be inspected and compared with vibration signature 

from non-electric detonation.  

 

4.7 Misfires Identification from Blast Vibration Signature 

As reviewed earlier in Section 2.9.1, the cut plays a significant role in tunnel 

blasting by providing additional free face for the stoping and contour blastholes to 

break into or work towards. In parallel cuts, it is also very important to spatially 

arrange the cut holes in such a manner that firing the charges in sequence create 

an opening which becomes progressively wide until the stoping holes can take over 

the breakage. Moreover, the relative geometric arrangement of charged and void 

holes can be employed as a means to reduce the effect of hole-to-hole pressure 

transients between adjacent charged holes, pressure desensitization, sympathetic 

detonation as well as cutoffs. Due to the high concentration of blastholes in the cut, 

which are necessary for the effective creation of additional free face, the cut area 

has the highest potential for misfired charges and is the most difficult area in which 

to identify such misfired holes.  

 

One of the initial objectives of this project was to investigate the effect that inter-

hole spacing within the cut has on misfire occurrence and provide good practice 

suggestions. The cut designs chosen for analysis include standard Four section cut, 

and a variant of castle cut. Typical Four Section cut consists of a large diameter 

central void hole (typically 100mm) surrounded by four holes geometrically 

positioned to form diamond shape as illustrated in Figure 4.10. Due to lack of 

100mm diameter drilling steel rod for drilling the void hole, the four section cut 
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used in this project had a 75mm diameter central void hole. Unlike the Four Section 

cut, the Castle cuts incorporates four smaller diameter void holes of comparable 

drilling time to that of one larger diameter hole. The four void holes usually of 

larger diameter than the actual blastholes or charged holes are spatially arranged 

to form diamond shape around a central charge hole. To reduce the drilling time, a 

variant of the standard castle cut was adopted where both the void and charged 

holes were of similar diameter. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Common standard cut designs. Red dot represent charged holes and white circle 
represent void holes 

 

 

 

 

To investigate the effect inter-hole spacing within the cut has on misfire occurrence 

in a real tunnel blast environment, four cut blasts were designed and undertaken at 

varying inter-hole spacing. The blasts consisted of 2 Four section cut blasts and 2 

good practice suggested cut blasts (i.e. variant four section cut). Figure 4.10 shows 

the schematics of the cut blast undertaken. 
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4.7.1 Four Section Cut Blast Design 

Each of the four section cut blasts consisted of nine holes spatially arranged in 

similar fashion to the four section cut shown in Figure 4.10. All the blastholes 

including the void holes were drilled using the Holman’s 303 air operated jack leg 

drill to a diameter of 32mm at a depth of 1.2m. The central void hole was then 

enlarged to a diameter of 75mm with the aid of a reamer. To minimise collaring 

based drill hole deviation, planned hole positions were marked with spray paint 

prior to drilling and the drill used to form a collar ensuring the drilling commenced 

as close to the intended planned position as possible. Alignment based drilling 

deviation was however minimised by using protruding wooden dowels inserted into 

the first central drill hole as a guide. The actual drilled hole positions were surveyed 

using the high definition surveying techniques described previously in Section 2.15 

to quantify drilling deviations. 

 

To evaluate the performance of the optical technique (described later in Section 

5.6) in real blasting environment, the immediate four blastholes surrounding the 

central void hole were charged with primers having fibre optic cables attached. All 

blastholes were charged with Perunit cartridge explosives varying the charge mass 

between 0.6kg to 0.8kg and the holes stemmed to the collar using Plystem 

stemming material. The cut blast 4SC_A was initiated with non-electric detonators 

with 100ms inter-hole delays, whilst blasts 4SC_B was initiated with programmable 

electronic detonators programmed to detonate with 100ms delay period between 

holes. All the four section cut blasts were carried out on the side wall of the A 

Drive. The blast-induced vibration measurements were carried out using four 

geophones installed at the locations indicated on the map shown in Figure 4.11 

using the mounting method described in Section 4.6.2. Particle velocity data from 

the geophones was sampled at a rate of 10,000 samples per second on each 

channel.  
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Figure 4.11: Map showing four section cut blasts and sensor locations 

 

 

Blast 4SC_A Results 

Figure 4.12 shows vibration waveform and the optical impulse recorded during cut 

blast 4SC_A at sensor 2 (i.e. about 18m from the blast). Although there are six 

distinct particle velocity amplitudes visible on the graph, only one optical impulse 

trace with 15 binary counts is visible instead of four expected optical impulses as 

per the blast design. 15 binary counts is the sum of the binary counts (i.e. 

1+2+4+8=15) for channels 00, 01, 02, & 03 on the MCFO unit. During the blast 

design these channels were designated to monitor optical impulses from the first 

four blastholes. A closer inspection of Figure 4.12 illustrated in Figure 4.13 shows 

the 15 binary counts optical impulse trace to be the luminous shock front 

propagation in the shock tube upon initiation which in tend triggered the data 

capture as expected. Besides the trigger optical impulse (i.e. binary counts 15), 
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optical impulses of binary counts 1, 2 and 4 were recorded. These optical impulses 

have detonation time identical to the arrival time of the seismic wave from the first 

blasthole. It is possible the shock waves from the detonation of the first blasthole 

cutoff the fibre optic cables from adjacent blastholes yet to fire exposing the cutoff 

fibre optic cables to the light emission from the same blastholes. These cut-off 

observations indicate a flaw in the optical signature technique for determining 

number of detonations in tunnel blast. In typical tunnel blast, it is common practice 

to drill and sequence blastholes in squares and diamonds. Coupled with the fact 

that there is only one available free face perpendicular to the direction of tunnel 

advance, the fibre optic cables being used to monitor optical emission from the 

blastholes stands a high chance of being cutoff after the first blasthole had 

detonated hence rendering this method inapplicable to typical tunnel blast. 

However, the optical signature technique would be applicable and beneficial in other 

underground mining methods such as the vertical crater retreat (VCR) mining 

where vertical or near vertical blastholes are used in the rock breaking operations.  
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Figure 4.12: Blast 4SC_A vibration waveform showing detonation events from blastholes 
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4.13: Blast 4SC_A vibration waveform showing detonation events from blastholes 

 
 

 

As mentioned earlier in Section 4.7.1, the cut blast 4SC_A consisted of eight charge 

blastholes sequenced to detonate at 100ms inter-hole delays. However, the 

vibration waveform only shows six distinguishable amplitudes with two missing 

traces labelled A and B in Figure 4.14. The missing traces A and B indicate two 

possible occurrences: misfires or sympathetic detonation between adjacent 

blastholes. The latter was found to be true as the magnitude of the vibration 

amplitudes at 0ms and 700ms detonation times were unusually high compared to 

the average vibration amplitudes from the remaining traces. Whilst this vibration 

amplitude alone could not guarantee the occurrence of misfire or sympathetic 

detonation, the post blast inspection which shows a cleanly broken cut with no 

signs of misfired blastholes (i.e. no unexploded detonators or explosives in the 

muckpile) confirms occurrence of sympathetic detonation rather than misfire. 
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Figure 4.14: Blast 4SC_A resultant particle velocity trace showing detonation events from 
blastholes 

 
 

 

 

Plate 4-5: Blast 4SC_A formed void 

 

Blast 4SC_B Results 

As shown in Plate 4-6, cut blast 4SC_B was initiated with programmable electronic 

detonator programmed to detonate at 100ms inter-hole delay. Due to fibre optic 
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cable cutoffs, optical impulse data could not be analysed. Figure 4.15 shows the 

vibration trace measured at Sensor 1 at approximately 20m from the blast centre. 

It is evident from Figure 4.15 that only five distinguishable vibration traces can be 

seen with three missing traces for 100ms, 300ms and 600ms detonation times. The 

unusual high particle velocity amplitude at 0ms detonation and the missing particle 

velocity trace at 100ms detonation indicate possible sympathetic detonation. 

Moreover, the spatial arrangement of blastholes labelled 0 & 100ms (Plate 4-6) as 

well as the presence of void hole may have amplified the hole-to-hole shock wave 

interactions resulting in sympathetic detonation. The missing particle velocity trace 

at 600ms detonation clearly indicates misfired blasthole as evident by the 

undisturbed blasthole (containing the detonator and the unexploded explosives 

charge) shown in Plate 4-7. The cause of the misfire could be attributed to 

detonator malfunction. The cause of the missing trace at 300ms detonation time is 

unknown as post blast inspection showed no evidence of misfire. The only possible 

explanation would be sympathetic detonation which was unlikely as the magnitude 

of the particle velocities of the immediate adjacent blastholes were within expected 

amplitudes. 
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Figure 4.15: Blast 4SC_B resultant particle velocity trace showing detonation events from 
blastholes 

 
 
 
 

 

Plate 4-6: Blast 4SC_B drill hole pattern 
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Plate 4-7: Blast 4SC_B formed void 

 

 

Table 4.1 outlines the recorded vibration data from blasts 4SC_A and 4SC_B. The 

resultant particle velocities (RPPV) were computed from the measured particle 

velocities using Equation 4-1 whilst the corresponding scaled distances (SD) were 

computed using Equation 4-5. To establish conventional attenuation relationship, 

the scaled distances were plotted against corresponding resultant particle velocities. 

The standard USBM scaled-distance regression equation was fitted to the blast data 

presented in Table 4.1 producing the relationship shown in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16: Fit of USBM equation to the four section cut blasts vibration data 

 

Table 4.1: Four section cut blast resultant peak vibration data 

Blast 
ID 

Sensor 
ID 

Distance 
(m) 

Charge 
Weight 

(kg) 

Scaled 
Distance 
(m/kg1/2) 

RPPV 
(mm/s) 

4SC_A 

3 17.30 0.80 19.342 62.69 
A2 24.82 0.80 27.750 36.08 
1 15.81 0.80 17.676 67.04 
2 12.98 0.80 14.512 132.02 

4SC_B 

A2 12.90 0.80 14.423 180.66 
2 13.74 0.80 15.362 156.20 
3 14.55 0.80 16.267 104.83 
1 21.36 0.80 23.881 74.64 

 

 

Data from the two cut blasts (4SC_A and 4SC_B) presented in Table 4.1 and 

plotted in Figure 4.16 show a very tight fit around the mean regression line 

reflected by a very low standard error (i.e. SE = 0.10) and high correlation 

coefficient (i.e. CC = 0.89) indicating a close association between the resultant 

particle velocity (RPPV) and the scaled distance. Moreover, it is evident from Figure 

4.16 that the data follows the standard attenuation laws showing decreasing 
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vibration levels with increasing scaled distance. Due to close spacing of blastholes, 

the four section cut blasts resulted in sympathetic detonation in some case and 

misfire in another case. The observed phenomenon could be attributed to the hole-

to-hole shock interaction between adjacent blastholes resulting from the close 

spacing between blastholes. 

 

4.7.2 Variant Castle Cut Blasts Design 

Two variant Castle cut blasts (VCC_1 and VCC_2) were designed and carried out in 

the 8x8 Drive. The rock mass classification exercise carried out at the test site and 

described earlier in Section 2.13 aided in avoiding areas where the local geology 

would have adverse effect on the blast performance and results. Each of the cut 

blasts consisted of nine holes drilled to a diameter of 32mm at depths of 1.83m for 

blast VCC_1 and 1.22m for blast VCC_2 adopting similar drilling process used for 

the Four section cut blasts described previously in Section 4.7.1. In each of the cut 

blasts, one hole was enlarged to a diameter of 75mm with the aid of a reamer to 

provide additional free face to aid the rock breakage. Plate 4-8 and Plate 4-9 show 

the blasthole pattern and the planned delay times for blasts VCC_1 and VCC_2 

respectively. In both cut blasts, the blastholes were charged with Perunit cartridge 

explosives and stemmed to the collar using Plystem stemming material.  

 

 

Plate 4-8 : Blast VCC_1 drill hole pattern 
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Plate 4-9: Blast VCC_2 drill hole pattern 

 

 

In blast VCC_1, all blastholes were charged with 1kg Perunit cartridge explosives 

whilst 0.8kg of same explosive charge was used to charge blastholes for the VCC_2 

blast. To distribute the mass of explosive along the entire length of the blastholes 

and to prevent blastholes from being overcharged, wooden spacers were used to 

separate the explosive cartridges. Both blasts were initiated by programmable 

electronic detonators at 100ms inter-hole delay period (i.e. 0ms, 100ms, 200ms, 

300ms and 400ms). The blast-induced vibration measurements were carried out 

using five geophones in each blast installed at the indicated sensor locations shown 

on the map in Figure 4.17 (VCC_1) using the mounting method described in Section 

4.6.2. 
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Figure 4.17: Map showing variant castle cuts sensor locations 

 

 

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 are the respective blast induced vibration traces 

recorded from blasts VCC_1 and VCC_2 with Sensor 3 located at about 36m from 

the blast centre. The differences in the recorded vibration levels are the result of 

the different charge weights used in the blasts. Five individual peaks can be seen, 

representing the blast-induced vibration from each detonated hole. The 

approximate detonation times of 0ms, 100ms, 200ms, 300ms & 400ms indicate all 

blastholes fired and at their intended delay time.  
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Figure 4.18: Blast VCC_1 vibration waveform showing detonation events from blastholes 
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Figure 4.19: Blast VCC_2 vibration waveform showing detonation events from blastholes 
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The recorded vibration amplitudes from both blasts (VCC_1 & VCC_2) are 

presented in Table 4.2 with the resultant particle velocities computed from the 

measured particle velocities using Equation 4-1. Data from Sensor A2 for blast 

VCC_1 was excluded from the analysis due to an overload of the sensor. Using 

Equation 4-5, the scaled distance was calculated and a conventional attenuation 

relationship established by plotting the calculated scaled-distance against the 

resultant peak particle velocity as shown in Figure 4.20. The USBM predictor 

equation outlined in Equation 4-6 was applied to the data through linear regression. 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Fit of USBM equation to the variant castle cut blasts vibration data 

 

Table 4.2: Variant castle cut blasts resultant peak vibration data 

Blast ID Sensor 
ID 

Distance 
(m) 

Charge 
Weight 

(kg) 

Scaled 
Distance 
(m/kg1/2) 

RPPV 
(mm/s) 

VCC_1 

2 24.21 1.00 24.21 63.28 
1 28.38 1.00 28.38 51.82 

A3 29.91 1.00 29.91 50.47 
3 36.29 1.00 36.29 36.57 

VCC_2 

A2 22.50 0.80 25.16 88.23 
2 22.72 0.80 25.40 79.33 
1 27.45 0.80 30.69 42.45 

A3 29.63 0.80 33.13 40.81 
3 36.60 0.80 40.92 27.48 
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Data from the two cut blasts (VCC_1 and VCC_2) presented in Table 4.2 and 

plotted in Figure 4.20 show a very tight fit around the mean regression line 

reflected by a very low standard error (SE = 0.05). Moreover, Figure 4.20 shows a 

very high correlation coefficient (i.e. CC = 0.94) which suggest that the resultant 

peak particle velocity (RPPV) is closely related to the scaled-distance (SD). 
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Figure 4.21: Blast VCC_1 resultant particle velocity trace showing detonation events from 
blastholes 

 

Figure 4.21 is an example resultant particle velocity trace for Sensor 3 from blast 

VCC_1. Due to the close proximity of the geophones to the blasts and relatively 

long delay periods between consecutive firing holes, it was possible to extract the 

resultant particle velocity data associated with each blasthole. This was done to 

maximise the available analytical data. Data from the array of geophones was then 

extracted for each blasthole based on the time window between successive 

blasthole detonation times. This process was undertaken for both blasts (VCC_1 & 

VCC_2). As mentioned earlier, data from Sensor A2 for blast VCC_1 was discarded 

from the analysis due to an overload of the sensor occurring. Table 4.3 and Table 

4.4 respectively show the calculated RPPV’s from blasts VCC_1 and VCC_2. 
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Applying the USBM predictor equation to all the data from blast VCC_1 and VCC_2 

resulted in the relationship shown in Figure 4.22. 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Fit of USBM equation to Blasts VCC_1 & VCC_2 vibration data from individual 
blastholes 

 
 
Table 4.3: Blast VCC_1 resultant peak vibration data 

Blast ID 
Hole 
Delay 
(ms) 

Sensor 
ID 

Distance 
(m) 

Charge 
Weight 

(kg) 

Scaled 
Distance 
(m/kg1/2) 

RPPV 
(mm/s) 

VCC_1 

0 A3 29.91 1.00 29.91 50.47 
100   29.91 1.00 29.91 42.72 
200   29.91 1.00 29.91 38.98 
300   29.91 1.00 29.91 32.22 
400   29.91 1.00 29.91 32.48 
0 1 28.38 1.00 28.38 51.82 

100   28.38 1.00 28.38 27.49 
200   28.38 1.00 28.38 26.34 
300   28.38 1.00 28.38 34.48 
400   28.38 1.00 28.38 30.31 
0 2 24.21 1.00 24.21 52.61 

100   24.21 1.00 24.21 44.09 
200   24.21 1.00 24.21 34.40 
300   24.21 1.00 24.21 63.28 
400   24.21 1.00 24.21 39.06 
0 3 36.29 1.00 36.29 36.57 

100   36.29 1.00 36.29 19.92 
200   36.29 1.00 36.29 18.34 
300   36.29 1.00 36.29 15.49 
400   36.29 1.00 36.29 19.90 
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Table 4.4: Blast VCC_2 resultant peak vibration data 

Blast ID 
Hole 
Delay 
(ms) 

Sensor 
ID 

Distance 
(m) 

Charge 
Weight 

(kg) 

Scaled 
Distance 
(m/kg1/2) 

RPPV 
(mm/s) 

VCC_2 

0 A2 
  
  
  
  

22.50 0.80 25.16 88.23 
100 22.50 0.80 25.16 28.44 
200 22.50 0.80 25.16 25.75 
300 22.50 0.80 25.16 84.67 
400 22.50 0.80 25.16 57.14 
0 A3 

  
  
  
  

29.63 0.80 33.13 36.43 
100 29.63 0.80 33.13 30.80 
200 29.63 0.80 33.13 40.81 
300 29.63 0.80 33.13 22.50 
400 29.63 0.80 33.13 21.96 
0 1 

  
  
  
  

27.45 0.80 30.69 39.12 
100 27.45 0.80 30.69 42.45 
200 27.45 0.80 30.69 24.44 
300 27.45 0.80 30.69 29.71 
400 27.45 0.80 30.69 31.98 
0 2 

  
  
  
  

22.72 0.80 25.40 55.36 
100 22.72 0.80 25.40 56.81 
200 22.72 0.80 25.40 19.15 
300 22.72 0.80 25.40 79.33 
400 22.72 0.80 25.40 46.75 
0 3 

  
  
  
  

36.60 0.80 40.92 24.15 
100 36.60 0.80 40.92 27.48 
200 36.60 0.80 40.92 9.06 
300 36.60 0.80 40.92 18.80 
400 36.60 0.80 40.92 12.76 

 

 

Comparing data shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.22, it is evident that both data 

sets followed the standard attenuation laws showing decreasing vibration levels 

with increasing scaled distance. Comparatively, no improvement in the predictive 

capability of the USBM regression equation was achieved by including the additional 

data extracted from the individual delay based RPPV. However, the statistical 

summaries from both data sets shows close resemblance indicating that the rock 

mass had reasonably uniform attenuation characteristics in both locations where 

the blast was undertaken.   

 

4.8 Determination of Number of Detonations from Vibration signature 

Test conducted and described in Section 4.7 established that the number of 

detonations in a blast could be determined by monitoring the blast-induced 

vibration signature. However, these tests were only limited to cut blasts where few 

blastholes (not more than eight holes) were charged and initiated. In the cut blasts 

described in Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.7.2 it was noted that the spatial 
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arrangement of blastholes in the cut region plays a significant role in the outcome 

of the blast performance especially regarding the occurrence of misfires. In the cut 

blasts described in Section 4.7.2 where void holes were used to shield adjacent 

blastholes, the outcome of the blast result was more desirable as the vibration 

amplitude from each detonated blasthole could be matched to their respective 

detonation times. Moreover, no sympathetic detonations or misfires occurred by 

employing such technique.  

 

To investigate whether it was practical in typical tunnel blast applications, a series 

of full face tunnel blasts with measurement of blast-induced vibration in the mid-

field were undertaken. A total of five full face tunnel blasts (2 NONEL initiated and 3 

PED initiated) were design and undertaken at different sections of the Holman’s 

Test Mine each incorporating different number of blastholes and delay pattern. Due 

to limited available non-electric detonator delay periods, multiple blastholes in the 

NONEL initiated blasts were timed to detonate on same delay which in effect varied 

the maximum instantaneous charge (MIC) of the blasts. Since programmable 

electronic detonators (PED) have wide spectrum of available time delays, in most of 

the blasts initiated by PED blastholes were programmed to detonate on separate 

time delays except for few instances where multiple blastholes were timed to 

detonate on same delay periods. 

 

4.9 Electronic Initiated Full Face Blast Design 

As mentioned earlier, three PED initiated full face blasts were undertaken in the 8x8 

Drive. The first blast (Blast PED_1) consisted of 24 blastholes and 3 void holes 

drilled at 35mm and 75mm diameter respectively at a depth of 1.8m. All blastholes 

were charge with 1kg of Perunit cartridge explosives except for two blastholes 

(blastholes number 20 and 24) which were charged with 0.8kg of explosives due to 

limited number of Perunit cartridge explosives. All blastholes were timed using 

HOTSHOT programmable electronic detonators with each blasthole receiving a 

separate delay period at 100ms inter-hole delays. Figure 4.23 shows the schematic 
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of the as-drilled blast design indicating the blasthole number (upper case 

numbering) and the programmed delay period in milliseconds (lower case number). 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Schematic of the full face Blast PED_1 

 

The second blast (Blast PED_2) consisted of 27 blastholes and 2 void holes drilled 

at varied depth between 1.22m to 1.83m due to uneven tunnel face. Due to the 

varied hole depth, the charge weight was also varied between 0.8kg for shallow 

holes, 1kg for medium holes and 1.2kg for the deeper blastholes. As detailed in 

Table C-2 shown in Appendix C, except for the lifter holes which were timed on 

paired delay periods bringing the maximum instantaneous charge to 2.4kg, all 

other blastholes were timed independently with each blasthole receiving separate 

time delays. Inter-hole delays were varied with 100ms between holes in the cut, 
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100-250ms between stoping holes and 300ms between groups of lifter holes fired 

on the same time delays. The schematic of the as-drilled blast design is shown in 

Figure 4.24 indicating blasthole number and the associated programmed delay 

period in milliseconds.  

 

 

Figure 4.24: Schematic of the full face Blast PED_2 

 

The final electronic initiated blast (Blast PED_3) which was a high density blast 

consisted of 33 blastholes and two void holes drilled to a depth of 1.22m except for 

the lifter holes which were drilled 1.52m deep. Most blastholes were charge with 

0.45kg of explosives except for the lifter holes which were charged with 0.9kg of 

explosives. The charged holes were timed with a delay period of 100ms between 

holes in the cut as shown in Plate 4-10. Inter-hole delay period between the 

remaining charged holes were varied from 150ms, 200ms, 250ms and 300ms as 

detailed in Table C-3 shown in AppendixC. 
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Plate 4-10: Electronic initiated Blast PED_3 showing delays in milliseconds 

 

 

In all the electronic initiated blasts described earlier, all blastholes were drilled 

using the Holmans’s jack leg drilled at a diameter of 35mm with the void holes 

enlarged to 75mm diameter. Wooden spacers were placed in between explosive 

cartridges to distribute the explosive strength along entire depth of the blastholes. 

The blasts were undertaken in what is known to be the 8x8 drive as shown in 

Figure 4.25. The blast-induced vibration monitoring was conducted with five 

geophone based seismographs using the mounting method described previously in 

Section 4.6.2 placed at the locations indicated on the map shown in Figure 4.25. 

Particle velocity data from the blasts were sampled at a rate of 10,000 samples per 

second on each channel.   
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Figure 4.25: Map showing electronic initiated blasts (PED_1, PED_2 & PED_3) and their 
respective geophone locations for vibration monitoring 

 

4.10 NONEL Initiated Full Face Blast 

Two non-electric initiated full face blasts were design and undertaken in the 8x8 

Drive (Blast NED_1) and Sub Level (Blast NED_2). The first blast (Blast NED_1) 

consisted of 31 holes drilled to a depth of 1.83m at 35mm diameter with one hole 

enlarged to a diameter of 75mm. Out of the 31 drilled holes, 27 holes were charged 

with the remaining four holes (including the larger diameter hole) used as void 

holes to shield the immediate charged holes in the cut to minimise the affect of 

hole-to-hole shock pressure interaction during detonation. The cut, stoping and 

contour holes were charge with an average of 0.9kg of explosives whilst the lifter 

holes were charged with 1.6kg of explosives to promote good muckpile throw. 

Holes were timed with Non-Electric detonators with only the first central cut hole 
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receiving separate delay period. All other holes were timed on group delays due to 

the limited available Non-Electric detonator delay periods. This led to a maximum 

charge weight per delay of 3.2kg with the lowest being 0.9kg as detailed in Table 

C-4 shown in Appendix C. The blasthole distribution is shown in Plate 4-11 

indicating the charged holes with their associated delay time in milliseconds. 

 

Plate 4-11: 8x8 Drive Non-Electric initiated full face blast, Blast NED_1 

 

The second non-electric initiated blast (Blast NED_2) consisted of 29 charged holes 

and 4 void holes (one larger diameter) of similar pattern to the earlier Blast NED_1. 

Holes were drilled to a depth of 1.22m at 35mm charge hole diameter and 75mm 

void hole diameter. Again to minimise the affect of hole-to-hole shock pressure 

interaction during detonation, the four void holes were used to shield the 

immediate charged holes in the cut. Holes were charged with an average charge 

weight of 0.45kg of explosives however, the group timing of holes due to limited 

NONEL delay periods resulted in maximum charge weight per delay of 2.03kg with 

minimum charge weigh per delay being 0.45kg as detailed in Table C-5 shown in 
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Appendix C. Plate 4-12 shows the NED_2 blast pattern showing blasthole delay in 

milliseconds. 

 

 

Plate 4-12: Sub Level Non-Electric initiated full face blast, Blast NED_2 

 

 

The blast-induced vibration monitoring for both blasts were conducted with five 

geophone based seismographs using the mounting method described previously in 

Section 4.6.2 placed at the locations indicated on the map shown in Figure 4.26. 

Particle velocity data from the blasts were sampled at a rate of 10,000 samples per 

second on each channel.  
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Figure 4.26: Map showing Non-Electric initiated full face blasts (NED_1 & NED_2) locations and their respective geophone locations 
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4.11 PED Blast Results & Analysis 

4.11.1  Blast PED_1 Analysis 

Figure 4.27 shows the blast induced vibration waveform from Blast PED_1 for 

Sensor 3 located at about 36m from the blast centre. As per the blast design, 24 

holes were charged and initiated at separate delays but 22 individual peaks can be 

seen from the vibration traces shown in Figure 4.27. The two missing peaks shown 

by red arrows at detonation times 1100ms and 1300ms indicate possible misfired 

holes. Upon closer inspection of the vibration traces from a closer Sensor A3 shown 

in Figure 4.28, vibration trace of smaller amplitude is visible at 1300ms detonation 

time indicating partial blasthole detonation resulting from a possible charge cutoff 

due to ground shift. Similar observations were made from vibration traces recoded 

by other closer Sensors 1, 2 and A2 as shown in Appendix D. Although no 

unexploded detonators were recovered during post blast inspection, the presence of 

undisturbed wooden spacers (Plate 4-13) and fragments from explosives charges 

(Plate 4-14) confirms the occurrence of misfire(s). 
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Figure 4.27: Blast PED_1 vibration trace from Sensor 3 (36m from blast) 
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Figure 4.28: Blast PED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A3 (30m from blast) 
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Plate 4-13: Undisturbed wooden spacer recovered during post blast inspection 

 

 

 

 

Plate 4-14: Pieces of Perunit explosive materials in muckpile found during post blast 
inspection 
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4.11.2  Blast PED_2 Analysis 

Unlike Blast PED_1 which was evenly timed with 100ms delay between successive 

blastholes, timing in Blast PED_2 was varied as outlined in Table C-2 (see Appendix 

C). Figure 4.29 shows Blast PED_2 vibration trace output from Sensor 3 located 

about 36m from the blast. 23 vibration peaks are visible instead of 25 expected 

vibration peaks for all the blastholes charged and initiated. It should be noted that 

although 27 blastholes were initiated, 4 holes (i.e. 2 pairs of blastholes on single 

delay) were timed on group delays as outlined in Table C-2 (see appendix C). The 

missing traces highlighted by arrows at 2025ms and 3125ms detonation times 

indicate possible blasthole misfires. Vibration traces output from Sensors A3, A2, 1 

and 2 are shown in Appendix E. Post blast inspection undertaken after the blast led 

to the recovery of undisturbed wooden spacers and fragments from unexploded 

Perunit explosive charge as shown in Plate 4-15 and Plate 4-16 respectively. 
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Figure 4.29: Blast PED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 3 (36m from blast) 
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Plate 4-15: Undisturbed wooden spacer recovered during Blast PED_2 post blast inspection 

 

 

 

 

Plate 4-16: Pieces of Perunit explosive materials in muckpile found during Blast PED-2 post 
blast inspection 
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4.11.3   Blast PED_3 Analysis 

Per the blast design outlined in Table C-3 (see appendix C), 30 distinct vibration 

peaks were expected. However, 26 peaks are visible indicating 4 possible misfires 

as shown in Figure 4.30. A closer inspection of the vibration traces output from 

Sensor A2 shown in Figure 4.31 shows missing vibration peaks at 100ms, 500ms, 

600ms and 1500ms detonation times. The unusually high recorded particle velocity 

(i.e. 103mm/s) at 0ms detonation time and the absence of vibration trace at 100ms 

detonation time suggest possible sympathetic detonation between the two 

blastholes rather than a misfire assumed by missing vibration trace. 
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Figure 4.30: Blast PED_3 vibration trace from Sensor A2 (19m from blast) 
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Figure 4.31: Blast PED_3 vibration trace from Sensor A2 (19m from blast) 
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Plate 4-17 and Plate 4-18 show misfired detonator(s) and explosive charge(s) 

recovered during post blast inspection of Blast PED_3 confirming the occurrence of 

misfires shown by the vibration trace in Figure 4.30. Whilst both Plates show 

malfunctioned detonators causing misfires, the malfunction detonator in Plate 4-17 

appears to have been caused by the loading process which required tamping of the 

charged holes. The detonator malfunction in Plate 4-18 however appears to have 

been caused by high transient pressure from adjacent blastholes’ detonation 

(Personal Communication, Farnfield, 2012). 

 

 

 

Plate 4-17: Misfired blasthole containing malfunctioned detonator, unexploded Perunit 
explosive cartridge and undisturbed wooden spacer 
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Plate 4-18: Electronic detonator malfunctioned due to high pressure transient (recovered 
during post blast inspection of Blast PED_3) 

 

 

As indicated by the results from the three electronic initiated full face blasts, the 

vibration trace from each blastholes was matched to the designed blasthole delay. 

A one-to-one correspondence between the number of charged blastholes and the 

number of vibration traces (peaks) recorded was seen in all the blasts. By 

comparing the detonation times of the recorded vibration traces with the designed 

blasthole delay times, it was possible to identify missing traces indicating possible 

misfires in some cases or sympathetic detonations in other cases which were 

confirmed with post blast inspection. Due to the precise timing of programmable 

electronic detonators, it is possible to identify possible misfired blastholes from 

tunnel blast when the blast induced vibration waveforms are combined with post 

blast inspection. The method however works well if each blasthole is programmed 

to initiate on separate delay time. 
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4.12 NONEL Initiated Full Face Blast Results & Analysis 

4.12.1  Blast NED_1 & NED_2 Results 

Due to limited delay periods, the non-electric initiated full face blasts were timed on 

grouped delays where multiple blastholes received same delay time. In Blast 

NED_1, all the blast holes were timed on group delays except for the first 

blastholes, which received separate delay time. Table C-4 in Appendix C details the 

blastholes delay number along with their associated delay period as well as the 

blasthole charge weight. The blast induced vibration traces for Blast NED_1 

recorded by Sensor A2 has been divided into two sections to allow for easier 

association of vibrations from each detonating hole. Figure 4.32 is a plot of the 

vibration traces from 0 – 1200ms whilst Figure 4.33 shows the remaining traces 

from 1200 – 7000ms. It is evident that most holes did not detonate at their 

intended or designed delay due to the natural firing time scatter of NONEL 

detonators. As detailed in Table C-4 (see Appendix C), four holes were timed on 

500ms delay time resulting in the multiple vibration peaks seen for the 500ms 

delay vibration trace as a result of the differing firing time deviation. Unlike the 

vibration traces for most delay periods, the vibration trace associated with the 

6000ms delay period shows two distinct vibration traces (see Figure 4.33) due to 

large firing time deviation of long delay NONEL detonators. Similar observations 

were made from the vibration traces for Blast NED_2 (see Figure 4.35) where two 

distinct vibration traces was seen for the 7000ms delay period. Figure 4.34 shows 

sample vibration traces for Blast NED_2 from Sensor 2 located 15m from the blast 

centre. As expected there are deviations in blasthole detonation time from their 

respective nominal delay time. Although the vibration traces for Blast NED_1 and 

Blast NED_2 show a one-to-one correspondence with the delay periods used in the 

blast design, it is still not possible to determine whether a misfire had occurred 

since multiple holes were initiated on same delay time. 
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Figure 4.32: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A2 (21m from blast) 
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Figure 4.33: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A2 (21m from blast) 
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Figure 4.34: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 2 (15m from blast) 
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Figure 4.35: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 2 (15m from blast) 
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4.13 Vibration Analysis of Full Face Blast Results 

Table 4.5 details the recorded blast induced vibration amplitudes from the 

electronic initiated full face blasts (i.e. PED_1, PED_2 & PED_3) whilst Table 4.6 

outlines the vibration data from the non-electric initiated blasts (NED_1 and 

NED_2). The resultant peak particle velocities (RPPV) were calculated from 

Equation 4-1 and the scaled distance estimated from Equation 4-5. Applying the 

standard USBM regression equation to the data in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 resulted 

in the relationship displayed in Figure 4.36 and Figure 4.37 respectively. It is 

evident that both data sets followed the standard attenuation laws where the blast 

induced vibration levels decreases with increasing scale distance as seen from the 

high correlation coefficients and low standard errors. However, a closer inspection 

of the data sets shows some differences in the mean ‘b’ values seen in each 

regression model. This was expected in the Non-Electric initiated blasts as the blast 

were conducted at different sections and levels of the test site indicating the rock 

mass in the Sub-Level behaved differently from that in the Main-Level. The mean 

‘b’ value from the electronic initiated blasts undertaken in the 8x8 Drive however, 

agreed favourably with the findings of the cut blasts conducted in the 8x8 Drive of 

the mine, indicating that the rock mass had reasonably uniform attenuation 

characteristics. 
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Table 4.5: Electronic initiated blasts results 

Blast 
ID 

Sensor 
ID 

Distance 
(m) 

Charge 
Weight 

(kg) 

Scaled 
Distance 

(m/kg1/2) 
RPPV 

(mm/s) 

PED_1 

2 24.21 1.00 24.21 96.65 
A2 24.29 1.00 24.29 90.19 
1 28.38 1.00 28.38 55.74 
A3 29.91 1.00 29.91 61.82 
3 36.29 1.00 36.29 36.57 

PED_2 

A2 22.50 2.40 14.52 94.14 
2 22.72 2.40 14.67 111.19 
1 27.45 2.40 17.72 67.57 
A3 29.63 2.40 19.13 65.59 
3 36.60 2.40 23.63 35.20 

PED_3 

A2 18.89 1.20 17.24 102.27 
2 34.13 1.20 31.16 22.92 
1 37.53 1.20 34.26 18.83 
3 57.16 1.20 52.18 11.17 
A3 72.04 1.20 65.76 4.13 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.6: Non-Electric initiated blasts results 

Blast 
ID 

Sensor 
ID 

Distance 
(m) 

Charge 
Weight 

(kg) 

Scaled 
Distance 

(m/kg1/2) 
RPPV 

(mm/s) 

NED_1 

A2 (ML) 21.30 3.60 11.23 173.15 
A3 (ML) 21.74 3.60 11.46 119.85 
1 (ML) 26.89 3.60 14.17 84.18 
2 (ML) 29.53 3.60 15.56 120.54 
3 (ML) 36.87 3.60 19.43 74.21 

NED_2 

A2 (SL) 14.97 2.03 10.51 65.01 
1 (SL) 31.22 2.03 21.91 34.58 
A3 (SL) 48.37 2.03 33.95 21.66 
3 (ML) 8.29 2.03 5.82 35.14 
2 (ML) 15.10 2.03 10.60 26.61 

ML=Main-Level (Location of Geophone) 
SL=Sub-Level (Location of Geophone) 
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Figure 4.36: Fit of USBM equation to electronic initiated full face blasts vibration data 

 

 

 

Figure 4.37: Fit of USBM equation to Non-Electric initiated full face blasts vibration data 
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4.14 Conclusions 

Based on the test blast conducted to determine the suitability of vibration signature 

for misfire identification in tunnel blast, it could be concluded that the technique is 

pragmatic and applicable to tunnel blast environment. It was seen from the results 

presented that by performing routine analysis of blast induced vibration traces 

measured in the near-field to mid-field, the number of detonations in a tunnel blast 

round could be determined. Moreover as long as each blasthole receives separate 

delay period with minimal firing time deviation, a one-to-one correspondence 

between blasthole detonation time and their respective designed nominal delay 

time leading to the detection of potential misfires. Based on the results from the 

test blast initiated with non-electric detonators, the identification of misfires from 

vibration proved challenging compared to the electronic counterpart. This was the 

case because; commercially available non-electric detonators have limited number 

of delay periods which meant that in relatively large blasts (i.e. full face blasts), 

multiple holes received same delay time. The inherent firing time deviation and the 

limited number of available delay periods of non-electric detonators made it 

impossible to identify missing vibration traces (i.e. potential misfires) from grouped 

detonations on same delay period. The benefit of precise timing and the greater 

number of available delay periods offered by the use of programmable electronic 

detonators eliminate the drawback of implementing vibration traces for identifying 

blasthole misfires in tunnel blasts. 
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5 CHAPTER FIVE Optical Signature 

5.1 Background 

Previous studies have reported that an intense light is emitted when either an 

unconfined or confined high explosive charge is detonated. The origin of such light 

emission however, has been the subject of many researchers over the years. Whilst 

some school of thought states that the primary source of light from explosive 

detonation originates from detonation gases (with temperatures and pressures up 

to 4500oC and 300kbar respectively), earlier research has suggested that light also 

stems from the surrounding atmosphere due to detonation gas expansion resulting 

in a gathering of the surrounding atmosphere at the gas front in a compressed 

layer with a shock front as its outer boundary. As this compressed layer has very 

high temperature (i.e. 10,000 Kelvin in air) an intense light is emitted, commonly 

referred to as luminous shock waves (Johansson and Persson, 1970). Cook, (1958) 

attributes the intense emission of light from high explosives to the plasma 

emerging from the explosives when the detonation front reaches the end face of 

the charge. Johansson and Persson, (1970) stated that, in explosives that detonate 

with incomplete reaction and a low velocity of detonation (VOD), the temperature 

of the compressed layer is low and that its emission of visible light is small or 

almost non-existent but the subsequent combustion of explosion gas is usually 

luminous. Johansson and Persson (1970) however, reported that non-luminous gas 

shock waves also emit light upon reflection from a solid body. In the foregoing, it is 

well established that, an intense flash of light is emitted when an explosive charge 

detonates and that the emitted light continues beyond the actual detonation 

process due to shock excitation of the immediate air molecules surrounding the 

charge as well as post-detonation reaction in the expanding detonation products 

(Frederik and Marius, 2011).    

 

Previous studies on light emission from explosives detonation have established that 

there exist some features from the emission spectra that can be regarded as 
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characteristics for specific explosive composition and configuration. It is these 

inherent characteristics that have been the focus of many investigations leading to 

different approaches to measure light emission from explosive detonation. High-

speed digital imaging, optical pyrometry, photodetectors etc are amongst the most 

popular methods that have been used to measure light emission from detonating 

explosives. Chambers et al, (2001) measured shock-induced light emission from 

detonating RDX with a high-speed electronic camera. Michael and Gary (2007) on 

the other hand employed both optical shadowgraphy and high-speed digital imaging 

to measure the explosive-driven shock wave position as a function of time. Roux 

and Nurick (2009) used optical sensitive transistors to measure a light flash of an 

underwater blast to determine moment of explosion. Frederik and Marius (2011) on 

the other hand employed photodiodes to measure light emission characteristics 

from differing high explosive charges. 

 

The advancement in technology particularly, electro-optical technology have 

renewed interests in the experimental measurements of light emission from 

detonating explosive charges. It is not surprising that many recent studies have 

focused on new experimental techniques to derive optical measurements focusing 

on fibre optics (FO). Typical measurements include explosive detonation speed, 

brightness temperature of detonating explosive charges, and shock wave 

propagation amongst others. The use of fibre optic  sensors have generated 

significant interest for special applications including explosive detonation 

measurements because they require no electrical components at the measurement 

location and can also be used without the risk of interaction with the explosive 

material under investigation (Prinse, 2000; Lun and Jan van 2007). Other benefits 

stem from its size; a typical diameter of 0.25mm means measurements can be 

conducted at obscure locations that are not accessible to other type of sensors. 

Moreover, loss in an optical fibre is generally very low or negligible. This permits 

placement of the detection data capture unit and its electronics at a safe distance 

from the experiment without requiring protection and shielding which add to the 
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cost of instrumentation. Hence for the detection of high-speed phenomena in 

explosive materials, fibre optic based systems are safer and cheaper compared to 

their conventional electrical counterparts (Lun and Jan van 2007).  

 

5.2 Fibre Optic Instrumentation and Measurement System 

An optical fibre is a structure that is designed to confine or guide light over a 

distance that is not necessary straight by the total internal reflection of the light 

that is coupled into the end of the fibre (Senior, 1951; Briley, 1988; Allard, 1989). 

To be able to use optical fibres for communication or as a data transmission device 

would require the system to be fashioned in basic concept to any communication 

system; usually consisting of a transmitter or modulator linked to an information 

source, a transmission medium and a receiver or a demodulator at the destination 

point as shown in Figure 5.1 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: System design for optical measurement with fibre optic 
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As reviewed earlier, the intense light emitted when an explosive charge is 

detonated continues well beyond the actual detonation process (i.e. propagates 

long enough to be captured). It is this light source that needs to be harnessed as 

an information source when using optical fibre as communication or data 

transmission device.  

 

5.3 Single-Channel Fibre Optic (SCFO) Device 

As most problematic misfires are in-hole or down-hole related, being able to 

interrogate what goes on in a charged hole is as important as determining the 

moment of detonation of a primed hole. For this reason a single fibre optic-based 

monitoring sensor was constructed. The system consisted of a low cost fibre optic 

receiver, connected to a data acquisition unit through a coaxial cable terminated 

with a BNC connector as illustrated in Plate 5-1.  

 

Plate 5-1: Single Channel Fibre Optic (SCFO) Receiver 

 

The principle of operation of this device is to record the optical impulse (i.e. the 

light emitted) from detonating an explosive charge and transmitted through a 

connecting optical fibre. The optical impulse (flash of light upon detonation) is 

registered by the optical receiver and converted into electrical signal which is then 

passed along a short small diameter coaxial cable to an IOTech Personal DAQ 3000 
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data shuttle, implemented as the data acquisition unit (DAU) through which data 

was captured with a personal computer and converted to digital format for analysis 

with conventional software packages. The DAU was capable of sampling at speeds 

up to 1MHz at 16bit resolution. 

 

5.4 Testing and Commissioning of SCFO Unit 

To test the SCFO system, three single-hole blasts were initiated in the A-drive of 

the Holmans Test Mine. Each of the test blast consisted of 200g of Perunit (nitro-

glycerine based cartridge explosive) and initiated with a non-electric (NONEL) 

detonator. The purpose of this optical measurement is to provide in-hole detonation 

information from an exploding charge, give an indication of the moment of 

detonation of the blast as well as provide firsthand experience with optical fibre 

reaction to explosive detonation which was imperative in designing the multi-

channel fibre optic (MCFO) device. Figure 5.2 illustrates in detail the test set up.  

 

Analysis of the optical traces (shown in Figure 5.3) from the test blasts revealed 

that whilst the optical fibre device triggered upon detonation of the charged hole, 

the optical signal shape and duration would present problems when the device is 

used in multiple shots.  Another drawback with the device was the noise after the 

optical impulse has been captured. As the optic fibre device triggers upon 

detonation, the moment and time of explosives detonation can be estimated from 

the signal trace. However, in multiple shots the signal would require greater 

processing time to reveal all the shots fired or misfired if any, not very practical 

unless the device could be modified. Moreover, it will be difficult to differentiate 

misfires from paired-holes (i.e. multiple charged holes fired on the same time 

delay). This knowledge led to the design and construction of a more practical multi-

channel optic fibre device without the demerits of the single channel device. 

Design, construction and field commission of the multi-channel fibre optic device is 

discussed in the proceeding section. 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of test set-up for monitoring optical signals with SCFO 
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Figure 5.3: Optical signal traces from three test blast 
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5.5 Multi-Channel Fibre Optic (MCFO) Unit 

Figure 5.4 below shows a schematic diagram of the MCFO unit. The unit is similar in 

design and operation concept to the single-channel counterpart but differs in 

system architecture. The MCFO unit (shown in Plate 5-2) has 12 independent 

channels. Each channel consists of a low cost fibre optic receiver housing a high-

speed electrically coupled photo detector element. Each channel has been 

configured to accept its own standard 1000µm plastic fibre optic input using a 

simple push-in locking mechanism. This arrangement was chosen to eliminate the 

need to terminate the fibre optic cable in the field.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: System architecture for constructing the multi-channel fibre optic receiver 
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Plate 5-2: Field ready multi-channel fibre optic receiver 

 

Unlike the SCFO unit, the MCFO unit operates on slightly different principles 

although both units harness the optical impulse generated by a detonating 

explosive. In the MCFO unit when the fibre optic receiver registers a light impulse 

from the blast hole, the optical energy is converted into electrical signal and fed to 

the IOTech Personal DAQ 3000 data shuttle, implemented as the data acquisition 

unit (DAU). In the DAU, the electrical signal from each channel or fibre optic 

receiver has been designed and pre-programmed to output a binary code or counts 

unique to the channel in question. To prevent using a faulty channel when the 

device is in operation, the unit has been designed such that, the output binary 

counter registers the total binary number consistent with the number of channels 

connected to each port. For example, the MCFO unit consists of 12 fibre optic input 

channel numbered 00, 01, 02......11. The first eight channels connect to the binary 

counter Port A and the remaining four channels connect to binary counter Port B.  

Table 5.1 below details channel ID, binary number and corresponding counter 

reading. This means that in an operating mode, binary counter Port A would 

register no less than 255 binary counts corresponding to eight channels and the 

binary counter Port B would register not more than 15 binary counts. When a 

channel’s optical receiver registers an optical impulse from a blast, the binary 
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counter connected to the fibre optic channel in question, drops in a binary value 

consistent with the channel in question. Intuitively when two channels (say 

channels 05 and 06) receive optical impulses at the same time (which is possible in 

paired-hole detonation or sympathetic detonation) then, the binary counter Port A 

would drop from 255 to 159 which corresponds to the total binary counts for 

channels 05 and 06 (i.e. 255-[32+64]). For ease of associating binary counts to 

their corresponding channels, the unit is attached with a table containing similar to 

Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1: Multi-channel fibre optic binary counts for 12 independent channels 

Binary Counter 
Ports/Total Counter 

Reading 
Channel 

ID 

Channel 
Counter 
Reading 

Channel 
Binary 
Counts 

A (255) 

00 254 1 
01 253 2 
02 251 4 
03 247 8 
04 239 16 
05 223 32 
06 191 64 
07 127 128 

B (15) 

08 14 1 
09 13 2 
10 11 4 
11 7 8 

 

 

5.6 Testing and Commissioning of MCFO Unit 

5.6.1 Lab Scale Test 

Before field deployment, a bench scale diagnostic test was conducted using dummy 

HOTSHOT programmable detonators (as shown in Plate 5-3) to evaluate the 

performance of the MCFO unit. The dummy detonator (which is used for 

demonstration) works like a real detonator except that, instead of an explosion 

upon detonation, it emits light at the exact delay time defined by the user. Four of 

these dummy detonators were procured and attached onto a firm surface. Each 
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dummy detonator was attached with a fibre optic using black plastic cups to guide 

the fibre optic end to the bulb as well as protect the fibre optic end from external 

light interference. The terminated end of each fibre optic was locked into four 

individual channels on the MCFO unit. Different delay periods were programmed 

into the HOTSHOT programmable unit and fired following shot firing procedures 

used in an actual blast. The IOTech data shuttle and a laptop was used to capture 

the optical data. The test was repeated several times for different delay times on all 

twelve channels. Plate 5-3 below shows the test set up.  

 

Plate 5-3: Test set-up showing four optic fibre cables connected to four dummy 
programmable detonators to monitor light emission 
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Figure 5.5: Typical optical trace from the MCFO receiver showing channel reading and 
corresponding channel binary counts from same test 
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Figure 5.5 above shows a plot of data captured from a bench scale test with the 

MCFO unit using programmable dummy detonators programmed to fire at 100ms 

inter-hole delays from zero (i.e. 0ms, 100ms, 200ms and 300ms). The plotted data 

in Figure 5.5 is from the same test where the left hand y-axis represents individual 

channel readings recorded whereas the right hand y-axis shows the corresponding 

channel binary counts plotted against time in milliseconds. The start and finishing 

time on each channel shows how long in milliseconds each fibre optic cable received 

light from the dummy detonator bulb. In a real blast, this information could be used 

to determine the moment of detonation in a blast as well as interrogate which blast 

holes fired. Hence provide a partial means to predict misfired charge holes.  

 

To test the MCFO unit on paired detonation (i.e. shot fired on same delay), the four 

dummy detonators were programmed to fire on 200ms inter-hole delay (i.e. 0ms, 

200ms, 400ms & 400ms) where the last two shots were fired on 400ms delay. As 

can be seen from Figure 5.6 the paired detonators fired on the same delay as 

shown by arrow A, which has a binary count of 48 consistent with the combined 

binary outputs of 16 and 32 from channels 04 and 05 respectively. The section 

labelled B, shows that light emission from the dummy detonator connected to 

channel 05 on the MCFO unit lasted longer than that connected to channel 04. 
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Figure 5.6: Optical emission trace from paired detonation 
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5.6.2 Field Commissioning MCFO Unit 

The system was first tested in the field with only detonators (both NONEL and 

programmable) and then later with a small explosive charge. The first set of tests 

were single shots which consisted of either a NONEL or programmable detonators 

strapped to an fibre optic cable and inserted into a previously drilled horizontal hole 

in the A-drive of the Holman’s Test Mine. Multiple shots with detonators were also 

trialled before tests involving small quantities of explosives.  

 

Figure 5.7: Schematic of the test arrangement for monitoring optical emission from multiple 
shot simultaneously 

 

 

Plate 5-4: Typical test arrangement showing non-electric detonator shock tubes and 
corresponding fibre optic cable for monitoring optical emission during detonation 
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To protect the optical fibre end from dirt, the end side of the fibre optic cable 

attached to the detonator was inserted into a 6mm x 50mm transparent glass tube 

before being attached to the detonator and either inserted into a drill hole or into a 

column of Perunit explosive depending on the test arrangement. The charged hole 

was then sealed with a Plystem stemming material. The terminated end of the optic 

fibre cable(s) was inserted into channel(s) on the MCFO unit. The detonator(s) or 

the primed explosive(s) were initiated appropriately from a safe location.  Optical 

data from the MCFO unit during detonation was captured with the data acquisition 

unit. During the field commissioning of the MCFO unit, tests were also conducted to 

determine the best way to attach the optic fibre cable to the detonator and or the 

primed explosive. Figure 5.7 and Plate 5-4 above shows typical test arrangement 

for multiple shots. 

 

5.7 Optical Signature from NONEL and Electronic Detonation 

As there were two types of detonators (NONEL & Programmable detonators) used 

in this research, it was imperative to note any differences in their optical signature 

during detonation. Figure 5.8 below is an optical detonation trace from tests 

conducted to examine the differences between optical detonations from NONEL 

(NED) and programmable electronic detonators (PED). The test set up consisted of 

two NONEL detonators (i.e. 100ms & 200ms) and two programmable electronic 

detonators programmed to detonate at 0ms and 50ms with the former being used 

to initiate the NONEL detonators. The 50ms PED was attached to the fibre optic 

cable connected to channel 05 and the 100ms and 200ms NED detonators 

respectively attached to channels 06 and 07 on the MCFO unit as per the 

arrangement described earlier in Section 5.6. The traces labelled B, C and D 

respectively shows optical detonation traces for the 50ms PED, 100ms and 200ms 

NED respectively. The trace labelled A on the other hand represents the optical 

trace for the flame front or light emission in the shock tube upon initiation by the 

0ms PED. 
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Figure 5.8: Detonation time plot from multi-hole blast using NONEL detonators 

 

 

Examining the traces in Figure 5.8 shows that, the light emission in the shock tube 

prior to detonation triggered data capture. It is also evident that, the binary count 

on each trace corresponds with their respective connected channel except for the 

trace labelled A whose binary count (i.e. 192) is the sum of binary counts on trace 

C and D (i.e. 64 and 128 respectively). This is expected as both channels 06 and 07 

received light emission at the same time from the shock tube prior to detonation. 

The plot in Figure 5.8 also reveals differences in the optical signature between PED 

and NED. Whilst the optical signature from the PED is a single sharp trace, that 

from NED last longer due to the fact that NED initiate by pyrotechnic burn whereas 

PED initiate instantaneously. Hence, the optic fibre is exposed to light longer in the 

NED than in the PED. It is also evident from the graph shown in Figure 5.8 that 

whilst the 100ms and 200ms NONEL detonators fired at 100.125ms and 203.500ms 

respectively, the 50ms programmable electronic detonator fired at 47.500ms. The 

deviation in the recorded time for the 50ms PED resulted from the fact the 0ms PED 

was used to initiate the two NEDs and that the data capture unit triggered from the 
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light emission in the shock tube prior to detonation of the NONEL detonators by 

which time the countdown time for the detonation of the 50ms PED has already 

begun resulting in a recorded firing time of 47.5ms for the 50ms PED. This 

observation led to the modification in subsequent test set up where the light 

emission in the shock tube prior to detonation of the NONEL detonators has been 

used as the baseline time to allow accurate determination of firing time scatter for 

NONEL detonators. The slight firing time deviation in the NONEL detonators led to 

conducting tests described in the proceeding section to quantify the detonator firing 

accuracy.  

 

5.8 Firing Time Scatter 

Nearly all aspects in rock blasting (i.e. final damage zone, muckpile formation, 

ground vibration, rock fragmentation, misfires etc) are influenced by delay time. As 

a result, the accuracy of delay detonators has attracted much attention since the 

early development of the technology of millisecond delay blasting. The continued 

interest in the delay precision between detonators for rock blasting and the 

advancement in technology have led to the manufacturing of delay detonators with 

very minimal scatter in firing time with few microseconds deviation and unlimited 

number of delay intervals (Liu and Katsabanis, 1997). To quantify the actual 

expected detonator accuracy for the different types of detonators used in this 

research project, the MCFO unit was used to measure the actual in-hole detonator 

firing times. Using the test arrangements described earlier in Section 5.7, firing 

times for differing delay detonators (both PED and NED) were measured with the 

MCFO unit. Due to financial constraints, time scatter test were only limited to the 

following delay detonators 100ms, 200ms, 300ms, 400ms 500ms, 600ms, 700ms, 

800ms, 900ms, 1500ms 3000ms, 5000ms 6000ms and 7000ms. A Full table of 

results are reported in Appendix B and are summarised for the absolute error in 

Figure 5.9 below.  
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Figure 5.9: NONEL and programmable electronic detonator errors 

 

From the results shown in Figure 5.9 above, it is evident that whilst the NONEL 

detonators deviated greatly from their designed delay time, the programmable 

electronic detonators show minimum firing time deviation. A critical observation at 

the PED absolute error axis shows constant error magnitudes of 125µs, 250µs, 

375µs & 500µs spread across the PED firing time. A closer look at the NED error 

axis shows a great deviation of the NONEL detonators from their designed delay 

with firing time deviation absolute error of up to 446ms on 5000ms delay. Unlike 

the PED, the firing time scatter error for the NONEL detonator appears to increase 

with the length of the delay period. Converting the NED absolute error to a 

percentage of the nominal delay resulted in an average 6.27% error ranging from 

as low as 0.13% to 13.82%. Though large errors were observed with the NONEL 

detonators, the average percentage error of 6.27% was not significant to cause 

overlap firing times in the delay detonators. 
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5.9 Application of Fibre Optic Technique to Determine Detonation Time 

and the Number of Detonations in a Blast 

Previous tests conducted using fibre optic cables with the MCFO unit established 

that the technique can be used to determine the exact firing time of either shock 

tube or electronic initiated blasts. However such tests were limited to not more than 

four shots in a blast using few delay periods. Moreover, the tests were conducted 

with only non-electric or programmable electronic detonators without explosive 

charges.  

Two sets of test blasts were designed having varied delay periods and with few 

grams of explosives charges. The first set of tests involves the use of either non-

electric or programmable electronic detonators initiated without explosive charges 

or their optical impulses recorded with the MCFO unit. The second set of tests 

however was a repeat of the earlier test but with few grams of Perunit explosive 

charges. The proceeding sections describe and discuss the tests conducted. 

 

5.9.1 Non-Electric Detonator (NED) Test Blasts 

Five multi-hole test blasts were designed and undertaken in the A drive at the 

Holmans Test Mine. Each of the first three blasts consisted of 10 horizontally drilled 

holes into the tunnel wall. Each hole was loaded with a non-electric detonator 

attached to a fibre optic cable end inserted into a transparent glass tube. The first 

nine holes were timed with 100ms inter-hole delays and the last hole loaded with 

1500ms delay to cater for long period delay. The fibre optic cable attached to each 

detonator was tag with unique cable marker and the terminated end of the fibre 

optic cable inserted into a channel on the MCFO unit matching the cable marker 

number. This arrangement was adopted to make it easier to identify the fibre optic 

cable that was attached to the different delay detonators. The loaded holes were 

stemmed with Plystem stemming material to contain the emitted light from the 

detonating detonators within the blastholes and to prevent external light 

interference. As per blasting practice, the non-electric shock tubes from the 
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detonators were collected and initiated with Bunch Connector from a safe location. 

Upon initiation, the optical impulses were monitored and recorded with the MCFO 

unit and the IOTech personal DAQ 3000 implemented as the data acquisition unit 

respectively. The two remaining test blasts consisted of four charged holes in each 

blast with 3000ms, 5000ms, 6000ms and 7000ms non-electric delay detonators, 

set up and initiated similar to the earlier three test blasts. Plate 5-5 shows typical 

test set up and Table 5.2 summarises typical blast log used to identify blasthole 

and their corresponding attached fibre optic cable as well as the channel on the 

MCFO unit connected to. 

 

 

Plate 5-5: Typical test arrangement showing non-electric detonator shock tubes and 
corresponding fibre optic cable for monitoring optical emission during detonation 
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Table 5.2: Typical NED blast log for identifying blasthole and their corresponding attached 
fibre optic cable and channel ID on the MCFO unit 

Binary 
Counter 

Ports/Total 
Counter 
Reading 

 
 
 

Blasthole 
ID 

Blasthole 
Nominal 

Delay 
(ms) 

Fibre 
Optic 
Cable 

Marker 
ID 

MCFO 
Unit  

Channel 
ID 

 
Programmed 

Binary 
Counter 
Reading 

A (255) 

- - 00 00 1 
1 100 01 01 2 
2 200 02 02 4 
3 300 03 03 8 
4 400 04 04 16 
5 500 05 05 32 
6 600 06 06 64 
7 700 07 07 128 

B (15) 

8 800 08 08 1 
9 900 09 09 2 
10 1500 10 10 4 
11 3000 11 11 8 
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Figure 5.10: Optical emission output from the MCFO unit showing NED detonation time 
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Figure 5.11: Optical emission output from the MCFO unit showing detonation time with 
corresponding nominal delay time 

 

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are optical emission trace output from the same test blast 

consisting of 10 blastholes. Figure 5.10 shows readily available plot few minutes 

after the blast confirming the number of detonations in the blast. Figure 5.11 is a 

post processed data plot (available 15 minutes after the blast) showing both the 

nominal delay time and the actual detonation time of the detonators. Whilst it is 

possible to discern from both plots the number of shots fired in the blast (and 

consequently determine if misfire had occurred), Figure 5.11 is much clearer and 

easier to comprehend as it shows the nominal delay time for each detonator 

whereas with Figure 5.10 would require the reader to refer to a table of binary 

counts and blasthole ID to associate the binary counts to their corresponding delay 

detonation time. A closer inspection of Figure 5.10 shows two ordinates 

representing the binary counter Ports A and B. It is evident from the zero scale on 

these two ordinates that, through the data capture process even prior to the blast 

initiation and after the blast the MCFO unit was in operating mode. Moreover, the 
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binary counter reading from both ordinates at zero detonation time (representing 

the trigger time by the luminous shock front in the NONEL tube) correspond with 

the number of channels on the MCFO unit connected by fibre optic cables and hence 

the number of blastholes. In Figure 5.10, the Port A and Port B registered binary 

counter reading of 254 and 7 at zero detonation respectively. The binary counter 

reading of 254 on the Port A axis correspond to seven connected channels on the 

MCFO unit and hence seven blastholes (i.e. blastholes loaded with detonators 

having nominal delays from 100ms through to 700ms). The actual delay period for 

each of the blastholes could be determined by the unique binary counts associated 

with each channel on the MCFO unit (refer to Table 5.2). In the forgoing, the binary 

counts of 7 registered by Port B correspond to three blastholes specifically 

blastholes loaded with 800ms, 900ms and 1500ms delay detonators. 

 

5.9.2 Programmable Electronic Detonator (PED) Test Blasts 

Four multi-hole blasts were undertaken adopting similar test set up used in the 

non-electric test blasts (described in Section 5.9.1) except that the blastholes were 

loaded and initiated with programmable electronic detonators. Each of the first two 

blasts consisted of 11 blastholes loaded with programmable detonators attached to 

fibre optic cables adapting same arrangements used in the NONEL initiated test 

blasts. Unlike the test blasts undertaken with the NONEL detonators which used the 

luminous shock front in the NONEL tube as the trigger, the first blasthole in each of 

the tests conducted with programmable detonators was used as the trigger (i.e. 

programmed to detonate at zero). This was done to allow direct comparison of the 

detonation time between the two type kind of the detonators (i.e. NED and PED). 

The remaining 10 programmable electronic detonators were programmed to 

detonate at 100ms, 200ms, 300ms, 400ms 500ms, 600ms, 700ms, 800ms, 900ms 

and 1500ms similar to the delays periods used in the test blast conducted with 

NONEL detonators. To cater for long period delays, each of the two remaining test 

blast consisted of four blastholes loaded and initiated with programmable electronic 
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detonators programmed to detonate at 3000ms, 5000ms, 6000ms and 7000ms. 

Table 5.3 details the blast log for identifying detonation time of each of the 

programmed delay period and their corresponding output binary counts. Figure 

5.12 shows sample detonation time plot for the test blast undertaken with the 

programmable electronic detonators. 

 

Table 5.3: Typical PED blast log for identifying blasthole and their corresponding attached 
fibre optic cable and channel ID on the MCFO unit 

Binary Counter 
Ports/Total 

Counter 
Reading 

 
 
 

Blasthole ID 

Blasthole 
Nominal 

Delay (ms) 

Fibre 
Optic 
Cable 

Marker 
ID 

MCFO Unit  
Channel 

ID 

 
Programmed 

Binary Counter 
Reading 

A (255) 

Trigger hole 0 00 00 1 
1 100 01 01 2 
2 200 02 02 4 
3 300 03 03 8 
4 400 04 04 16 
5 500 05 05 32 
6 600 06 06 64 
7 700 07 07 128 

B (15) 

8 800 08 08 1 
9 900 09 09 2 
10 1500 10 10 4 
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Figure 5.12: Optical emission output from the MCFO unit showing PED detonation time 
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5.10 Determination of Number of Blasthole Detonations from Blast 

Vibration and Optical Signature 

One of the objectives of this project was to carry out test blasts to match both the 

optical and vibration signature from blastholes to the number of charged holes in a 

blast. To achieve this, two test blasts were undertaken using few grams of Perunit 

explosive charge strapped to fibre optic cables and initiated with either non-electric 

detonators or programmable electronic detonators. Optical and vibration signatures 

from the blast were monitored respectively with the MCFO unit and the geophones. 

 

5.10.1  NONEL Initiated Test Blast Design 

The non-electric initiated blasts were divided into two: short delay and long delay 

blasts. The short delay blast consisted of eight blastholes with 100ms inter-hole 

delays (from 100ms to 800ms) whilst the long period delay blast consisted of four 

blastholes sequenced to detonate with 3000ms, 5000ms, 6000ms and 7000ms 

delays. In each of the test blast, non-electric detonator strapped to the sensing end 

of a fibre optic cable was used to prime a small mass of Perunit explosive charge 

(1/3 stick of Perunit) as shown in Plate 5-6. The primed charge was loaded into 

horizontally drilled blastholes and stemmed with Plystem stemming material as per 

common tunnel blasting practice. Due to shortage of Bunch Connectors, the NONEL 

detonators were initiated with detonating cord from a safe location. Upon initiation, 

the optical impulses and the corresponding blast induced vibration were monitored 

respectively with the MCFO unit and four geophones mounted at varied distances 

from the blast centre as illustrated on the map shown in Figure 5.13. The closest 

blast to sensor measurement distance was approximately 5m with the farthest 

sensor located at approximately 18m from the blast. 
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Figure 5.13: Map showing blast area and geophone locations 

 

 

Plate 5-6: Primed explosive charge (with fibre optic cable) 
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NONEL Initiated Test Blast Results and Analysis 

The recorded vibration amplitudes and the corresponding optical binary counts for 

each blasthole are summarised in Table 5.4. The resultant peak particle velocity 

(RPPV) was calculated from the measured particle velocities using Equation 4-1. 

Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 respectively show the results for the NONEL short 

delay and long delay test blasts where the RPPV calculated for each blasthole has 

been plotted against the recorded detonation time. Except for the very high 

vibration amplitudes seen in data from Sensor 2 possibly due to the close proximity 

of the sensor to the blast, RPPV data from the three remaining sensors (1, 3 and 

A2) attenuates with distance.  

 

Table 5.4: NONEL initiated blast vibration data 

Geophone 
Sensor ID 

Blast 
Hole ID 

Optical 
Impulse 
(Binary 
Counts) 

Blasthole 
Detonation 
Time (ms) 

MIC 
(kg) 

Distance  
(m) 

RPPV 
(mm/s) 

1 

1 1 96.5 0.07 15.17 18.25 
2 2 213.3 0.07 15.38 10.51 
3 4 309.3 0.07 15.58 10.19 
4 8 438.0 0.07 15.78 6.85 
5 16 527.5 0.07 15.97 12.48 
6 32 690.5 0.07 16.17 7.80 
7 64 776.3 0.07 16.37 7.62 
8 128 845.1 0.07 16.57 5.02 

2 

1 1 96.5 0.07 3.99 38.57 
2 2 213.3 0.07 4.20 66.66 
3 4 309.3 0.07 4.40 42.40 
4 8 438.0 0.07 4.57 41.19 
5 16 527.5 0.07 4.76 71.83 
6 32 690.5 0.07 4.95 24.13 
7 64 776.3 0.07 5.15 26.03 
8 128 845.1 0.07 5.35 13.41 

3 

1 1 96.5 0.07 7.89 28.96 
2 2 213.3 0.07 7.67 19.98 
3 4 309.3 0.07 7.47 14.47 
4 8 438.0 0.07 7.28 15.04 
5 16 527.5 0.07 7.09 16.58 
6 32 690.5 0.07 6.89 15.72 
7 64 776.3 0.07 6.69 15.24 
8 128 845.1 0.07 6.50 9.36 

A2 

1 1 96.5 0.07 17.85 5.27 
2 2 213.3 0.07 18.01 4.83 
3 4 309.3 0.07 18.13 3.62 
4 8 438.0 0.07 18.20 4.26 
5 16 527.5 0.07 18.30 7.92 
6 32 690.5 0.07 18.41 6.17 
7 64 776.3 0.07 18.52 2.03 
8 128 845.1 0.07 18.65 3.96 
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Figure 5.14: Resultant particle velocities at varied sensor distances 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Resultant particle velocities at varied sensor distances 
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Figure 5.16 shows the vibration waveform and the optical impulses output from the 

closest sensor (i.e. Sensor 2 at 5m from the blast centre) to the blast where the 

particle velocity in mm/s and optical impulse in binary counts has been plotted 

against the detonation time for each blastholes. Figure 5.17 is an output from the 

farthest sensor (Sensor A2 at 18m) to the blast centre. Due to the close proximity 

of Sensor 2 to the blast, very high vibration amplitudes were measured including 

vibration trace from the detonating cord (highlighted in red circle) used to initiate 

the blast. The presence of the optical impulse data unique to each blasthole helps 

with the determination of the firing time of each blastholes eliminating any 

ambiguous vibration waveform. Although the magnitude of the blasthole vibration 

trace attenuates with distance, it was still possible to determine the number of 

blastholes initiated in the blast from the vibration waveform even at the farthest 

monitoring sensor.  
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Figure 5.16: NONEL initiated blast vibration and optical trace 
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Figure 5.17: NONEL initiated blast vibration and optical trace 

 

5.10.2   Electronic Initiated Test Blast Design 

The second test blast adopted similar test set up used in the non-electric initiated 

blasts except that instead of non-electric detonators, nine blastholes were charged 

with Perunit explosives (about 70g) primed with programmable electronic 

detonators. The first blasthole programmed to detonate instantaneously (i.e. zero 

delay) also acted as the trigger hole to commence data capture. Subsequent 

blastholes were programmed to detonate at the following delay times: 500ms, 

600ms, 700ms, 800ms, 900ms, 1000ms, 1500ms and 2000ms. The blast was 

initiated following the firing procedure outlined in Section 2.12. The optical impulses 

and the corresponding blast induced vibration from the blast were monitored 

respectively with the MCFO unit and four geophones. The geophones were mounted 

at locations indicated on the map shown in Figure 5.13 using the coupling 

mechanism described in Section 5.6.2. The blast induced vibration amplitudes 

measured from the electronic initiated blast shows similar trends with the vibration 

data from non-electric initiated blast (discussed in Section 5.10.1). As expected, 

the closest monitoring sensor recorded the highest particle velocity for each of the 
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blasthole and attenuated with distance. Unlike the non-electric initiated blast 

showing firing time deviation from the nominal delay time, blastholes in the 

electronic initiated blast detonated precisely at their respective programmed delay 

time as shown by way of example in Figure 5.18. This made it easy to associate 

vibration trace with blastholes whilst in the non-electric initiated blast required the 

use of the optical impulse binary counts unique to each blasthole to accurately 

identify blastholes with their corresponding vibration trace. This implies that, 

identifying the occurrence of a misfire from the blast induced vibration waveform 

initiated by electronic detonators would be possible even without the in-hole optical 

impulse measurements. 
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Figure 5.18: Electronic (PED) initiated blast vibration and optical trace 

 

5.11 Critical Diameter Test Blast with Fibre Optic Technique 

One of the properties of explosive charges which influence partial or complete 

propagation of detonation wave at stable velocity through the explosive material is 

its critical diameter. The critical diameter of an explosive charge is the smallest 

charge diameter at which the detonation process, once initiated, will propagate 
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along the entire column of that explosive charge (Hopler, 2006; Stiehr, 2011). In 

other words, if the explosive charge diameter is above its critical diameter, it will 

detonate completely along the entire length or column of the explosive charge. 

Below the critical diameter, the detonation process will not be able to support itself 

along the full explosive column resulting in partial or incomplete detonation.  

 

In previous test blasts (described in Section 5.10) undertaken with the fibre optic 

cables involving small quantities of explosive charge, the ‘sensing’ end of the fibre 

optic cable was attached directly to the detonator and inserted into a column of an 

explosive charge. As a result, the detonation time measured and reported was only 

based on the detonation of the detonator or primed charge. In typical tunnel 

blasting multiple sticks of explosive charges are commonly loaded into blastholes to 

ensure the explosive energy is distributed evenly along the blasthole column. As 

reviewed earlier in Section 2.5.1, the interaction of dynamic pressure or detonation 

waves between adjacent blastholes may lead to partial or incomplete detonation. In 

such situations, it would be difficult to determine from the optical impulse or trace if 

a misfire had occurred. To ascertain the performance of the fibre optic under such 

cases, two test blasts were designed and undertaken using few grams of PE4 

explosive charges with diameters smaller than the critical diameter of the 

explosive.  

 

The first set of test blast consisted of three multi-hole blasts with each blasthole 

loaded with small mass of PE4 explosive charge (not more than 80g in each 

blasthole). The PE4 explosive charge was moulded into cylindrical shape with 

diameter smaller than the critical diameter of the PE4 explosive charge. This meant 

that upon initiation, the detonation wave could not be sustained through the 

physical dimensions of the PE4 charge resulting in partial or incomplete detonation. 

To be able to monitor the optical impulse trace from the three PE4 charges, two of 

the small diameter PE4 charges were primed with programmable electronic 

detonator strapped to fibre optic cable adopting similar arrangement used in test 
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blasts conducted and discussed in Section 5.9.2. These were loaded into blastholes 

1 and 3, stemmed and programmed to detonate at 0 and 300ms respectively. To 

monitor the propagation of the detonation wave through the PE4 charge, the 

second blasthole (blasthole 2) was also loaded with PE4 charge primed with 

programmable electronic detonator (programmed to detonate 200ms). Unlike 

blastholes 1 and 3, in blasthole 2, the fibre optic cable was attached to the upper 

end of the PE4 charge away from the detonator as shown in Plate 5-7. As per 

common blasting practice, the blast was initiated from a safe distance and the 

optical impulses recorded with the MCFO unit. Figure 5.19 is the recorded optical 

impulse from the blast showing detonation time for two blastholes (specifically 

blastholes 1 and 3) with no optical impulse for ‘blasthole 2’. Post blast inspection 

(shown in Plate 5-8) indicates all blastholes detonated partially. The missing optical 

trace from ‘blasthole 2’ was due to the fact that the fibre optic cable was not 

attached directly to the detonator beyond which the detonation wave could not 

propagate through the entire length of the small diameter PE4 charge.  

 

 

Plate 5-7: Primed explosive charge with electronic detonator and fibre optic cable 
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Figure 5.19: PED Optical impulse trace 

 

 

 

Plate 5-8: Post blast outcome of fibre optic cable 
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In the second test blast, similar test set up was adopted except that the blast 

consisted of six blastholes initiated with 200ms inter-hole delays. Table 5.5 

summarise the blast log detailing blasthole number, programmed delay period, 

fibre optic cable tag, MCFO channel and channel binary counts. Figure 5.20 shows 

the optical plot from the blast. Whilst the post blast inspection indicated that the 

detonators in all the blastholes detonated, the detonation time plot in Figure 5.20 

shows no optical impulse for blastholes 3 and 5 where the fibre optic cable was not 

attached directly to the detonator. Plate 5-9 shows the partially detonated PE4 

charges retrieved after the blast from blastholes 3 and 5. The detonators initiated 

as intended but the detonation process could not be sustained along the entire 

length of the explosive charge due to the charge diameter being smaller than the 

critical diameter of the PE4 explosive.  

 

Table 5.5: Blast log summary 

Blasthole 
ID 

Fibre 
Optic 
Cable 
Tag 

Programmed 
Detonator 
Delay (ms) 

MCFO 
Channel  

MCFO 
Channel 
binary 
Counts Post Blast Remarks 

1 01 0 01 2 Unique Trace 
2 02 200 02 4 Unique Trace 
3 03 400 03 8 No Trace 
4 04 600 04 16 Unique Trace 
5 05 800 05 32 No Trace 
6 06 1000 06 64 Unique Trace 
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Figure 5.20: PED Optical impulse trace 
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Plate 5-9: Partially detonated PE4 charge, the detonator detonated as intended but the 
detonation wave could not propagate through the entire length of the charge 

 

5.12 Conclusion 

The optical signature approach which was based on fibre optic showed some 

promising results. A one-to-one correspondence between blastholes detonation 

times and it associated design detonation times were established. However these 

tests were conducted with limited explosive charge mass having no rock fracturing 

effect. Moreover the blastholes were sequenced to detonate in a straight line 

succession. In typical tunnel blast, it is common practice to drill and sequence 

blastholes in squares and diamonds. Coupled with the fact that there is only one 

available free face perpendicular to the direction of tunnel advance, the fibre optic 

being used to monitor optical emission from the blastholes were observed to have 

been cut-off after the first blasthole had detonated hence rendering this method 

inapplicable to typical tunnel blast. These observations were made when the optical 

signature technique was applied to an actual tunnel cut blasts. The observations 

made from these test blasts indicate that whilst the fibre optic technique can be 

used to determine the moment of detonation (i.e. detonation time) of explosive 

charge in a blasthole, the technique alone cannot be use to determine whether a 

particular blasthole detonation was complete or partial. 
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6 CHAPTER SIX  Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Thesis Conclusion 

The works presented in this thesis investigate tunnel blast misfires with the aim of 

developing practical methods of identifying blasthole misfires. Three methods that 

employ blast emission data from each blasthole were developed and tested to 

determine their suitability for identifying tunnel blast misfires. These methods 

include; EMP, optical and vibration signatures from the detonation of explosive 

charges confined in horizontally drilled blastholes. Through a series test blast 

undertaken at the Holmans’ Test Mine the objectives outline in Section 1.2 were 

investigated. 

 

Historical review of misfires in tunnel blast has shown that most blasthole misfires 

are caused by the misunderstanding, improper use, and failure or malfunction of 

the initiation system or accessories. Previous misfires that occurred at the test site 

were found to have been caused by either one or a combination of the 

aforementioned misfire causes (Personal Communication, Williams, 2010). Tests 

conducted to determine the optimum number of NONEL shock tubes to be initiated 

by bunch connectors showed that the detonating cord used for the manufacturing 

of the Bunch Connectors possesses sufficient explosive strength to initiate the 

recommended number of NONEL shock tubes. Additionally test conducted on the 

HOTSHOT programmable electronic detonators used in this research also indicated 

that once the firing command has been initiated, all the connected electronic 

detonators receive the firing signal instantaneously (i.e. same time) and start 

counting down to detonate on their respective programmed delay time. This implies 

that detonator cable cut-off during the rock fracturing process does not impact on 

the detonators ability to initiate.  

 

The occurrence of misfires is an undesirable outcome in any blasting operation. Due 

to its negative economic and safety impact on the whole mining process, every 
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available and pragmatic measure should be taken to prevent the occurrence of 

misfires. In the course of the research project, various precautionary measures 

were taken to minimize the occurrence of misfires through the selection of and use 

of appropriate delays times between blastholes. The initiation systems used for the 

test blast carried out in the course of the research were non-electric and 

programmable electronic detonators. Such initiation systems were chosen because 

of the author and the shot firer had adequate knowledge, training and experience 

of their use for tunnel blasts. Moreover the choice of explosives used (Perunit-

nitroglycerine based cartridge explosives) was carefully selected based on its 

dimensions, resistant to water, high velocity of detonation etc. 

 

As mentioned earlier, three identification techniques based on blast emission data 

were developed. The results obtained from the test blasts carried out with the three 

methods developed are summarised as follows: 

 The detonation of explosives charges is accompanied by an electromagnetic 

pulse (EMP). Whilst the EMP signature signal shape and duration could be 

characterised from near field measurements, test conducted to measure EMP 

signals from both mid-field and far-field proved futile even with large quantities 

of explosive charges. This propagation limitation of the EMP signal makes it 

difficult to be used to identify misfires during tunnel blast. The EMP signature 

approach was found to be inapplicable to identify misfires as it measurements 

could only be undertaken in near-field blast zones resulting in the destruction of 

measurement equipments. 

 

 The optical signature approach which was based on fibre optic showed some 

promising results. A one-to-one correspondence between blastholes detonation 

times and it associated design detonation times were established. However 

these tests were conducted with limited explosive charge mass having no rock 

fracturing effect. Moreover the blastholes were sequenced to detonate in a 

straight line succession. In a typical tunnel blast, it is common practice to drill 
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and sequence blastholes in squares and diamonds. Coupled with the fact that 

there is only one available free face perpendicular to the direction of tunnel 

advance, the fibre optic being used to monitor optical emission from the 

blastholes were observed to have been cut-off after the first blasthole had 

detonated hence rendering this method inapplicable to a typical tunnel blast. 

These observations were made when the optical signature technique was 

applied to an actual tunnel cut blast.  

 

 The results obtained with the vibration signature showed that routine analysis of 

tunnel blast-induced vibration traces measured in the near-field to mid-field 

would allow for identification of potential misfires. This was achieved by 

comparing the arrival time of the vibration impulse from each blasthole to their 

respective design delay time where detonation times with missing vibration 

traces indicated possible misfires. When applied to tunnel cut and full face 

blasts, it was observed that the technique worked well if each blasthole received 

separate delay time and detonated precisely on their intended delay time. The 

benefit of precise timing and the greater number of available delay periods 

offered by the use of programmable electronic detonators eliminate the 

drawback of implementing vibration signatures measured from mid-filed for 

identifying blasthole misfires in tunnel blasts. The use of Non-Electric 

Detonators (NED) is common practice in typical conventional tunnel blast where 

multiple holes are often grouped on same delay period due to limited number of 

available delay periods. Coupled with the inherent firing time deviation from the 

nominal delay time when using NED, it becomes difficult to identify missing 

vibration traces from grouped detonations and sympathetic detonation occurring 

between adjacent blastholes. 

 

The study has concluded that whilst no one single method developed could 

effectively identify blasthole misfires in tunnel blasts, the vibration signature 

approach is the most pragmatic method for misfire identification in tunnel blasts as 
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measurements are remotely undertaken. Moreover, blast vibration is well 

understood and part of almost all tunnel blasting operations. 

 

Although blast vibration monitoring and analysis forms part of most blasting 

operations including tunnel blasts, the vibration data is generally under-utilised with 

regard to the safety of the blasting operation. By incorporating intensive blast 

vibration monitoring programs, potential blasthole misfires can be identified 

immediately after every blast minimizing the safety hazards unexploded detonators 

or explosives charges poses to the post-blast operations. The blast vibration 

measurements and analyses undertaken during the course of this research resulted 

in the identification of potential blasthole misfires and aided in the safe retrieval of 

unexploded detonators and explosives cartridges. As a result of the research 

project several misfires were identified immediately after full face tunnel blasts at 

the Holmans’ Test Mine and appropriate measures taken to handle the misfires. 

 

6.2 Outline of Contributions to Knowledge 

The techniques for the detection and/or identification of tunnel blast of misfires 

used in the past have been reactive, mostly based on visual inspection of post blast 

profiles lacking a proactive approach. Based on the conclusions drawn from the test 

blast conducted as part of the research, the contributions to knowledge provided by 

the research can be outlined as follows: 

 The causes of blasthole misfires and their associated phenomena in relation to 

tunnel blasting have been reviewed highlighting practical approaches that can 

be used to minimise the occurrence of misfires. These good practice suggestions 

are something that is currently lacking in literature. 

 A visual representation of the suitability of Non-Electric Bunch Connector to 

initiate the recommended number of non-electric shock tubes was provided, 

confirming that the Bunch Connectors possesses sufficient explosive strength to 

initiate the recommended number of NONEL shock tubes. 
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 It was also confirmed through experimental test blasts, that the ‘daisy chain’ 

concept used by the HOTSHOT programmable electronic detonator do not 

contribute to the occurrence of misfires even when affected by cutoffs during 

tunnel blasting. 

 The existence of an EMP from the detonation of explosives charges was 

established through both small and large scale test blasts. The suitability of EMP 

for misfire identification in tunnel blast was inconclusive as the nature of tunnel 

blast design resulted in the destruction of the measurement unit. 

 Novelty was shown in the development of an optical measurement device 

(MCFO unit) capable of measuring explosive detonation events using low cost 

fibre optic cables. With the help of the MCFO unit, a one-to-one correspondence 

between blastholes detonation times and it associated design detonation times 

were established.  

 The inherent error in the use of Non-Electric detonators compared to the 

programmable electronic detonators was quantified with the use of the MCFO 

unit developed as part of the research program.  

 The applicability of blast vibration data for determining blasthole detonation 

events was test in tunnel blast which resulted in the identification of misfires 

through the analysis of the vibration waveforms measured from near-field to 

mid-field. 

 

 

6.3 Recommendations for Further Work 

Besides the conclusions drawn from the results of the investigations carried out in 

this research project, other areas identified to merit further investigations are 

discussed as follows: 

 The optical technique developed during the course of the research project 

proved useful for providing in-hole blasthole detonation and firing time which 

was relevant for misfire identification. The technique worked well as long as the 
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detonation of each blastholes does not result in the subsequent cable cut-off of 

the proceeding blastholes. However, the optical signature technique though not 

applicable for misfire identification in tunnel blasts, the technique would be 

applicable and beneficial in other underground mining methods such as the 

vertical crater retreat (VCR) mining where vertical or near vertical blastholes 

are used in the rock breaking operations. It is therefore recommended that 

further investigations are geared towards the use of optical signature technique 

to other blasting methods involving vertical or near vertical blastholes to aid in 

the identification of misfires.  

 Another area which could benefit from the development of specific equipment 

was observed with regards to detecting the location of unexploded detonators, 

boosters and unexploded explosive charges buried within the muckpile in case 

of misfire as a means to prevent blast area accidents. Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) technology have found wide spread applications for 

inventory, tracking and tracing. Even after about five decades in existence, 

RFID has not been fully utilized in the mining industry. Through the analysis of 

vibration measurements monitored at near field and mid-field during test blasts 

conducted as part of this research project, potential blasthole misfires were 

identified from the vibration traces. However, it was difficult to completely 

retrieve all misfired explosives charges and or detonators as some of these 

unexploded charges depending on their sequence during the blast were buried 

in the blasted rock or muckpile. It is hypothesised that by placing RFID tags on 

the detonators or explosive cartridges prior to the blast initiation, the location of 

misfired detonators and/explosives buried inside a blasthole or in the muckpile 

could be determined with an RFID reader. The challenge would be to design the 

RFID tag such that complete detonation will ensure it destruction whilst the 

RFID tags with misfired explosives will remain in operating condition to transmit 

RF signal to the reader. With the new developments seen in radio-frequency 

components, cost, size and robust requirements of RFID tags suitable for tunnel 

blast environment can be met with minimum challenge.  
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7 Appendices 

Appendix A Electromagnetic Pulse Trace 

 

 

Plate A-1: EM pulse from NONEL blast 1 
 

 

 

Plate A-2: EM pulse from NONEL blast 2 
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Plate A-3: EM pulse from NONEL blast 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate A-4: EM pulse from NONEL blast 4 
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Plate A-5: EM pulse from NONEL blast 5 
 

 

 

 

 

Plate A-6: EM pulse from plain detonator blast 6 
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Appendix B 

Detonator Firing Time Accuracy 

 
Table B-1: Non-Electric Detonator (NED) accuracy data 

Nominal 
NED Time 
(ms) 

Measured 
Detonation 
Time (ms) 

Absolute 
Error 
(ms) 

Percentage 
Error (%) 

100 95.125 4.875 4.88% 

100 100.125 0.125 0.13% 
200 203.500 3.500 1.75% 

200 204.500 4.500 2.25% 
200 209.375 9.375 4.69% 

200 199.125 0.875 0.44% 
300 322.625 22.625 7.54% 

300 322.500 22.500 7.50% 

300 309.875 9.875 3.29% 
400 429.625 29.625 7.41% 

400 425.750 25.750 6.44% 
400 429.000 29.000 7.25% 

500 521.625 21.625 4.33% 

500 527.875 27.875 5.58% 
500 525.875 25.875 5.18% 

600 562.625 37.375 6.23% 
600 587.375 12.625 2.10% 

600 571.000 29.000 4.83% 
700 796.750 96.750 13.82% 

700 786.250 86.250 12.32% 

700 796.125 96.125 13.73% 
800 864.000 64.000 8.00% 

800 856.125 56.125 7.02% 
800 851.500 51.500 6.44% 

900 1016.125 116.125 12.90% 

900 1004.125 104.125 11.57% 
900 998.375 98.375 10.93% 

1500 1583.375 83.375 5.56% 
1500 1570.750 70.750 4.72% 

1500 1605.750 105.750 7.05% 
3000 3153.250 153.250 5.11% 

5000 5446.875 446.875 8.94% 

5000 5421.250 421.250 8.43% 
6000 5813.125 186.875 3.11% 

6000 5874.625 125.375 2.09% 
7000 7311.000 311.000 4.44% 

7000 7281.625 281.625 4.02% 
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Table B-1: Programmable Electronic Detonator (PED) accuracy data 

Nominal 
PED Time 
(ms) 

Measure 
Detonation 
Time (ms) 

Absolute 
Error 
(ms) 

Percentage 
Error (%) 

100 100.000 0.000 0.00% 
200 200.000 0.000 0.00% 
200 200.000 0.000 0.00% 
300 300.000 0.000 0.00% 
300 300.000 0.000 0.00% 
400 400.000 0.000 0.00% 
400 400.000 0.000 0.00% 
500 499.875 0.125 0.03% 
600 600.000 0.000 0.00% 
600 600.000 0.000 0.00% 
600 600.000 0.000 0.00% 
700 699.875 0.125 0.02% 
800 800.000 0.000 0.00% 
800 800.000 0.000 0.00% 
900 900.000 0.000 0.00% 
900 899.875 0.125 0.01% 

1000 999.875 0.125 0.01% 
1000 999.875 0.125 0.01% 
1200 1200.000 0.000 0.00% 
1200 1200.000 0.000 0.00% 
1400 1400.000 0.000 0.00% 
1500 1500.000 0.000 0.00% 
1500 1499.750 0.250 0.02% 
1600 1599.875 0.125 0.01% 
1800 1799.875 0.125 0.01% 
2000 1999.875 0.125 0.01% 
2400 2400.000 0.000 0.00% 
2700 2700.000 0.000 0.00% 
3000 3000.000 0.000 0.00% 
3000 2999.625 0.375 0.01% 
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Appendix C 

Full Face Blast Log 

 

Table C-1: Full Face Blast PED_1 (8x8 Drive) 

Hole 
ID 

Blast 
sequence 

ID 

Hole 
Length 

(m) 
Loading 

sequence 
Hole Delay 
Time (ms) 

Charge 
Weight per 
hole (kg) 

1 0 1.83 CCCSCSC 0 1.00 
2 1 1.83 CCCSCSC 100 1.00 
3 2 1.83 CCCSCSC 200 1.00 
4 3 1.83 CCCSCSC 300 1.00 
5 4 1.83 CCCSCSC 400 1.00 
6 5 1.83 CCCSCSC 500 1.00 
7 6 1.83 CCCSCSC 600 1.00 
8 7 1.83 CCCSCSC 700 1.00 
9 8 1.83 CCCSCSC 800 1.00 
10 9 1.83 CCCSCSC 900 1.00 
11 10 1.83 CCCSCSC 1000 1.00 
12 11 1.83 CCCSCSC 1100 1.00 
13 12 1.83 CCCSCSC 1200 1.00 
14 13 1.83 CCCSCSC 1300 1.00 
15 14 1.83 CCCSCSC 1400 1.00 
16 15 1.83 CCCSCSC 1500 1.00 
17 16 1.83 CCCSCSC 1600 1.00 
18 17 1.83 CCCSCSC 1700 1.00 
19 18 1.83 CCCSCSC 1800 1.00 
20 19 1.83 CCCSC 1900 0.80 
21 20 1.83 CCCSCSC 2000 1.00 
22 21 1.83 CCCSCSC 2100 1.00 
23 22 1.83 CCCSCSC 2200 1.00 
24 23 1.83 CCCSC 2300 0.80 

C: Charge (Explosive) 
S: Spacer (Wooden) 
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Table C-2: Full Face Blast PED_2 (8x8 Drive) 

Hole 
ID 

Blast 
sequence 

ID 

Hole 
Length 

(m) 
Loading 

sequence 

Hole 
Delay 
Time 
(ms) 

Charge 
Weight 
per hole 

(kg) 

Charge 
Weight per 
delay (kg) 

1 0 1.22 CCCSC 0 0.8 0.8 
2 1 1.22 CCCSC 100 0.8 0.8 
3 2 1.22 CCCSC 200 0.8 0.8 
4 3 1.22 CCCSC 300 0.8 0.8 
5 4 1.22 CCCSC 400 0.8 0.8 
6 5 1.22 CCCSC 500 1.0 1.0 
7 6 1.22 CCCSC 600 0.8 0.8 
8 7 1.22 CCCSC 700 0.8 0.8 
9 8 1.22 CCCSC 800 0.8 0.8 
10 9 1.22 CCCSC 900 0.8 0.8 
11 10 1.22 CCCSC 1000 0.8 0.8 
12 11 1.22 CCCSC 1100 0.8 0.8 
13 12 1.22 CCCSC 1200 0.8 0.8 
14 13 1.52 CCCSCC 1425 1.0 1.0 
15 14 1.83 CCCSCC 1625 1.0 1.0 
16 15 1.52 CCCSCC 1825 1.0 1.0 
17 16 1.52 CCCSCC 2025 1.0 1.0 
18 17 1.83 CCCSCC 2225 1.0 1.0 
19 18 1.52 CCCSCC 2425 1.0 1.0 
20 19 1.83 CCCSCC 2650 1.0 1.0 
21 20 1.52 CCCSCC 2875 1.0 1.0 
22 21 1.52 CCCSCC 3125 1.0 1.0 
23 22 1.83 CCCSCC 3375 1.0 1.0 
24 23 1.83 CCCSCSCC 3675 1.2 

2.4 25 24 1.83 CCCSCSCC 3675 1.2 
26 25 1.83 CCCSCSCC 3975 1.2 

2.4 27 26 1.83 CCCSCSCC 3975 1.2 
C: Charge (Explosive) 
S: Spacer (Wooden) 
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Table C-3: Full Face Blast PED_3 (8x8 Drive) 

Hole 
No. 

Blast 
sequence ID 

Hole 
Length (m) 

Loading 
sequence 

Hole 
Delay 

Time (ms) 

Charge 
weight per 
hole (kg) 

Charge weight 
per delay(kg) 

1 0 1.22 CCCCC 0 0.75 0.75 
2 1 1.22 CSCSC 100 0.45 0.45 
3 2 1.22 CSCSC 200 0.45 0.45 
4 3 1.22 CSCSC 300 0.45 0.45 
5 4 1.22 CSCSC 400 0.45 0.45 
6 5 1.22 CSCSC 500 0.45 0.45 
7 6 1.22 CSCSC 600 0.45 0.45 
8 7 1.22 CSCSC 750 0.45 0.45 
9 8 1.22 CSCSC 900 0.45 0.45 

10 9 1.22 CSCSC 1050 0.45 0.45 
11 10 1.22 CSCSC 1200 0.45 0.45 
12 11 1.22 CSCSC 1350 0.45 0.45 
13 12 1.22 CSCSC 1500 0.45 0.45 
14 13 1.22 CSCSC 1650 0.45 0.45 
15 14 1.22 CSCSC 1800 0.45 0.45 
16 15 1.22 CSC 2000 0.3 0.3 
17 16 1.22 CSCSC 2200 0.45 0.45 
18 17 1.22 CSCSC 2400 0.45 0.45 
19 18 1.22 CSCSC 2600 0.45 0.45 
20 19 1.22 CSCSC 2800 0.45 0.45 
21 20 1.22 CSCSC 3000 0.45 0.45 
22 21 1.22 CSCSC 3200 0.45 0.45 
23 22 1.22 CSCSC 3400 0.45 

0.9 24 22 1.22 CSCSC 3400 0.45 
25 23 1.22 CSCSC 3650 0.45 

0.9 26 23 1.22 CSCSC 3650 0.45 
27 24 1.22 CSCSC 3900 0.45 

0.9 28 24 1.22 CSCSC 3900 0.45 
29 25 1.52 CCCCCC 4200 0.9 0.9 
30 26 1.52 CCCCC 4500 0.75 0.75 
31 27 1.52 CCCCCC 4800 0.9 0.9 
32 28 1.52 CCCCCC 5100 0.9 0.9 
33 29 1.83 CCCCCC 5400 0.9 0.9 

C: Charge (Explosive) 
S: Spacer (Wooden) 
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Table C-4: Full Face Blast NED_1 (8x8 Drive) Log 

Hole 
ID 

Hole 
Delay 
No. 

Hole 
Length 

(m) 

Hole 
Loading 

sequence 

Hole 
Delay 
Time 
(ms) 

Charge 
weight 

per hole 
(kg) 

Charge 
Weight 

per Delay 
(kg) 

1 0 1.83 CCCCSCSC 25 0.9 0.9 
2 1 1.83 CCCCSCSC 100 0.9 

1.8 3 1 1.83 CCCCSCSC 100 0.9 
4 2 1.83 CCCCSCSC 200 0.9 

1.8 5 2 1.83 CCCCSCSC 200 0.9 
6 3 1.83 CCCCSCSC 300 0.9 

1.8 7 3 1.83 CCCCSCSC 300 0.9 
8 4 1.83 CCCCSCSC 400 0.9 

1.8 9 4 1.83 CCCCSCSC 400 0.9 
10 5 1.83 CCCCSCSC 500 0.9 

3.6 

11 5 1.83 CCCCSCSC 500 0.9 
12 5 1.83 CCCCSCSC 500 0.9 
13 5 1.83 CCCCSCSC 500 0.9 
14 6 1.83 CCCCSCSC 600 0.9 

1.8 15 6 1.83 CCCCSCSC 600 0.9 
16 7 1.83 CCCCSCSC 700 0.9 

1.8 17 7 1.83 CCCCSCSC 700 0.9 
18 8 1.83 CCCCSCSC 800 0.9 

1.8 19 8 1.83 CCCCSCSC 800 0.9 
20 9 1.83 CCCCSCSC 900 0.9 

1.8 21 9 1.83 CCCCSCSC 900 0.9 
22 15 1.83 CCCCSCSC 1500 0.9 

1.8 23 15 1.83 CCCCSCSC 1500 0.9 
24 30 1.83 CCCCCCCC 3000 1.6 

3.2 25 30 1.83 CCCCCCCC 3000 1.6 
26 60 1.83 CCCCCCCC 6000 1.6 

3.2 27 60 1.83 CCCCCCCC 6000 1.6 
C: Charge (Explosive) 
S: Spacer (wooden) 
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Table C-5: Full Face Blast NED_2 (Sub Level) Log 

Hole 
ID 

Hole 
Delay 
No. 

Hole 
Length 

(m) 
Loading 

Sequence 

Hole Delay 
Period 
(ms) 

Charge 
Weight per 
hole (kg) 

Charge 
Weight per 
delay (kg) 

1 0 1.22 CSCSC 25 0.45 0.45 
2 1 1.22 CSCSC 100 0.45 

0.9 3 1 1.22 CSCSC 100 0.45 
4 2 1.22 CSCSC 200 0.45 

0.9 5 2 1.22 CSCSC 200 0.45 
6 3 1.22 CSCSC 300 0.45 

1.8 

7 3 1.22 CSCSC 300 0.45 
8 3 1.22 CSCSC 300 0.45 
9 3 1.22 CSCSC 300 0.45 
10 4 1.22 CSCSC 400 0.45 

1.8 

11 4 1.22 CSCSC 400 0.45 
12 4 1.22 CSCSC 400 0.45 
13 4 1.22 CSCSC 400 0.45 
14 5 1.22 CSCSC 500 0.45 

0.9 15 5 1.22 CSCSC 500 0.45 
16 6 1.22 CSCSC 600 0.45 

1.8 

17 6 1.22 CSCSC 600 0.45 
18 6 1.22 CSCSC 600 0.45 
19 6 1.22 CSCSC 600 0.45 
20 7 1.22 CSCSC 700 0.45 

2.03 

21 7 1.22 CSCSC 700 0.45 
22 7 1.22 CSCSC 700 0.45 
23 7 1.22 CSCSCSC 700 0.68 
24 8 1.22 CSCSC 800 0.45 

0.9 25 8 1.22 CSCSC 800 0.45 
26 9 1.22 CSCSC 900 0.45 

0.9 27 9 1.22 CSCSC 900 0.45 
28 70 1.22 CSCSC 7000 0.45 

1.13 29 70 1.22 CSCSCSC 7000 0.68 
C: Charge (Explosive) 
S: Spacer (Wooden) 
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Appendix D 

Full face Blast PED_1 Vibration Traces 
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Figure D.1: Blast PED_1 vibration trace from Sensor 3 
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Figure D.2: Blast PED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A3 
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Figure D.3: Blast PED_1 vibration trace from Sensor 1 
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Figure D.4: Blast PED_1 vibration trace from Sensor 2 
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Figure D.5: Blast PED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A2 
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Appendix E 

Full Face Blast PED_2 Vibration Trace 
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Figure E.1: Blast PED_2 vibration trace from Sensor A2 
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Figure E.2: Blast PED_2 vibration trace from Sensor A3 
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Figure E.3: Blast PED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 1 
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Figure E.4: Blast PED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 2 
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Figure E.5: Blast PED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 3 
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Appendix F 

Full Face Blast NED_1 Vibration Traces 
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Figure F.1: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A2 
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Figure F.2: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A2 
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 Figure F.3: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A2 
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Figure F.4: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor A3 
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Figure F.5: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor 1 
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Figure F.6: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor 2 
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Figure F.7: Blast NED_1 vibration trace from Sensor 3 
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Appendix G 

Full Face Blast NED_2 Vibration Traces 
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Figure G.1: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 2 
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Figure G.2: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 2 
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Figure G.3: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 2 
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Figure G.4: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 3 
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Figure G.5: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor A3 
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Figure G.6: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor 1 
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Figure G.7: Blast NED_2 vibration trace from Sensor A2 
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